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I. 1:). Program Is
Given at Annual
Dinner Tuesday

•

Hugh.Eddie Wilson
To Lead Squad; 20
Gridmen Get Letters
--Murray High School honored

/

'Mel 'Murray Lions Club climaxed its busiest ye-ir by holding
the annual Ladies Night last Tuesday evening in the Woman's Club
Lion President, R. L.
House.
Wade, presided over the program
which followed the dinner.
The program opened with the
song, "Let Me Call You Sweetheart" directed by Lion. Richard
Farrell. Rev. Samuel C. McKee
After the
gave the invocation.
introducpon of guests and the disposition of regular announcements
and business, 011ie Barnett was
presented a gold key in appreciation of his services as a Lion.
Lion C. R. McGavern. program
chairman. presented the following
program:
W. B. Moser directed an I.Q.
program assisted by C. R McGav' ern, announcer, James, Blalock,
Richard Farrell, Tom Moore Wilofliams and ,Joseph Miles.
'erDonald .Scott was cast in the
role of "Santa". The visiting ladies
were presented, with gifts of nylons lotions, spices, washing powdersr aiand other articles.
Other Lion' officers are Rev.
Samuel C. McKee, first vice presDewey Ragsdale, second
ident;
vice president; Carlisle Cutchin,
third vice president; W. B. Moser,
secretary-treasurer; Heron West,
(Continued on Page 2)
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its
1948
Western Kentucky Championship football squad last night
with a banquet given at the high
school.
Wilson Is Captain For 1947
Coach Ty Holland presented letters to 20 Tigers and retiring capannounced
Billy Thurman
tain
that Hugh Eddie Wilson. son of
Mr .and Mrs. Hugh Wilson, had
been chosen by his teammates to
captain the 1947 team. Billy is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Thurman.
The Suitcliffe W.K.C. championship trophy rested at the center of the banquet table.
W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
ciy schools; W. B. Moser, instructor at Murray High; and -Ed Filbeck, principal, paid tribute to tht
1948 squad which brought Murray
Its first undisputed W.K.C. title.
Ty Announces Schedule
Holland, speaking to his charges,
said, "Our schedule has gradually
gotten better because you boys
have become better."
The Tiger schedule for 1947, as
released by Coach Holland. includes:
Sept. 19, Princeton ,away
Sept. 26, Morganfield, here
Oct. 3, Mayfield. away
Oct. 10, Fulton, here
Oct. 17, Bowling Green, away
Oct. 24, Madisonville, here
(Continued on Page 2)

Mr. and Mrs. James McCallom,
Murray. boy, Edward Kent, December 12.
Mr. and Mrs W. L Barnett,
Murray, Rafte 3, girl
Shirley
Ann, December 12. '
Mr. and Mrs. Reubin Key James,
a boy, born December 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Higgins, Golden Pond, a boy, born December
14.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Arnold,
Almo, a boy, born December 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McCoy, a
boy, 'born December 15.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Lamar White. a
girl, born December 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis _Valentine,
a boy. December 13. .
Mr. and Mrs.
Manor liCathey;
Model. Tenn., a boy. December 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins, a
_Deeember 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young, - a
boy, December 17.
Dr. and Mrs. 7. W. Didcoct,
The annual Varsity theatre party
or children up to the age of 12 Paris, Tenn , a boy, December 17.
will be held on the day before
Christmas at the theatre at 10:30

Varsity Theatre t,
Plans Kid Party

•

•

All children of the city and
county arc invited to attend.
Frank Lancaster ,manager. stated
Iliat the • program will include
such favorites as Bugs Bunny. DonWoodWoody The
ald Duck,
pecker. Mickey Mouse, Tom and
Two two-reel
Jerry and Popeye
comedies will also be shown
The staff of the Varsity donate
their services as a gift to Call way
children
at Christmastime teach
year,

Congratulations!
•
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner, well
known residents of Murray, celebrated their 54th wedding anniverstiey' on Wednesday. December
18. Mr Turner ha%been active in
Cathie/ay county pcifitical and bustf46'ss functions for several years.,
Their many friends will joie In
extending congratulations. •

1 TA BUSY MONK-l'i44
I 6E
ONLY GOTTA
DAYS

41,HOPPING

UNTIL
cHaisTmAs.1

Calloway Farmer
Gets Best Yield
On Rive Acres

,4

_

M. H. Hill has just been named
1946 Calloway County corn growing champion for producing a
yield of 51.26 bushels of corn per
acre in a five acre plot on his
farm near Murray, according to
a bulletin just received
from
headquarters of the 1946 National
DeKalb Corn Growing Contest
Wins Plaque
This record yield wins, for Mr.
Hill the coveted County Corn
King Plaque presented each year
to the farmer producing the County's
largest officially
measured
yield in the DeKalb contest. This
also makes him eligible to particpate ofr state and national corn
growing awards, as well.

W.O.W. Elects
1947 Officers

Four Precautions
Listed To Avoid
Accidental Fires

Tlae Rainey T. Wells Camp
Woodmen of the World ,efectett
officers for 1947 at a meeting heli.
in the W.O.W. Hall last Friday
Fires increase in numbers in
evening, December 13.
cold winter months, and to save
Officers elected were Leon Crii your life and home from danger
der, counsel commander; Waylo4. check your heating apparatus, says
Rayburn, past counsel Van Bari Fire Chief H. F. Oglesby. These
nett,
advisory lieutenant; Bud safety steps are recommended:
Stalls, banker; Burman Parker, es1. If you have a portable kerocort; Porter Holland, watchman; sene
heater, keep it free of dirt,
and Ray Sinclair, sentry.
oil and soot; avoid placing near
Eight new members were initia curtains or tablecloths, or where
ated at the meeting and refresh. it may be knocked over; extinments were served at the Blue guish the flame before filling with
Bird 'Cafe after the meeting:
oil and before moving the heater;
be. sure there is adequate vents
lation in the room and watch the
heater for a while when lirst
lighted.

Thousands Enter
Mr Hill's winning corn yield
was checked by disinterested parties, and the information gained
by the study of growing practices
he used will be utilized to help
other framers improve their corn
yields. The corn growing contest
(Continued on Page 2) •

STOPS AT EXPWATION DATE

Vol. XVI; No. 51

No Ledger And
Times Next Week
_„ •

In keeping with the custom
of "country" weeklies, the staff
of the Ledger & Times will not
publish a paper next week.
The office, however, will be
open during the week for the
purpose of takirer jobs and subscriptions.
The next fruliee'will be issued
on litinuOry 2, 047.
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1. Now it came to pass in thOsedays, there went out a decree
from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be
enrolted.
2. This was the first enrollment made when Quirinus was
governor of Syria.
3. And all went to enroll themselves, every one to his own
city.
, And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city•of
Nazareth, into Judea, to the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the house of David;
5. To enroll himself with Mary, who was betrothed to him,
being great with child.
And-it came to pass, while they were there, the days
'were fulfilled that he should be .delivered.
7. And she bi-ought forth her firstborn'so; and she wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger, because there was no room for them in the inn..
8. And there were shepherds in the same country abiding
in the field, and keeping watch by night over their
flocks.
9.. And en angel of the Lord stood by them, and the glory of
the
-J.0rd shone round' about them; and they were sore
afraid.
10. And the angel said unto them, Be not afraid; for behold,
I bring you good tidings of great joy which shall be to
all the people;
11. For there is born to you' this day in the City of David a
Saviour, -who is Christ the Lord.
12. And this is the sign unto you; Ye shall find a babe wrap1 - ped in swaddling clothes, and lying in a manger.
13. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of
the heavenly host praising God, and saying.
14. Gloryyo God in4he highest,
And on earth peace among
Men in whom he is well
pleased..,,
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RAINEY T. WELLS
IS SPEAKER AT
GRID BANQUET

Services Held For
Mrs. Emily Adams
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County Schools
Close Tomorrow
Holidays

Samoa:,
•

DR. I. R. HOUSTON

Harold Manson Gets
Best Blocker Award;
Wyatt Is Captain
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The Kentucky State
Medical
Association announced this week
that Mrs. Jessie Houston Roane,
Dr. Hugh L. Houston. and Dr. Hal
E. Houston, all of Murray have
set up through the state medical
association, a memorial scholarship .,.of $2.000 to be administered
by the state group and to be received by a student at Murray
State College.
, Five Au Planned
The gtate Association plans to
raise a total scholarship fund of

1 $1Th
0"M
e Scholarship, made in honor
of the late
Dr. Edward Brent
Houston, co-founder of the ClinicHospital and one of the leading
physicians of Calloway County for
30 years, will be one of five now
being planned for the local college under the state medical association's plan of .providing Kentucky with a -sufficient number
of trained rural doctors. His wife
and cons knew his deep interest
in medicine, medical education
and the giving of boys without finances a chance to study medi•
cine. Dr. E. B. Houston trained
V
three physicians during his lifeDr Rainey T. Wells. founder and time.
His family, in tribute to
former president of Murray State his sincere
efforts in behalf of
College was principal speaker at better
medicine for
Calloway,
the annual football banquet held could have
no finer memorial
on the campus last Thursday night than this
loan fund.
in honor of
he Murray State
-The ,litite mogiosed echolorablPli
would establish a fund of $10.000
Dr. Wells reviewed the history for use at
Murray State College.
of the college and paid tribute to
The late Dr. Houston, was born
the football teams which have rep- in Murray in
1881. received his
resented the school in the past B.S. from the old
Southern Noras well as the 1946 squad. He ad- mal School
at Bowling Greeh and
vised that to succeed "you must graduated
from' the
Louisville
make your work a pleasure.."
Medical College in 1907.
From
Hiy Stewart, athletic director 1908 to
1937, he had a record of
for Murray announced that the 29 consecutive
years of active
award for the best blocker had membership in
the Kentucky State
been given . to Harold
Manson, Medical
Association.
4 fullback from Asbury Park, N. J.
State Sets One Scholarship
Others on the program included
In an effort to encourage rural
Dean William G. Nash. toastmas- boys and girls
of western Kenter; Dr. John W. Carr, president tucky to study
mepicine, the state
emeritus; Dr. Ralph H. Woods, association has agreed
to set' aside
president; Wid
Ellison, Corbin, one scholarship for
Murray State
captain of the 1946 learn; Jack College
graduates if four other
Wyatt, Dyersburg. Tenn.. captain- scholarships ore
provided from
elect; Mrs.. Harold Manson, As- funds of
western Kentucky.
bury Park, N. J.. football queen;
To date. the Houston Memorial
James Moore, head football coach,' Scholarship
Fund and the V. A.
and . John Miller, head basketball
(Continued on Page 2)
coach.
Members of the football squad
who attended the banquet included: Jack Wyatt, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
Clifford White, Cleveland, 0.; Vito
Brucchiere, Clevekarid, O.; Thomas
Niel& Union City, Tenn.; Den- For
nis Taylor. 'Murray; John Witt,
Wesel°, Tex;;
Roland
Yokurn.
Calloway County School SuperHammond, La.;
Bill
McClure.
intendent Prentice Lassiter anDyersburg. Tenn.; C. Ps'
, Dubia,
nounced yesterday that all county
Murray; W. F. dilbect, Paducah.
schools will close tomorrow, De:
Tommy
Walker,
Brownsville.
cember 20. for the holiday season.
Tenn.; Date McDaniel, South
Laasiter added that the county
Ben, Ind.; James Sanchez, Baton
schools will open again on WedRouge, La ; Winfred Dill. Huntingnesday, January 1.
don, Tenn.; Jesse Bra boy. Pad ucah ; eBotaffy Clark, Mayfield; Jere
CORRECTION
McClure. Dyersburg, Tenn.; Cordon Guthrie. Dyersburg, Teen.;
In an advertisement for LittleHtyttor
Ouellette, Lynn, Mass.;
ton's in teat week's issue of the
Rdlly' Joe Saunders, Murray; John
Ledger & Times, the price Of
Cromwell, Paducah; Neal Hobart,
L'Aiglon dresses was given as
Henderson; Kenneth Evitt, 'Eldo$5 95.
This should have been
rado, UT
$1093. The Ledger & Times re- Billy
Fkik, Maplewood.
Mo;
greta this error.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Dr. E. B. Houston
Memorial Is
v
$2,000

Murray Tobacco
Sales To Open
On January 2 v

Murray's dark-fired tobacco sales
will open January 2, according to
an announcement made by C. C.
Farmer, secretary of the Murray
Tobacco liOard of Trade.
statement, Farmer said
In
that 'Pier a million pounds of darkfired tobacco are expected to be
regeived by five Murray floor for
tiKe opening sales and that an increase of from 40 to 50 per 'cent
over last year's sales of eight million pounds is also being expected.
The sales will be held at the
Outland, Doran, Farris, Grower's
" 2. If you have an oil, furnace, and Planter's floors.
have it checked by a qualified service man.
CORRECTION
In last week's report of funeral
3. Check coal
furnaces
and
stoves carefully for worn, broken services for Thomas Ethan Irvan,
or rusted paral
Make necessary the name of Irvan's brother was
repairs or replacements. Remove omitted.
soot.
Mr. Irvan is also survived by
4. Replace rusty smoke pipes his brother, Joe Irvan, manager
and those having holes 'through of the Adams' Shoe Store of Murwhich hot sparks could fly.
ray.
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$10,000 Rural Medical Scholarship
Is Proposed At Murray State College

gooey ..„:0.0.te

Services Today For
MI-S, A. S. Nichols .

eZ-Were held this
Funeral as
te;,-r-i-cmorning
11 o'clock for Mrs.
Alfred S. Nichols, native of Murray, who died on November 11
in Frankfort, Germsiny, as the re:
atilt of "a jeep accidenet. Rev. T.
H. Mullins conducted the services
Murray First Methodist
at the
Church.
Mrs. Nichols was killed when
the jeep in which she was riding
with 'an officer of the U.S. Army
Skidded on a hill near Hadsoden
She was serving with the War Department, overseas branch, at the
time
Mrs Nichols was the former
Miss Beriare Edwards, daughter
of the hite Mr. and Mrs. J. •.
Edwards of Murray, and the widow of Alfred S. Nichols, Sr., native of England welo was manager
of the Paducah Electric Company
during and after World War I. -''
Mrs. Nichols, after her husband's
death, was for a time hostess on
a Miami to Jamaica ship and at
the 'Arlington hotel. Hot Springs,
Ark.
A service was held November
21 at Bremen. Germany, from
where her remains were shipped
to Murray.
Survivors include a Son. Alfred
Nichols. Jr., a student at Yale: a
sister. Mrs. Margaret Sugg, Hot
Springs. Ark.; and two brothers,
Lennis Edwards, New York, and
Kennon Edwards. Memphis.
Pallbearers were Rudy Oury,
Tom McEleath, Bernard Whitnell, E. .J. Beale,. Kirk Pool and
W. G. Swann. '1
Burial was in the Murray city
cemetery,

MURRAY FIRE
CHIEF OGLESBY
STRESSES SAFETY

Leon Crider, Waylon
Rayburn Are Named
To Posts At Meet

WI"

Funeral services were conducted
today`at Mt Pleasant Church foi
Mary Adeline Wilson. 72, who died
Tuesday at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Jake Terry near Hazel. Rev.
Hall of Puryear. Tenn., and Rev.
A. C. Childers officiated.
She was a member of the Mt
Pleasant Methodist Church.
Besides Mrs Terry, she is surMrs W. M
vived by a sister
,
I Craig, Hazel. Route 3, and one
Wilson, Hazel,
Elum
brother.
Route 2.
Pallbearers were Mason Wilson,
Carl Nix Wilson. Arra Wilson. R.
G. St. John. Lathen Craig and
Ralph Clark.
Burial was in Mt Plcasant cemetery.

a.m.

M. H. HILL WINS
CORN GROWING
CONTEST FOR 1946

4

Mary Adelins Wilsy
Services Are Field.

95

45

Murray Honors
1946 Tiger Team

MURRAY LIONS
END YEAR WITH
LADIES NIGHT

over a

95

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternodh, December 19, 1946

Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year To All.
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'Funeral services were held Monday afternoon for Mrs. Emily Elizabeth Adams. 76. who died ,Sunday. December 15 at the
ome
of her daughter, Miss
ams of Almo. Death fol
an
illness of two . weeks and a4 attributed to pneumonia.
Rev. Huron Illcherson and Rev.
M. M. Hampton officiated.
Mrs Adams was a member of
the Sugar Creek Baptist church
of Calloway County.
Survivors include three sisters.
Miss Minnie Adams and Mrs.
Nola Adams, both of Almo. and
Mrs. Vadie Coursey, Murray; four
grandchildren
and
four
great
grandchildren. ,
Pallbearers were Taz Galloway.
Alvie Galloway, Billy Nat Galloway. Cecil Taylor, Linn Valent4ne
and Kennith Morris.4
, e Burial was in Sinking Springs
']cemetery.
.
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Murray Stores
Will Stay Open
A
random check of Murray
stores this morning indicated that
most businesses will remain open
late three or four days before
Christmas to accommodate tardy
holiday shoppers.
The operators of these storee
agree that business will be conducted until around 8 or 9 p.m.
if the shopping crowds justify this
action.

Congratulations
•
, ,
Congratulations and pest wishes
go to Mr. and Mts. A. J. Burkeen
of near 'Almo who celebrated their
54th wedding anniversary- on Wednesday: December 18.
Mr. Burkeen is a well known
farmer- of this county, Wad' has
been active in fox hunting for the
last 63 years Their many frietids
and
relatives wleh them
many
more years of happiness.
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TIIE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE TWO

And to you. Mr. Williams and yours,
the Ledger and Times staff, and
everyone, I wish you the best of
iContitiued from Page 1) \
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
'
(Continued from Page
)Continued from Page. 11
everything at Christmas time and was inaugurated eight Oars ago
The
and
Times.
To the Editor of the
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway
_
good health and joy through the apd ' ha: been entered by thOusLedger ar Timeg:
Times-Herald, Oct, 30. 1M. and The West Kentuckian. Jan 17. 1942.
-- aseistant secretary-treasurer: Will Powell Puckett. Shelbyville; Bill
years to come.
ands of farmers in over 20 states
Dear Sir:
Tamer: Middleton. Portsmouth, O.; Dan
Whitriell. Lion
V
Haselns
A friend to all,
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
;Hid Canada each year.
Caliheard
sunny
of
have
You
HarTenn.;
McKenzie, McKenzie,
The County Asetitts' Office will
and James Blalock. tail tWister.
JAMESS. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
Charlie G. Hamlin
Other good yields entered in the
had a rain, wind and
i Among those present were Mr. old Manson. Asbury Park. N. J.: be close during Christmas week fornia. We
Ventura, California
contest this year by farmers in
rough
with
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St.. Murray, Ky. and Mrs. Torn Moore Williams. aroy Kelly. Danville, Va.; Billy se that we can move to our new snow storm to stare,
Calloway County are: J. C. Gooch,
Tenn.: . Charlie toeation.
Paris,
We expect to open at seas, planes crashing into The moun. Mr. Homer.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
acre; Dan McEntered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. fur Trann-dission ss
48.76 bushels per
week
fog.
heavy
tairts
this
then
Danny
visitor
'tem;
have
you
a
If
Walsh,
2
on
January
location
new
Allbritten.
°or.
and Mrs James Rudy
./.." Second Class Matter.
bushels and Luther
40.13,
Clure,
Times.
Max
and
Calif.:
Hawthorne.
.
the
Ledger
-call
.
Watea
which is on theesecood block East
The now was in Inc back counMr. and. Mrs. Joseph L piles. Mr.
Gooch, 35 28 bushels.
Subscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
and Mrs. Harold Gilbert, W. B. Carlisle. lienagaraona. John Owens, of the Post Office next door to try. You can see it from here on Telephone 55.
2200•a Year; In Kentucky. $2.50: Elsewhere. $100.
enti.
Farriat Loose Leaf Floor.. Any the tip of the mountains but it is
Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice •Huntingdon.
Bob Sanders. Georgetown, Ill.: one having business with the 40 miles away.
.Crass„' Mr. and Mrs. 0 B. Boone,
I
The big strike in Oakland is over.
Mr and Mrs. 0. W. Barnett Fred Ralph M:Clain, Mayfield: Wid El- Couaty Agent during ehie time
.
It was tough. though. We have
- IShultz. Mr and Mrs. Fred Ginglaa; lion. Corbin, Jahn Hackney, Hop- cal; 679-J.
South
Souden
Don
The Extension Othee force wish gas and the coal strike - did not
1W B Davis. Mr, and Mrs. Zelna lutist-ale:
Carter. Dr and Mrs. A. D Butter-naend, Ind.: Jim McClure. Dyers- ,all the people in Calloway Coun- hurt us here much.
Itatilh Cooper, Paclu; ty a Merry Christmas and a HapTHE KENTUCKY ?RIP ASSOCIATION
worth. Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Far- burg...Tenn:
LOTS OF GOOD LUMBER
This plane and Santa Claus came
.•
AUDIT BUREAU 0 CIRCULATIONS
I rell and Mr end Mrs C R. Mc csh: Floyd Hooke. Hopkinsville: py New Near and invites you to right down on Main street (picture
DOORS and WINDOWS
Geogre Forts. Felda. Fla.: Lloyd some en and get acquainted with enclosed with letter) and it was
We-reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor 1Gaverr.
- 1 enn.: Paul our new office location early in wet and I did not get out. My broat National Fireworks Grounds
ritt Public Voice items which In. our opinicn is not for the best interest( • Mr and Mee. Noel Melugin. Mr S°wati• alaumboldt.
Ward. Huntingdon, Tenn.: Perkins thev
. -• .
el our readers.
Ten miles north of Mayfield
ther says it was the largest crowd
Mrs Leslie R Putnam. Me. and
'
I
Marqueas. Hopkinsville: Billy Finwr• are taking or- on the street he ever saw here. Five
Remember
Mrs.
andMr.
Futrell.
IC
Mrs. W.
iineolpakinQwsviennes:bors.i.
or see G. R. MILLER, Mayfield Dairy Products
ders for pine and locsust seedlings blocks on Main street are all dolled
"
and WS: Robert Smith. Mr. and
z. now and will continue to take or- up with large red plastic mission
iliarn
atn,
eis
v
W
rr
m
:a
Cullt
!Mrs. Solon Shackelford. Mr. and
Telephone 933
1 Paris; John Petillio. Neptune, N. ders during January but after bells with a silver background and
Few men have been immortalized in newspapers and l Mrs. E. W. Riley. Mr. and Mrs. R. J.: Orvil Gibbs, Flint. Mich:
be
will
it
January
of
months
the
large wreaths and our famous poinMr. and Mrs. Isom
books more than,-t4 country doctor.' The need of his A. Johnston,
Joe Bronson. Chitago; Jim Hurn- too late to take orders. We en- settias are on the light standards.
Der arid Mrs. W. G Miller,
Tatd•
hist
of
sight
.the
. Billy Stracener, courage you to set any waste land When lighted up at night it is a
presence was felt several years ago. and
a . Mr:a-aria Mrs. Mr a H. Churcaill. 1 phreys. Paducah:
Memphis, Tenn.: Harry Moore. to pine trees or any , land that is sight to see. They ire wiring the
0 m m0 • 1 m
m
buggy coming up the road quieted the fear in many
„Corbin: Vinaent • Marques. Hap- puttying should be set to pines. big old mission pine. The streets
•
heart.
and Mrs-. Jame, 121 .171:, Mr and
.
.
._
Cadiz; Be sure to place your order in
iinsville; Winthrop Hopscin.,
111r.
and
Mr.
and stores are crowded.
Hobert's,
Eddie
Mrs.
in
buggy
the
replaced
Today...The automobile has
.
Charles -Parker. Owensboro: Steve i time.
:rs.
5
d
an
For us I guess it will be a dull.
.
Mr
.
.
W
Otto
most cases. .but the need of the country doctor is Just as
Alvan
that
Hood. Nashville. Tenn.:
i If you have strawberries
sad Christmas like many homes I
Cutchmealr r.r-.1 Mrs.
in
counties
some
in
that
find
Mo.: Fred Bryan, i were set out last spring rememgreat. It is interesting to
. it aph Wear Cope. Charleston,
was in on my, visit to Kentucky,
chin. Mr etel
Kentucky there are from 5.600 to 14..300 persons for each and daughter Jaren:clime Mr. aria Brownsville: Paul Willoughby. Pa- ber they should be mulched with many of the bold people I knew so
Massa
your
Lynn.
protects
Healy.
ducah;
having
This
one
Bob
straw
now.
fortunate,
more
is
county
Calloway
doctor.
moll and loved are sleeping beneath
Mrs. C G anal, ir and %Teeter A.
Ce..r:es Fields. Milan. lea,:
berries and will incrseae your the bushes and weeds on the hill,
doctor for 1731 persons.,
Crr,
1946 FORD TUDOR-Heater, Radio, Spotlight
that
Remember
spring.
this
yield
sides and so many homes with the
Mr.. and Mrf 0 A. Alarns aed
. The KentuCkY Statc Medival Association is sponsorbe
should
the ties on bailed straw
Mr. and Mrs. R
boys that will never return. Two
1946 CHEVROLET-Heater, Radio
iffy a campaign to relieve this shortage of doetclfs. They daughter,
cut and wheat ,and weed seed
Bab. Mr and
son.
and
just
my
mother
today
Wade
ago
years
I"
to
fund
scholarship
medical
are raising $100.000 as a
sprouted before putting on the
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Country Doctor Scholarships .

CARS

CARS

CARS

At the present we have plenty of Used
Cars for sale. They are as follows:

MURRAY HONORS

Thorobreds Down
Louisville 56-45

A Few More to Choose From

BILLINGTON - JONES MOTOR
COMPANY

Murray Live Stock Company.
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The Best Market in West Kentucky

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:1/0 O'CCOCK

HOUSTON

.High School Will
Give Holiday
Music

New Grader

4

for

IT'S NOT TOO LATE

ENIX CARPENTER SHOP

Still lots of nice gifts to be had at POOL'S. Read the list below.
It may suggest the very thing you have been wanting.

r

in BASEMENT of

For the MAN:

SYKES - EDMONDS
GROCERY

For the BOY:

S RECIAL

South Fourth Street

$2.95

CABINETS, SCRrEN DOORS and
WINDOW FRAMcS Made

Tackle Box

Tri'cycles

SPECIAL

Phone 653-R

Compass

CHILDREN'S
WAGONS

Ate

Fluorescent Desk
Limp

Scout Knife

Del Set

Roller Skates

1 -gallon Thermos
Jugs

,11111MMIIIN
4

"r1MMININIM11

PLEASE NOTICE!

Boxing Gloves

S PECIAL

Punching Bags

SOUTH BEND
FLY RODS

Bow and Arrows

We will be closed for business from CHRISTMAS EVE,
DECEMBER 24th, at noon, until MONDAY.
DECEMBER 30th
To all our friends and customers we extend
Heartiest Christmas Greetings

*M the Christthas scason unfolds its splendor.
/ we send to all our patrons and friends man:.
good wishes that this Christmas be the

.Foiztball Helmets
Flashlights

Gun Cases
Poker Chip Rack
1947 Desk Calendar
Duck Decoys

Baseball Glcives
Dirtt Boards

Minnow Buckets

S PECIAL Wonder Horse
The child's perfect
playmate

South Bend Fly Rods
Boat Cushions
Camp Cots
Landing Net
Brief Case

merriest of all time!

'
For the Entire Family

NEW PHILCO RADIO
...oak IMMO

HUGHES PAINT & WALLPAPER CO -

KIRK A. POOL & CO. :1

HILTON 'HUGHES, Owner

.....,••••••••••••••••ws
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-THURSDAY, D CEMBER 19, 1946

Engagement Of Miss Fulton and
Jay L. Miller Revealed

ti

igo
usites

the
in
eh,

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marvin Fulton announce the engagement of
their daughter, Jo Ann, to Jay L.
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Miller.
The marriage
will be
solemnized on Dec. 26 at the Fulton home.
•
The engagement was revealed at
: a dinner party which was given
by Mrs. Fulton lbn Sunday evening. The Yuletide motif was used
in
decoration
throughout
the
rooms. The dining table was centered with a miniature Christmas

,t

her
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PARDS •ENGAGEMENT
KEE-EDM.
REVEALED AT LUNCHEON
A lovely party of the holiday
season was the luncheon which
was given Monday at the Woman's
Club by Mrs. John Ryan in honor
of Miss Georgia Helen Kee, whose
engagement to Kent Elwood Edwards was revealed. Miss Kee is
the daughter of Mrs. Ella Murray
Kee of Murray ,and Mr. Edwards
is the son of Dr, H. E. Edwards
and Dr. Ella I. Edwards of Berrien Springs, Mich. The marriage
will be solemnized on December
29 at the Woman's Clob.
The club house wai in Yuletide
decoration. As the guests arrived
they
were presented
individual
corsages tied with silver to which
was attached the announcement
of the engagement and the date.
Miss Kee's corsage was of split
white carnations tied with silver.
The luncheon table was centered with a strip of silver on which
rested branches of winter evergreens including holly, mistletoe
and pine. Silver candles interspersed the artistic arrangement.
Covers were laid for Miss Georgia 4Ielen Kee, Mrs. Ella Murray
Kee, Mrs. L. E. Brown, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. Foreman Graham,
Mrs. W. H Mason, Mrs. W„, Lewis
Drake, Mrs. W. F. Skinner, Mrs.
Eddie Roberts, Mrs. Parvin Blalock
Mrs
Rudolph
Howard,
Mrs: S. J. Roberts, Mrs. E. E. Fry
of Paris, Mrs. Ralph Wear, Mrs.
Hilton Hughes, ,Mrs. C. C. Farmer,
Mrs. Fred Barber. Miss „Barbara
Diuguid, Mrs E. S Diuguid, Jr,
Miss Lula Cain, Miss Lula Clayton
Beale, Misses Ruth and
Mary
Lassiter, Miss Hazel Tarry, Mrs.
Buist Scott, Mrs. Gus Farley, Mrs.
J. 0. Chambers, Mrs. Dan Hutson, Miss Mary Duskjer, Mrs. Wal-
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"Social Calendar

Friday, December 20
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
will be
hostess to the
Friday
bridge club at her home a
:30
p.m.
Monday, Decembe
The Zeta
Departme
the
hristWoman's Club will have
mas party at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. G. B. Scott.
The Zeta Department will have
its annual Christmas party MonCovers were laid for sixteen day night, December 23, at 8 o'clock
close friends of the honoree.
at the home of Mrs. G. B. Scott.
with Mrs. Buist Scott, Mrs. John
ter Garrison, Mrs. Jimmy Robin- Ed Scott, and Mrs. John Herman
son, Mrs. W. L. Polly, Miss Mabel Trotter as hostesses.
Harris Mrs. Price Lassiter, Mrs.
Gene Brewer, Mrs. Philip Mit- PENNY HOMEMAKERS HOLD
chell, Mrs. Rudolph Thurman, Mrs. DECEMBER ALL-DAY MEETING
M. Fosberg, Mrs. A. H. Bonner,
The Penny Homemakers Club
Mrs. Ca. Johnson, Mrs. Carlton met December 16 tt 10 a.m., in the
Jo
Ann
Outland and Miss
Fulton, home of Mrs. Raymond Workman.
and Iftezevant, Tenn. guests were Mrs. Hugh Waldrop, vice-president,
Mrs. A. H. Jones, Mrs. George Be- presided in the absence of the
lew, Mrs. Jack Jones, Mrs. Obe president, Mrs. Trixie Armstrong.
Mullins, Mrs. Cody Foster, Mrs.
The Scripture lesson was read by
Ed Johnson, Miss Peggy Goodman and Miss Martha Jo Mullins. Mrs. Waldrop and prayer led by
Mrs. Effie , Jetton. The minutes
•
•
were read by Mrs. Garnet LoafBIRTHDAY PARTY
man, who was appointed secretaryJoretta
Butler
entertained a treasurer to succeed Mrs. Noah
number of her friends with a
Williams.
birthday party at her home on the
Roll call was answered by 16
evening of November 28.
A happy evening was spent members and two visitors, each anplaying games and at the con- swering wtth a quotation from the
clusion of the party delicious re- Bible.
tree and evergreen4 and the
focal point of a snow scene on the
mantel was a bride and groom entering the church. Guests were
seated at small tables, and place
cards tied with mistletoe and red
ribbon told the engagement and
the date of the wedding. Miss Fulton's place was marked with a
gardenia corsage and other guests
were presented miniature corsages
appropriate to the season.

freshments were served
the following:
Misses
Charlotte Lee, Marge
Mitchell, Billie June Jones, Barbara Jean Williams, Joan Fulcher,
Peggy Lee and the honoree; James
Lee, James Robert Cooper, Walter
Paschall, Joe Pat Lee, Billy Fulcher and Master Jimmie Erwin.
.The guests left thanking Miss
Juretta for the enjoyable event.

Mrs. Everett Norsworthy was
elected as a delegate to represent
our club at Farm and Home Week
in Lexington, Ky., in February.
Mrs. Sarah Ross is the alternative.
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy gave an
interesting talk abdut her trip to
Louisville, which she won through
the Farm and Home Improvement
Campaign, sponsored by the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times.

• • •

MRS. SCHERFFIUS ENTERTAINS
CLASS AT TEA
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius was hostess
at her - home Tuesday afternoon
when she entertained members of
the Women's Class of the College
Presbyterian Church,
-with a seated
tea.
An
enjoyable afternoon
was
spent. Contests furnished diversion, —and Christmas favors were
presented the guests. The decorations and dainty refreshments
carried out the holiday motif.

1
WE HAVE A LARGE NUMBER OF

COAL BUCKETS
NO LIMIT as long as they last!
ALSO MANY OTHER SCARCE
ITEMS

ROBERTS GROCERY
Corner of Ninth and Sycamore
Phone 874
1

CHRISTMAS TURKEYS
PLUMP, OVEN-READY HENS

65c per pound
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
We close AT NOON Christmas Eve
•

HARRY MILLER
FROZEN FOODS
Phone 43

May your Christmas be a Happy ()Der
•

•

A delicious potluck dinner was
served at the noon hour. Christmas carols were played and sung
by all present. Gifts were exchanged.
The University of Kentucky Extension lesson on improved practices on paints-: in general, painting walls and woodwork, was given
by Miss Rachel Rowland, home
demonstration agent.
Mrs. H. H. Boggess took the citizenship report, and reading report
was by Mrs. Sarah Ross; also a
very interesting talk by Mrs. Ross.
Mrs. Garnet Loafman read a poem
on "How to Observe Christmas."
The next meeting will be held
January 20 in the home of Mrs.
011ie Hale. at 10 am.
All ladies in the community are
invited to attend.
• • •
U.D.C. MEETS WITH
MRS. JONES
The J. N. Williams chapter United Daughters of the Confederacy„
met Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Bertha Jones. Cohostesses were Mrs. Wallace Key,
Mrs. Ralph McCuiston, Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mrs. Everett Jones and Mrs.
Dixie Robinson. Beautiful decorations in the Christmas motif were
used in the rooms, and the Christmas theme was repeated in the
dainty party plate served during
the social hour by the hostesses.
The meeting opened with the salute to the flags followed
with
prayer by Mrs. W. P. Williams, who
then read the Christmas story as
given in the second chapter of St.
Luke.
Announcement was made that the
chapter will sponsor three fivedollar prizes which will be donated by three chapter members to
students of the high school, training school and
the elementary
school for the best essay on some
well known Southern —person.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter gave an interesting report. On the fiftieth state
convention held at Louisville in
Octobttf. Mrs. J. D. Peterson reported on the, general convention
held at Jackson, Miss., in November. with 1000 delegates in attendance. The meeting closed
with
"Silent Night" softly sung by Mrs.
Bertha Jones.
• • •
MR. AND MRS. HALE HOSTS
AT STEAK SUPPER'?
Mr. and Mrs. Nornian D. Hale
will be hosts tonight
at a steak supper and theatre
party in Paducah in celebration
of their wedding anniversary, and
also in honor of Miss Jo Ann Furton and Jay L. Miller whose marriage will take place during the
Christmas season.
Other guests include Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Fulton and Dr. and
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth.

WOODMEN CIRCE HAS
CHRISTMAS PARTY
The Woodmen Circle, Grove No.
126, held the annual Christmas
party
at the
club house
last
Thursday evening. Gay holiday
decorations gave a festive air to
the occasion. A delicious "covered
dish" supper was served in the
dining room from a long table
which was ornamented with fruit
centerpieces and red tapers in
crystal holders.
Featured entertainment which
opened the program included a
reading by Edwina Kirk, and a
piano duet -by Margaret Jean Atkins and Beverley White.
Results of a contest to select
a mascot for Tau Phi Lambda Sorority were announced, Little Miss
Rogenia Blackwood was crowned
queen with Edwina Kirk as attendant.
Each of the ten contestants, with
her sponsor, was
presented to the group present.
A
beautifully decorated
tree
held gifts for all the members, and
gifts were presented each of the
ten contestants for the sorority.
The.cloor prize was awarded Mrs.
Gladys Hale.
A short business session was
held at the close of the program
at which time officers for 1947
were elected,Out of town visitors included
Mesdames
Wilson, Higgins
and
Gilangham of the Golden Pond
Grove.
•••
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NYLON 'HOSE
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Merry
Christmas

o vvre

The employees of the Murray
Manufacturing Company are presenting their first annual Christmas program at 7:00 pm, December 20, at the High School auditorium. This program will consist
of readings, songs, solos duets.
trios, quartets, piano solos, tap
dancing, toe dancing, string band
and group singing of Christmas
carols.
At the close of the program.
Old St. Nicholas will fly down
with his group of reindeer and
and sleigh from the glaciers of the
frozen North. Yes, Old Santa will
be there in person, to hand out
presents and talk to all the kiddies
of the employees' families. .
The thing that will really add
color to this program, the employees and their families, are
the major participants and are
very. enthusiastic in neking the
program a grand success, and are
looking forward to the development of one of the finest Christmas programs in the community
each Christmas in the future.
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BUS STATION CAFE

WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY
CHRISTMAS DAY
in order to give our employees a
Christmas vacation

BLUE BIRD CAFE
ALBERT CRIDER

jb PAL DOLLS
• CLAY CRAFT
• WHITE MAGIC SLATE
• WILSON DART BOARD
• JUDY FARM SET
• WHEELBARROW
• PLASTIC PLANE SET

Merry Christmas

...

wishes for a
Happy New Year.

C

Special! 1.39

i
A
A
A
A
A

•$POUNDING BOARD
• HALO ANGEL
• WOODART CIRCUS
• WOODART BOAT
• ROLLER TARGET
• LITTLE HOUSE CLEANING
• ZYLOPHONE

happy, joyous and i
2A
wonderful
A
A
A

Holiday season.

ROBERTS
GROCERY

.

4

A

DIAMOND
,TAXI
)

HAZEL NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Garrett
of Detroit, Mich.. spent several
weeks in Hazel visiting their parents, Mr and Mrs. Jim ScarIsceisith. and other friends.
Miss Elizabeth Jones of Murray was in Hazel Saturda, on
>wines&
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Garrett of
Detroit and Miss Bee Purdom and
Mr
and Mrs. Jim
Scarbrough
were Paducah visitors last Sunday
'
week.
Mr. and Mn, Audrey Simmons
and son, A
of Murray, were

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
X
A
A

2A
, f2
Bright as the Star or
Bethlehem are our

and a Happy,

RUBBER DOLLS
MAGIC SLATES
PLANE BUILD-A-SET
SEWING SET
DANCING SAM
HORSE SHOE HARRY
RATTLE PUSH

AA

A
A
A

Have a Merry,

I

Beginning
SATURDAY MORNING
December 21

'S
FUN -414D

MURRAY MANUFACTURING
COMPANY EMPLOYEES TO
PRESENT PROGRAM FRIDAY'

4

The first 150 customers who
make a purchase o'f $1.00 or
more will be entitled to buy
one pair of NYLON HOSE,

MiffiliffillloWitE

NOTICE

LEON CRIDER

guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Milstead Sunday.
Miss Gwyn Dailey of Jackson,
Tenn., and a friend of hers from
Mississippi spent the week-end in
Hazel visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mr& Paul Dailey.
Miss Betty Mason spent Tuesday
in Mayfield with Mrs. L. P. Turnbow.

with Miss Ci ilotte Durkee at
the piano.
rs. Glindell Reaves
entertained with two
marimba
selections, "Silent
Night"
and
"White Christmas." "Dust of the
Road" by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman, a Christmas play, was given
by Miss Anne Herron. Mrs. Kesler led the entire group in the
singing of carols, and the concluding number was an impressive
candlelight ceremony, the theme
of which was "Peace On Earth,
Good Will To Men," led by 'Mrs.
George Hart.
Mrs. Roy Farmer
funrished background music, and
special music was by Miss hula
Clayton Beale and Mrs. Gingles
Wallis,
Miss Evelyn Linn and
Mrs. Elliott Wear assisted in the
candle lighting and as the entire
group stood with lighted candles
in a circle, the club creed was repeated, and the meeting adjourned for the social hour.
The tea table held as centerpiece an arrangement of winter
evergreens on silver, flanked with
rows of graduated red tapers ,in
crystal holders. Miss Ella Weihing and Mrs. Garnett Jones presided at the punch bbwl.
Probably the largest representation of Murray Club women
ever to assemble in one meeting enjoyed this delightful evening.
10

MRS HART IS BRIDGE
HOSTESS
Mrs. George Hart was hostess at
bridge last Friday afternoon when
guests
were
members of her
bridge club and several additional
tables.
After several progessions
of bridge, prizes were awarded
• VMZEL 11/6411,
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, guest high,
41Y (99 •
VERNON r WO •
Mrs. Ray Munday, club high, and
Mrs. James Petersen, low and
141.611DIMPIIMIMMAIMPIPPIPIPIU A V1A ivemilainpaimaitacinpvilecivalvercv•
travel.
a

at the

BUS STATION CAFE
Open
6:00 A. M. - - 12:00 Midnight

I

A highlight of the club season
was the joint Christmas meeting
of all departments of the Murray
Woman's Club which was held Friday evening at the club house.
Members of the Garden Club were
responsible for the artistic decorations, and the Home Department
was in charge of refreshments.
Members of other departments
contributed to the program.
Miss Ella Weihing, president,
presided over the necessary business session, following which a
beautiful and impressive program
was presented.
The opening number was a group
of
Christmas
carols
including
"Angels We Have Heard On High,"
"What Child Is This?", "God Rest
You Merry Gentlemen," and "As
Lately We Watched," presented by
Mrs. Merle T. Kesler, Mrs. W.
Lewis Drake, Mrs. Witcly Berry,
Mrs. George Morey, Mrs. Richard
Farrell 'and Mrs. C. R. McGavern

HAZEL P.T.A. MEETS
FOR CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
The Hazel P.T.A. met Thdrsday
afternoon, December 12, for its
regular monthly meeting with the
best attendance of the year. The
business session was conducted by
the president, Mrs. Stark Erwin.
The devotional was conducted by
Mrs. D. N. White.
Assembly singing of Christmas
carols was enjoyed. Mrs. L. Windsor discussed the topic of the
month, Spiritual Guidance.
A Christmas playlette was presented.
During the social hour in which
the Health committee was hostess,
Santa Claus IMrs. Floyd Fudge)
distributed Christmas candy to
everyone.
The first grade room ,of which
Mrs. Dumas Clanton is teacher,
won the prize for having the most
mothers present.
• • •

Treat Your Family and Friends

Turkey Dinner
Plate Ltiftches : Sandwiches
Soft Drinks

Murray Woman s Club Has Christmas
Meeting Friday Evening

i
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Special! 1.98

1
.14
i
A
,.• A

4

2A

• FARM TRACTOR
• MODEL CRAFT
• WOOD BURNIN,G SET
• COLORED BASKET MAKING
• DUCK PINS
• KEWPIE Dpus

A
A

2A
2
A
A
'A
A
A
A
A

)
o

2
To every home in our
town,
we extend our wishes
for a
Merry Christmas
and a Happy
New Year

WHITEWAY
SERVICE
STATION

In the spirit of
Christmas,
we wish you all
happiness, health
and unbounded
joys.

LUCAS
SHOE SHOP

LltiliMPUllia$0010.110,111)00.211044714,MliftlildiMANABildildetNIMIA

2
t
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k
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1. Electric Iron
2N.-Steam-O-Matic Iron
3. Toaster
4. Radios
5. Pictures
6. Child's Table Set
7. Dish Set
8. Tableware
•
9. Dish Drainer
10. Ironing Boards
- 11. Table Lamps
12. Floor Lamps

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
Van

Barnett

Phone 135

L. E.. Kerley

A

• •
rs#
Isee,

•
r•

e

•
• -••••••1••••.421•02
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make machine.
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KY.
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Paris Maseress Co D C So-1Oct 'ii
3rd St.
-Mrs D A Burton mid Family 136 E,.Washlnglon St., Paris, Tenn.
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Wanted

For Rent

Miscellaneous

THU]

• LOCAL.S

For Sale

roaremis

AwnQum

Services Offered

Notices

I

Lost and Found

1

LOOK!

LOOK!

REPUTATION,-

1

Boggess Produce Co.

•

"YOU NEVER PAY MORE AT ROSS FEED STORE"

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

1

Lettuce, 2 for . 25c

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Celery, 2 for .

110 N.

•

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works.
East Maple St a near Depot. Telephone 121 Port4r White and L D
tf
Outland. Mahagers.
- WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A
tf
Pool & Co. Phone 80.
- -IN MEMORY OF ORDEST M.
EM WIN
Dearest Ordest. bow our hearts
y;;;.
ache since God has called
awl); As a soldier not afraid t•
die. I know God has gained another one in his circle.
But oh how sad to look on a v.acant chair and think you can't eeturn.
.•
It makes heaven closer since we
can look back and see your shmitig
face and hear your voice as you
prayer before goraayed y''or'
it away, and hear Nctu say if on
,rtr; we meet no more, we will
:i•et in heaven some day.
It ha!abeen two ,years: January
slIfee we received tile telegram
that we knew "yoie gave your life
for your cauntry Yn Christmas day
I .wish you knew the precious
-eerreiries of yeti that comes into
ir herne.on Christmas -day.
It would be hard' to stand if we
• ild not turn to the Scriptures
;a loved so well, and say we w
• aet y'ou some day.
Written by the.ones who dout
ved youMrs. Olivene Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Meort
Rlondavene.
_
; ULM OF THANK,:
to exPress our sincere
inks and appreciation for the
ndness and sympathy shown e
iring'itle illness and death of e
either. May God bless, each ;
Jetton fnerelj!y.

-do

••••

•

And

A Prosperous New Year

I
ROASTERS PAY 4-HERS
_
Eighteen Negro 4-Fl club mem-1
; rs received $409.27 for the cok--els they raised- to roaster size
d sold' at lhe annual roaster
;low and sale at RusselWille. The
irsle averaged slightly more than
s'. poundsand brought 40 cents
pound em tin average of $207
ieh
Bennett K. Brown, Negro
;unty agent In empson and Lo;n counties, said that interest in
iie roaster project is on the inrease 'among both club members
;ed their parent.

Murray Livestock Company,
•
_

•

6

S.

•••

•
• •

'

Turnip Greens,
15c
pound

Fresh Cocoanuts,
15c
pound
Grapes, Emperor,
20c
pound
Bananas, lb.

JUST
ONCE A YEAR
tOMEG SANTA GAY-,PEE NA/WAT:WE' BRING
EACW SWOPPING
DAY

\I

15c

ORANGES, 8-lb. bag 42c; 1-box 81;1/2-box $1.95; box $3.69
APPLES, Fancy Winesap, Red and Golden Delicious, lb. . 14c
30c
LARD,Pure Hog, pound
69c
BACON, Sliced, no rind, pound
CHEESE, American, pound.

59c

LOIN VEAL CHOPS, Choice Grade lb.

55c

BOLOGNA, Large, lb.

32c

ALICE OWEN BAKED BEANS with Pork, No. 2 can 19c
28c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, can
SWEET PICKLES, Mixed, 8-oz. can
MY-T-FINE PIE FILLING;contains sugar

18c
10c

126c
GRAHAM CRACKERS, 1 -lb. box
SUGARIPE EVAPORATED PEACHES. 11-oz. boa 32c
SYRUP, White, for baking, half gallon
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR, box

$1.35

CRISCO. 3..1b. can

$1.39

36c

69c SALAD DRESSING, pint . . . . 39c; quart
55c
FRUIT for SALAD, Del Monte, No, 2' 2 glass
49c
FRUIT COCKTAIL, No. 2' 2 can
MARACHINO CHERRIES, 8-oz. jar packed in sugar . . . . 38c
28c
MARSHMALLOW CREAM, pint jar
lasts
it
Toilet Paper, Toilet Soap, and Washing Powder, while
Do Your Christmas Shopping Early as goods may run SHORT

ECONOMY, SELF SERVICE
•

'STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone'130 I
Rudolph Thurman, Owner
- b

f-a•-ee

•

25c

Fteleettaw..
,
Acen4e0W-esee

MIME

,t •

)46
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

YOUR NEW, MODERN

HEATERS

GOODANEAR

Complete with
Bowls and

Long
Cord ,

....
plios 33,
1040.-01 tax

G. E.

tion; rotating bowl platform for quick, thorough mixing; ball and socket swivel for easy
handling. Complete with two attractive, easyto-clean mixing bowls, fruit juicer bowl and

Saturday, December 21

13

Arizona

Saves time, saves work . . . makes it so easy
to whip up all sort% of good things to eat. Has
ariable speed adjustpowerful motor with v.‘
ment;firm solid rubber base to cushion vibra-

TIRE DEALER

..

Quick, clean, odorless heat
for any room in your home.
Attractive, easy - to - clean
. . . easy-to-handle. Both
have long - life, nickelchromium heating units,
long cords.

two stainless steel beaters.

NEW
REMINGTON

$15 & $18

GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR 1
THE LATE SHOPPER
6 h_713:.,RCA Radios, solid walnut
S37.55
caL.inet
Automatic Toasters with TherS16.30
mostatic timer . . .
Non-Automatic Toaster, nickel
S 4.25
chrome
G.E. Waffle Iron, AC or DC
current
S 8.05
G.E. Grill with Waffle grid, automatic, chrome plate finish $12.84
G.E. Mixer and Juicer, illuminated bowl, swing hinge for
other attachments
$27.65

ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR CAR
Grill Guard
White Side Wall Discs, set
Single Trumpet Auto Horn
Power Toned Dual Horn .
Jack, Hydraulic, 3-ton
Kool Kushions
Hydraulic Brake Fluid, pint
First Aid Kits

S1.89
86.95
$3.80
87.95
811.90
S2.89
59c.
29c and 98c

GOODYEAR SEAT COVERS
to fit most automobiles
Plio Weave and Lock Seam
$12.75
Duro Weave and in Fibre Plaid
$14.75
Many other items to imprbve the condition and
appearance of your car

LOOK!

NEW
BIKES

FAVORITE
HEADLIGHT
While •nam•1
finish Uses 2
lashIttyht
batteries.

You'll have the sweetest rolling,
easiest pedaling bike in town
when you whiz down the street
on this lightweight beauty. Just
a few in stock . . . come early.

98c

$42.55

NEW

GOOD/WAR
DELUXE TIRES
When you want something extra
\special in mileage, safety and sertrice, select a Goodyear DeLuxe. It's
iot rugged, road-hugging, wile-eating
tire, now backed by billions of miles
of DeLuxe Service.

A clos• shave
•••rytim• in
very little time
with this mod•rn •lectrie
shaver. For AC
and DC current.

:THESE ITEMS ARE SURE TO PLEASE

96.10

NEW GOOD/EAR DeLuxe
HEAVY DUTY TUBES

G.E. Automatic Iron, temperature selector
5 pound
3 pound

$ 7.95
$10.35

Bridge Lamp, bronze finish

$12.95

Smoking Stands, heavy bronze

$ 9.45

Vogue Kitchen - - - Toaster, coffee maker on one
end and double broiler on other end
$29.95

Save time and trouble, too! Get Goodyear tubes for extra service, extra
safety
for the best tube made today
—a Goodyear.
phi,

$3265

Station Wagon

$18.70

Pursuit Plane

$20.90

Leatherette Rocker
Tricycles, Coaster Wagons, Jacks Pony

I s,

F.,00 I

G. E. 8-cuptbffee Maker, complete

$ 5.20

Electric Alarm Clock

$ 4.95

)RT

HADDEN & BILBREY
00.
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...IS COMING TO TOWN!
and so is

pill

A PARADE OF "HOLIDAY" HITS
To The VARSITY THEATRE
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PETE SNDTW:',
-I LOVE MY HUSBAN !
— BUT",
ALSO —
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-GOAI RUA"

74.
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JO ANN MANLOWE
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HEY KIDS!... DON'T FORGET.
-FREE SHOW DEC 24th at 9:30
V

•
A
Ilt% KICK vItt t'CIPVIVKIICTYVICIPRIKVIMUCKYVVVICA4C1 V‘C'AVICIIICKVIC

St Pa-

KING COLE

TUESDAY

&Dela 8

NEW YEARS EVE
and

WEDNESDAY NEW

•

sutl
NvosP P"Ni
pec e

ANDY RUSSELL
smict )4:Y-its
opd Cery MO

YEARS DAY

'DECIDED LY Turowcis

0et'40
Nt•

She knows how to
use her personality!

MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEAR'S EVE!

robe/.

•
RORERT it RAYMOND HAKIM

GINGER ROGERS
SAM WOOD S

41C4RAvUe4
JEAN NERRE AUMONT

:4015LVIt
%1°

er

C31t*‘1

NITA HUNTER
isbared An. Domed

ADOLPHE AAEPLIOU
immilmopip• op.•••,

r-cs , c4.:10 too
MARSA.k.
SAOSE.tk.•
t
cu-tv-sFic.106SC11310".

starves * •
DAVID BRUCE
CLEATUS CALDWELL

A4.OS

- AND OF COURSE, THERE'LL BE
NOISE MAKERS, CONFETTI,
and GADGETS GALTE!

Nero

BASIL OATHBONE
044.•rt b, Itate• Iimessad Nelms
*wet* Sow NOV

BEST WI 511 ES TO 03 E AND ALL
'I

—

•

AMMON

r

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

Kentucky Farm-Product Sales Value
Increased 163 Per Cent In 5 Years

SECTION FOUR — SIX PAGES
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1948

Lynn Grove Crowns Queens

Sales value of Kentucky's farm
products increased 1113 per cent
from 1939 to 194.01sccording to
figures from the 1945 census of agriculture released Monday by Director J. C. Capt. Bureau of the
Census.

which
yielded at least
510.000
worth of products increased from
600 in 1939 to 3.222 in 1944.
Farms with electricity increased from 42.000 to WOO in. the sixyear period.
The survey also reported that
Total sales of all agricultural the average price oer acre of Kenproducts in Kentucky in 1944 ex- tucky farms rose during W'rid
ceeded $337,000,000. the report War II from $38.26 in 1940 tc
said. Field crop sales . jneluding $51.50 in 1945.
tobacco, accounted for the largest
portion of this total, $193.000.000.
TENNESSEE BERFY BEST
or three times the revenue from
this source in 1939.
The Tennessee Beauty strawberLivestock and livestork products ry outyielded all other
varieties at
doubled during the period, selling the Western Kentucky
Experifor $88.000.000 in 1944.
ment Substation at Princeton in
Price Per Ace Raised
1946. It produced 179 crates to
The average income of Kentucky the acre. Other yields
were: Tenfarmer; also is increasing, the ag- nessee Shipper. 157 crates:
Blakericultural census showed
Where- more, 119 crates, and Aroma, 70
as in 1949. only 9 per cent of crates. The Tennessee
Beauty alfarms in the state had products so had thek,pmallest percentage
of
worth more than $1,500 a year, soft and rotten berries.
this figure had risen to 35 per
cent in 1944.
Kentucky :arms
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Left re, right on stage — Peggy !Jones. Voris Howard. sophomore
Butterworth add escort Billy Perry.' class: Bobby Fain, crown bearer:
5th grade; Beauton Sutter. James Glenda Sims. 6th
grade. junior
Earl White, 8th grade: Anna Jean queen, Mr. A. B. Austin: Dorris
- -

U.S. AND BRITAIN DEMAND
APPROVAL OF ATOMIC PLAN

We's. m perfect barmony with the
sprit of the season, when we express
ysletuie sentiments to cre•yorse
we kmocr. May your 01,1111141 be lolly

Oar

and wreathed with

,'

LAKE SUCCESS. N. V. Dec. 17
—The United St.iles and Great
Britain demanded Iola./ that the
United
Nations Atomic
Energy
Commission epprove the United
States plans for harnessing the
atom for peace but Soviet Russia
asked for more tirrh. to ....tidy the
whole question.
Andrei A. Gromyka, Soviet Russian delegate who rejected the
United States plat) entirely last
summer, said he nal not had an
opportunity to study 4he United
States proposals mad.. Dec. 5. embodying the essentials of th.
American atomic plan, in the
light of the arms resolution adopted by the General Assembly last
Saturday.
The British joined the United
States in caliIng upon the full
Atomic Energy Commission to approve the U.S. plan.
,Bernard M. Baruch led off today with a call for an end (O.- debate and a vote.
Sir Alexander Cadogan. British
delegate, quickly seconded Baruch
and asked that the American principles be incorporated in the report that the commission must
make to the United Nations Security Council.
In a brief speech to the full

Lee Farris. junior class, senior
queen, Roger Bult, crown bearer,
Imogene Lamb and attendant Lenith Rogers, senor class: Paula Jean
Morton. Donnie Darnell. 9th grade;
Patty Morton, Gerald Paschall, 7th
grade.
Left to right standing in front
of stage — Wren
Smotherman,
Charles Pogue, Junior White. Lynn
Wilkerson, Charles K. Miller, Billy
Paul Howard, Henry McReynolds,
Max Smotherrnan. Flower girls—
Jean Williams. 3rd grade, Annette
Crawford, 4th grade, Marilyn Fain,
2nd grade, Sandra Williams, last
grade.

meeting of the commission. Baruch said that the question had
been debated long enough and
that the time for actions had come.
Baruch. the United States representative of the Atomic Energy
Commission, came to the meeting
with the determination to push for
Chorus Girls — Janet Key, Anna
a decision as soon as possible.
Ridings. Lila Myers, Edna Tinsley,
The commission is considering Elizabeth Morton, Martha Myers,
policy for its political committee Mildred Rhodes, Sue Lockhart,
to follow in drafting the recom- Hilda McCarnish, Marion Workmendations section of a report the man, Anna Faye Miller,
Moyne
commission must* make to the Arnett.
United Nations Security Council
On November 19 at 8:30 in the
by Dec. 31.
evening, preceding the basketball
Emphasizing
that the
United game played between New ConStates stood firm on its plan first cord
and Lynn Grove, the coronaput forward last June 14, Baruch tion
procession entered the high
said:
school gymnasium.
"We have no pride in authorship
While Miss Winnie Lou Jones
but we can not, in justice to our
played the coronation march, the
trust, accept changes in purpose.
chorus girls, beautifully dressed in
We have debated long enough. "
evening gowns of pastel shades,
He said that the debates. On
smirched. in couples to their places
arms limitations in the United
to the right just in front of the
Nations general assembly and the
stage Following them the basketspeeches of Vyacheslav M. Molotov, Soviet,. Russian foreign min
ist'er And Ernest Bevin. Britain's
foreign
secretary had
covered
much of the ground on atomic
matters.
Referring to Secretary of State
James F. Byrnes' speech to the assembly. Baruch said that Byrnes
had brought the United Nations
and the public to a "refreshed understanding of tne fact that abstractions have been debated, and
it is now up to us---the Atomic
commission—to present an immedite, a practical and realistic
program."
Apparently referring to, the top
priority given the atomic problem by the general assembly in it
reolution on arms limitation B.
ruch said:
"We have accepted the clity and
we must proceed promptly to its
fulfillment. We believe And our
work follows this belief, that the
best way of gaining our objective
is to do first things first. In the
very forefront of that effort lies
the control of atomic .energy. If
we are able to solve that vast
problem. the others will come
easier."
The American *proposal. stressing intetnational controls and knspections, was turned down flat
by Andrei A. Gromyko of Russia
last summer. During the recent
general assembly sessions, however. Soviet Foreign Minister V.
M. Molotov agreed to international
inspections and controls, which
would pperate outside the controversial veto
(' but within the framework of the Security Council.
It remained to be seen whether,
in the light of the development,
'Gromyko now would accept4 the'
Baruch plan, seek to amend it. or
again insist on his own proposal.

ball boys came gallantly forward
forming a line to the left in front
of the stage.
Then the attendants and their escorts marched slowly down
the
carpet of white followed by four
little flower girls carrying baskets
of flowers which they scattered in
the path of thelaueens. Behind them
marched the two little crown bearers. While the chorus sang "Hail
to the Queen," the junior queen
escorted by Max Smotherman and
Billy Paul Howard and the senior
queen escorted by Charles Pogue
and Henry McReynolds marched
stately forward to take their places
of honor beneath a bower of greenery in the center of the stage.

cah Saturday.
The Christmas program given,. at
Concord school Sunday afternoon
was enjoyed by all and certainly
'displayed a lot of talent.
Our sympathy goes out to the
families 'of Mr. Allen Byrton and
Miss Addle Wilson in the loss of
their loved ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Giles and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Norbert Wilkerson and

Cedar Lane News
With the cold wave moving in,
the folks of this community are
butchering hogs and will have
sausage and spare ribs for Christmas. Those having slaughtered
are Jake Dunn. Huston Lax, Tebe
Suiter and Charles Rose:
Mrs. his Miller visited. lqr. and
Mrs. Jake Dunn Saturday and
Saturday night. also Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rose Sunday and Sunday
night.
Mrs. Ople Shoemaker, Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Dunn and Larry,
Miss Maudena and Elane Dunn
and J. C. Dunn visited in Padu-

This will be our last news belore Christmas and we wish each
and
every one a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
ALWAYS
May the rea, joy of Christmas be
in your heart this year, and may
the year to come hold many, many
blessings for you. This is our earnest
wish for you, to whom rays of sunshine comes as a kindly remembrance, and a token of our friendship,

N

Mr. A. B. Austin ot Murray very
impressively crowned Miss Glenda
Sims of the sixth grade as junior
queen of Lynn Grove High School
and Miss Doris Lee Farris of the
junior class as senior queen of
Lynn Grove High School.'
Miss Simms was beautiful in a
sheer white dress over a printed
slip. while Miss Fart-is was very attractive in an exquisite gown of
soft pink taffeta trimined
with
black lace. Each carrik an armi
bouquet of pink gladiollas. After
the coronation the senior queen and
her escorts led the procession cait,
while the chorus continued singing "Hail to the Queen."

THE J. H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
"Service Since 1886"
RONALD W. CHURCHILL, Owner
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 7

NEW MACHINERY
JUST INSTALLED
For Manufacturing Power Tamped
Concrete Blocks

LOOK
Blocks Made In Five Different Sizes
8x8x16, 4x8x16, 4x8x12, 4x6x12, 4x4x12
Water Proofing and Coloring Material

WE ALSO MAKE:

w1CKLIFFE TAKES 40-34
DECISION OCER CONCORD

To all our customers and friends who have not received
a personal card we wish to take this medium of. wishing
you A Merry Christmas and A Happy and Prosperous
New Year,

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
"Your Kelvinator Dealer"
PHONE 587
MR. and MRS. W. B. BAKER

Tile, Concrete Brick, Sanitary Toilets, and
Stepping Stones

Wickliffe led all the Way to de'feat the New Concord Redbirds 4034 in a tilt played at Wickliffe
Tuesday night.
Sullivan dropped in 15 points to
lead the scorers and
Williams
made nine to pace the visitors.
Lineups:
Wickliffe 441
Pos.
Concord 34
$immons 6
F
Thompson 5
'Anderson 2
F
Adams 2
Sullivan 15
C
Williams 9
B46
G
Bell 7
Fowler 9
G
Stubblefield 6
Subs:
Wickliffe—Beardsley
2,
Dunn, Dennis and Socke; New
Concord—Thurman, Dowdy 1. WinChester 4. end T. Winchester.
^Score by quarters:
Wickliffe
15 21 27 40
New Concord _ _
9 16 22 34
Want ads cover and discovOr a
multitude of needs.

We invite you to visit the best equipped
Plant in the County

Dodd Block & Tile Company
Immediately East of Railroad

Formerly Fitts Block and Tile

%i
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amines
High School MYF
Mrs. William Jeffrey. Counselor
Intermediate MYF
Smith, Counselor
Robert
Mrs.
9:30 A NI Sunday School
Junior MYF
10750 AM Morning Worship
5:00 P.M. Young People's Choir Richard W. Farrell. Choirmaster
Miss Charlotte Durkee. Organist
Rehearsal
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister

6:00 P M. Sunday Evening Choir
Snack
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
6:15 P.M. Methodist Youth FelCHURCH
lowship
M M. Hampton, pastor
7:00 J'.2e1. Evening Worship
7:0S P.M. Wednesday. Prayer 10:00 am. Sunday School. Sylves`hlectir.g,
ter Paschall. superintendent.
Max.- B. Hurt. Chairman Board of 11:00 a m. Preaching Service
Stewards
6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L I) Warren,
Mrs. E. A. .Tucker. President of
director.
W.S.C.S.
m.'Preaching Service
7:00
School
Hermap Ross, Sunday
Superintendent
D THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Counse-

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Pasehall, Pastor

MURRAY CHURCH OP CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister

MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs, Pastor

O. B. Turnbow, Sunday School
First Sunday—Goshen 11 a.m.;
Superintendent
Bible School at 9:45 a.m
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
at
T.U;
Bailey.
communien
Director
Kerney
with
Worship
Schyol, Morgan Cunningham, Su- Second Sunday—Martins Chapel
W
111.U. Pres.
Mrs. Paul Dailey.
10:50 am. and 7:00 pm.
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
‘perthtendent. Preaching at 11:00
Bible
Morning
Mid- week
Wednesday:
a m. and Saturday before at 2:00 Third Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
study at 7:00 pm. with classes for!Sunday School. 9:45 a.m.
Goshen 3 p.m.
p.m.
'Morning Worship, each Sunday,
•
all ages.
Fourth Suhday—Sulpher Springs
11:00 a.m.
9:45 am.; New Hope 11.00 a.m.;
r PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
Evening
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
CHRIST
OF
I Training Union each Sunday. 6:00
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
Fifth Sunday — Sulpher Springs
Henry Hargis, Pastor
p.m.
11 a.m.
9:45 A M. Much School, Classes Evening Service. 7:15 p.m., Second
at
exSchool
m.
a
Sunday
10:30
and Fourth Surmays
for all age groups.
HARDIN CIRCUIT
cept fourth Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
10:55 A.M. Morning Worship Ser- Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:15
Henry Smith, Pastor
Preaching services each second
.
p.m.
vices with a sermon by the
Sunday at 11 a.m.
minister and special music by W MU., G A. Sunbeams meet on
Preaching services each fourth
Palestine, 11:00
First Sunday:
Wednesday following Second
the Choir under the direction
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
a.m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
and
Fourth
Sunday.
Kesler.
T.
of Mrs. Merle
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.;
V WA. meets Monday. 7:00 p.m.,
6:30 P.M. Christian Youth FellowUnion Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
following First and Third Sunship jligh School) under the
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
CHRIST
days.
Maurice
Mrs.
direction of
am; Palestine, 3 pm.
Merritt Youngblood, Minister
Crass.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, .10:00
Group
Discussion
College
HAZEL CIRCUIT ML4110DIST
am. and Unicn Ridge. 11:15 a.m.
Church School each Lora s Day
meeting at the Disciple Center
CHURCH
Everyone is invited.
at 10:00 am.
under the direction of Mrs. E.
A. G. Childers, Pastor
Preaching: Second and Fouith
L. Noel, Jr., Student Director.
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship SerSmith Pleasant Grove
vices with ya message by the
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. R
minister and special music
L. Cooper. superintendent.
each evening.
Worship Service, at 11.00 a.m.,
0
441
6`.1
11%4
first and third Sundays.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m.
H. A. West, Pastor
Hazel Church
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. Wil9:30 am.—Suriday School, Alvin mer Ray Dunn:
superintendent.
Harrell, superintendent.
Woi ship Service at 11700 am.,
10:45 a.n-..—Morning worship
second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
7:30 pin.—.Evening worship
second and fourth Sundays.
7:00 p m.—Group Meetings
Masons Chapel
Tuesday
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
2:30 p m.—W.M.S. at the Church third and fourth
Sundays, and at
Wednesday
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Brooks
7:30 p.m.—Mid-Week Prayer See- Underwood. superintendent.
vice and Bible Study
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
8.30 p.m.—Teachers and Officers fourth
Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
Meeting
second Sunday.

Al

COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1603 Main Street
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor

EST,WISHES

11
(

9:45 am. Sunday School
Mr. David H. Winslow. Supt.
10700 am. College Students Bible
Class.
Miss Ella
Weihing,
PhD. Teacher
11:00 a M. Worship Service
4.30 pm. Senior High Fellowship
6:45 pm. Westminster Fellowship
Wednesday. 8:00 p.m. Mid-week
. Prayer Meeting

ity opens
The dcortcay to..hos
cheerfully to admit the s• 4 of
Christmas!. We welcome all &tr.,
friends to partake of the many
joyous greetings we extend on this

-

kIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Bihtton B. Sawyer. Pastor

Gr„eryf

320 South Fourth

PHONE 76o
Sunday Sehoc: at 10:00 am. 'each
Sunclay. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Mcrning Worship at 11:00 a n
each Sunday.
Training Union at 6.00 p.m. each
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m.
each Sunday.
W. M U. meets every second and
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
R.A.'s. G.A.'s, and Sunbeams meet
On second and fourth Wednesday
iiighta.

Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday School, Jas. H. Foster, Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00 am.
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
at 10.00 am. Preaching at 1100
letVeltnettelCietelletteatslaelelleteelletelaht

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

Sunday
Sunday School each
morning at 10:00 o'clock. John
Lassiter, superintendent.
Preaching on third Sunday by
Bro. Curtis L. Nicely on first
IkDdialaak2JkIldilkka+1044.142,130.),).
Sunday at 11:00 am.

IA10

Murray Paint & Wallpaper
Company
L
,
Zsee
0 1'
1

Red and White Service Station
South Fourth

Street

'A-411010' 041111!

uric

een
rn en
A •

SUGAR CREEK CIIVIICH
Buron Richerson, Pastor
Preaching every Sunday morn
mg at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun,
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
.Robert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10:00 o'clock.
B.T.U. every sunaay nignt at
6'30, Clifton McNeely director, and
presielaing following B T.U.
Prayes meeting every Wednesday
night at .1.00 o'elock.
W.M.S. meets 'on Thursday at
1.30 p.m after the first and third
Sunday each month.

ANNOUNCING
Opening of Dark Fired Tobacco Sales on

Thursday, January 2, 1947

I

r

for the seasoii on the Murray market
The following large warehouse floors afford
Dark Fired growers ample space for'best
services and_personal attention
MURRAY MARKET LEADS IN VOLUME
AND HIGHEST PRICES

ALMO CIRCUIT
Mayan Bish(ip, Pastor

.
lo` i

t‘055
.

First Sunday..-Temple Hill, Sunday School 10:00 O'clock each Sunday; church servites 11:00-arid Independence 2:45.
Second Suriday._Russells Cnapel
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sunday; church services. 11:00 am.
Third Sunday—Brooks Chapel.
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday:
church services 11:00 aim
Fourth Surklay — Temple Hill,
Church sei-vices 11:00 am. Seth'!
--Sunday School 11:00 each' Sur., day, and church services 2:45 p.m.:

OUTLAND LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
GROWERS LOOSE LEMPFLOOR
PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

114.- Leo's -Catholic Chart%
Nortis'Iweitth Street
16••
71
$
f-\
'
)

,

•

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

Glou

luldn

First Sunday _nirxsey 11 am.;
Cole's Camp Orcumd 1 p.m.; Mt.
Hebron 7:30 ,p.m.." 'Second Senday—'Coldwater a
.
a.m.; Mt. Carrr.el 7:30 p.m.
Third Sunday—Mt: -Hebron 11
am ; Kirkscy 7.30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday—Mt. Carmel 11
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.:
Coldwater 7:30 pm.
There is Church School at each
every
aof these churches at 10 am.
Sunday. Your attendance is ap.
i.oreciated.
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Frank Hargis

hos,

RIRRSEY CIRCUIT
II. P. Blankenship. Pastor

•
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Leg

Ed Ross, Church Secretary
Miss Martha MillerSunday School'
Secretary
I
I Homer Lassiter, Sunday School
Snperintendent
'
Morning
. 10:00 a in.
Sunday School
11:00 a in.
Morning Worship
Evening
'
Prayer Meeting. Wed. ___ 7:30 pm.
7:30 pm
Evening Worship
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HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
John Stringer. Pastor

---"
------

The
mas d
ben 18,
econorn
School.
Wand
club, w
gram.
Anne
marline
Adams

We're thinking about all our friends as the
season's spirit fills the air. We want to extend our best v;ishes for the most wonderful
Christmas of all, to all!

happy occasion.
-Ru lph Howard.
Ministex of Music
Miss Dorothy 1:01zendine, Student
`. Secretary, Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Superintendent
L. L Downs, T. 1.7 DirectorMrs. Eugene Shipley. Walt 'Pres.
Mambas
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 am.
Morning worship
Evening
6.15 P
Training Union7:30 pm
Evening Worship
7:30
Prayer meeting Wed.
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Latin
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Osburn-Mason
ELM GROVE BAPTIST cinitcn
W. B. Cone, Pastor

Sunday School, 10 a m
Worship Service, 11 am.
C.Y.F , 6:30 pm.
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
Mid Week Bible Service, 7 p.m.
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OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Clarence F. Smith, Pastor

24 PCI
JOULE

DORA1(1 LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

Services are hell each Sunday
as follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundays
at 10 o'clock; second and fourth
Sundays at S o'cbck.
VETERANS
Approved free training under
the G. I. Bill of Rights
Complete Information on request
TOLER'S BUSINESS COJ.LEGE
Paris. Ten
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rt-r. or VETS

DRAW
JOBLESS PAY 40 WEEKS
Study of claims of 26,504 Kentucky veterans who have drawn
jobless benefits for 10 weeks or
ore, shows that 26 per cent of
em have exceeded 40 weeks.
Announcing this, the Kentucky
Unemployment Compensation
Commission said another 26 per
tent have drawn benefits for 30 to
39 weeks, 25 per cent for 20 to
29 weeks and 23 per cent for 10
to Id weeks.
The maximum period for receiving the $20 a week is 52 weeks.
The commission said those being
paid for 40 or more weeks had
risen from 20 per cent in November, but the percentage of those
undr 40
weeks
had declined
slightly.

Murray Training
School Reporters
Latin Club Dinner
The Latin Club had a Christmas dinner Wednesday, December 18, at six o'clock in the home
economics room of • the Traiving
School.
Wanda Farmer, president of the
club, was in charge of the program. The
Senior
High Trio,
Anne Adams, Wanda Farmer, Jacqueline Sharborough, sang. Anne
Adams also played the accortion.

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
.8" Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

Blue Licks State Park And Museum

By RUSSELL DYCHE, Kentucky State Park Director
Nothing less than the "Last Battle of the Revolution' is the historical fact back of Blue Licks State Park, on the Paris-Maysville road,
Highway U. S. 68. It had its beginning in the minds of interested
persons attending the centennial celebration of that event in 1882,
whose idea was the preservation of the battlefield where so many brave
Kentuckians gave their lives in a gallant, though ill-advised attack
upon greatly superior forces of the British and their Indian allies. At
that time the cornerstone of a proposed monument was dedicated by
Governor Luke P. Blackburn, but many years elapsed before the Legislature appropriated money for the erection of the substantial shaft
that carries this legend: "This Monument, the gift of a grateful Commonwealth, commemorates the heroic pioneers, who, in defense of Kentucky, here fought and fell, in the battle of the Blue Licks, August 19,
1782," On it are carved the names of those who participated in the
battle.
A fine museum has been installed In Blue Licks State Park, which
rivals almost any of its kind in the United States, for variety and rarity of products; the reward of untiring efforts by Wm. J. Curtis, one
of those inspired by the 1882 gathering, who has been superintendent
of the Park since its establishment and curator of the museum. In
the main building is an array of cases containing mastodon bones excavated at Blue Licket Indian articrafts discovered in the vicinity, valuable old documents, rare antique bottles, Kentucky maps of more
than a century ago, a fine gun collection and relic of various other
kinds.
Adjoining is the Pioneer Room, where are displayed pioneer cooking utensils, a loom, spinning wheels and other exhibits of early Kentucky days. The piece de resistance is Daniel Boone's own salt kettle,
used on his frequent trips from the settlements to Blue Licks to make
salt and which was recovered and preserved by his friend, Simon Kenton, after Boone was captured at Blue Licks early in 1778 and taken
into captivity, whence he was unable to escape for more than suc
months.
There are excellent picnic grounds in the park, and a shelter house
where celebrations are held each August 19th.

by the mixed quartet composed of
Farmer,
Adams, Wanda
Anne
Ralph Boyd, and John Shelton.
While the mixed chorus furnishes a background of 'music, Jacqueline Sharborough will read a
poem.
A trumpet solo, "Gesu Bambino"
will be played by Wanda Farmer.
She wil lalso sing "0 Holy Night."

Jacqueline Sharborough arid Mar- ty Yancey ,a student of the Train- Eva Woods read it, the class distha Redden. They, gave talks on ing School and former member' -6uSeeef and voted on the various
"Past Christmas Luncheons."
of the F.H.A.; Marty Musgrave, parts.
Christmas Carols were sung be- president of the College Home EcThe meeting was adjourned.
onomics Club; Miss Walker', Miss
tween courses, ,
—Jean Thompson .
Fulton, Mies Woodall, practice Teachers Attend Meet
Guests were:
Miss Simpson,
teachers of Home Economics in
Mr. Gingles, Mr Anderson and
head of the College Home Ecothe Training School.
nomics Department; Miss Wingo,
Mr. Gunter went to Columbia, S.
_Betty Jean Bowden
C. for Southeert Business Educahead of the College Clothing DeBusiness Meeting
partment; Miss Byars. College
tion
Association
meeting. The
The Future Business Leaders of meeting was held in the Wade
A number from the mixed chor- Food teacher; Miss Weihing, College Dietitian; Miss Orr, practice America held its regular business Hampton Hotel of that city Nous will conclude the program.
teacher
in
commerce;
Evelyn meeting Wednesday, December 11, vember 28. 29, 30. .
—Wanda Lee Farmer
Ahern, former student of the at 12:30.
They made the trip by car and
Luncheon
Training School and member of the
Jackie Miller, president, had reported it as the most .interesting
The annual Home Economics F.H.A.; Mrs. Fred Sheltz, Jr., sec- charge of the meeting and called and profitable trip.
and F.H.A. Club Christmas Lun- retary of the Training School; for reports. The reading of the ,South Business Association comcheon was held last Wednesday, Marion Copeland .e student of the minutes was dispensed with. Eva prises 13
Southern states . for
December 11, at 12:00.
Training School and former mem- Woods, treasurer, reported on the Business Education Teachers of
Jessie Atkins, president of the ber of the F.H.A.; Jacqueline Sher- resultseeof the Christmas card that section'sAbout 300 attended f;om aall
FICA. Club, introduced the,guests borough, former member of F.H.A. sales.
The Constitution Committee re- states.
and then turned the program to and State Officer, and is now stuOutstanding leaders in Resine
Workman who irttroduced I dent of the Training School Bet- ported on the Constitution after
Sue

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney, Action
Modern life with its hurry and wor-y,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infection --throws heavy strain on the work
the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter mem acid
And ,ther impurities from the ife-u ing
blood.
You rnly suffer nagging backarne,
headache, dimness, getting up nights
leg pains, •weiling feel constantly
tired, nervous. all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination
Try Donn'. Pills. Dee.'. help the
kidneys to pats off harmful excem body
waste. They have had more than half •
century of public approval. Are recommended by grateful users everywhere.
Ask your wriekbor'

DOAN'S PILLS

The mixed chorus, under the diBetty Bowden was In charge of
the record player. The group sang reckon of Miss Dorothy Hultz,
carols
and •..played
Christmas
will present some of the old fagames.
miliar carols. The girls' trio, Anne
were Latin Adams, Jacqueline Sharborough,
cards
The place
,scrolls in Christmas colors. Latin Wanda Farmer, will sing. Two
Class I decorated the tables in numbers. Lo How a Hose 'Ere
festive colors of red and green. Blooming" and "Bring a Torch
Members of that class are: Henry Jeaneete Isabella" will be given
Etta Hendon, Wanda Farmer. Rozella Elkins, Barbara Wrye, Sue
Cohoon, Ola Mae Hutchens and
Nelle Travis.
Some of the mothers prepared
The
the three course dinner_
Junior High Girls who are interested in taking Latin in high
school served.
—Betts'
, Jean Bowden
Christmas Program
The high school will give a
Christmas program Thursday, December 19, at 2-30 in the "little
chapel".
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Just watch out that the heading isn't "IT'S TOO LATE TO SHOP
EARLY!" when you decide to do your Christmas shopping!

4141 DRESS SHIRTS to Op SCARFS for MEN

oit HOUSE SHOES
• New $1.98 values
• Good leather soles
• And felt uppers in
• Blue, brown, vine
• Or gray, warm edam(
•In sizes 4 to 9 only

•Sanforized shrunk, 14-17
• And all vat-dyed, too.
• Full cut and with good
• Quality shell buttons
• Neat print patterns in
• Blue, gray, green. brown

$

$3.70

the Men

• Leatherette uppers
•In dark brown only
• AU kather"soles
• Heavily intcrlined
• With wool felt in
• Sizes 6 to 11 only

1

$

$198
.

3/en's $17.05 l'alues

i:trodvegnaymac‘dirasedanpd d

$295 Ai'

giii DRESS GLOVES
Men's fine

• With neat stitching
• In either tan or brown
• In slip-on style only
• A perfect gift in time
• Durable and inexpensive
• Small, medium and large

59c

Women's $17.95 Values

•

• She'd love to have one!
With full button front $
• Belted back with pleated
• Back with yoke in sizes
•32 to 3S. With pockets
• And full rayon lining

.

Always Acceptable

• Sizes 28 to 42 only
• Sanforized shrunk
• Woven cotton madras
• Heavy oxford cloth
• Fancy cotton prints
• Button front, tie sides

o one
and all go our sincerest and best
wishes for this
Yuletide season.

Ott*

$10 15 Chenille:

famous Bachelor Friends

• In double bed size
• Thickly tufted chenille
• On heavy quality sheeting
• In blue, rose, green or
• White with colorful
• Designs that won't fade

f995

famous Cannons
• Big bath size towels,
• Thick, thirsty quality
• That lasts for years
• In white with colored
• Borders or solid color
• Blue, green or yellow .

WHITE FRONT GROCERY

FURCHES
JEWELRY
STORE

69'

4141 BLANKETS

•6 pr. guaranteed 6 months
• Heavy and durable in 10-12
• Mercerized cotton in
• Solid colors of black.
• Gray, white, tan andnavy
• Reinforced heel, tee, sole

. 49c
25 to

Glorious printed hankies that form a small
flower garden in cotton lawn. Also solid whites
or whites with colored embroidery. Vie have
them in both cottons and linen., all niece.

qiit

MACKINAWS
$').'...05 Values

• In heavy quality
• Part wool plaids
• In blues, browns and
• Reds" Full" belted
• With pockets and
• Via mly lined, 6 to 14

4141

BES for WOMEN
-la:tering

35c

$795

Models

selection
• We have r
• Of rayon satin, rayon
• Jersey, French crepes,
• Rayon taffeta and
• Corduroys in -wrap-a-round
• Styles with sash. 12 to 20

$595

ite4
4141 BOYS' SWEATERS
NECKTIES
1100

to $150

Popular famous name ties in fine quality wool,
rayon and rayon mixtures. Handsome color combinations in any shade. Fore-in-band styles with
gift box included.

a
Meal

ATHLETIC SHIRTS

.1ctital

'695

• Fine rib knit cotton
• Highly absorbent and
• In white only with
• Built-up shoulders
• And full cut with a
• Generous shirt-tail, 34-46 ..

98'

• Mixtures in solid colors
• And two-tone combinations
In blues, greens, browns
And reds with tan. 6-11

•

4141 MEN'S SWEATERS
.1. tu.i/ $3 'IM I "(41:4(5

49'

• Small, medium and large
• In 100",, wools or in
• Woolen mixtures
• coat or slip-on styles in
• Solid colors or colored
• Combinations

HOLMAN JONES, Owner
Asmax),300.20mpookiomidoompamAxi.mpaammvaklookaNyk.

.
4

COPY. PDED

$2.98 Vanes

• In slip-on and coat styles
• In solid wool and woolen

Regular style

25% Wool
• Size 72-in. x 84-in.
/
4 Wool with cotton and
• 251
• Rayon mixed into the
• Weave, in soft solid
• Colors and big bold
• Block plaids for only

Women's Styles

Pair

Christmas Trees

•
everyone.

„
49'

4142 DRESS SOCKS

go BATH TOWELS

Get Your Fireworks Here

• Anklet and full length
• Styles in solid colors
• Or with contrasting
• Colored clocks, in sizes
• 10 to 12 in rayon or
• Rayon or cotton mixtures ..

4141 BED SPREADS

Candies ... Fruits . . . Nuts

GROCERIES and MEATS

25'

DRESS SOCKS

89c Values

'
wish them a "Merry thristma,

I

$595

4141 SHORTS for MEN

all feaf,. faithful friends and

. REASONABLE PRICES
CONVENIENT PARKING

• Neat as a pin and
• Inexpensive, too
• And what man doesn't
• Always need kerchiefs
• Solid white with a
• quarter inch hem

95

Q41 HANDKERCHIEFS

fine white cotton

for Women

to

v LEATHER COATS

Wool Yarn

WI CHENILLE ROBES 1 Q41 HANDKERCHIEFS

•

• Genuine capeskins in
• Scvcral shades ef tan $1495
• With full button front
• Aral Iscited back
• heated b.ck and yoke
• In sizes 36 to 46

Vocg

Women's sizes

• Values up to $9.95
• Heavy cotton sheeting
Thickly tufted chenille
• In solid colors or with
• Contrasting trims, in
• Sizes 12 to 20 only

$198

go LEATHER COATS

Values

• Sanforised shrunk, 14-17
•‘eti, solid snow whites
•
good
69 *fir :
• Oxford cloth, too
•Just in time for Chriatmas!

go RAYON PANTIES
up to 89e
• Complete elastic
• Waistband with more
•Than one style of
• Legband from which
• To make your choice ....

• Big, bold wool plaids
• In many bright colors
• Solid color ray ons
• And white with plain
• Or fringed ends in
• Full lengths for men .

gip DRESS SHIRTS

HOUSE SHOES
for

Worm Wool Mixtures

$2.50 Values

• Values

wishes
ity to express our joyful

111113
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Christmas irises us tin- opporturi•

The meeting was called to oider
by Mrs. 011ie Barnett, president.
During a brief business session
Miss Parker gave a report of the
lunchroom committee ,and it w
decided
that the
price • of the
lunches should be raiseele"to 20 ,
cents each.
Following The business session, a
Christmas program was presented
by the first 8jVgrades. - Miss Jean
Van Hoo , senior at Murray College, s,gtg "Gesu Bambino"; she
was accompanied by Miss Mary
her Bottom at the piano.
—Wanda Lee Farmer

tOreSimmmr.mmumma

for Women

That Nagging
Backache

Education appeared on the program.
—Betty Jean Bowden
Mothers' Club Meets
The first grade was host to the
Mothers' Club Wednesday, December 11, at 2:30.

14115S ri.1

$298
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GOOD RYE PASTURE

David Harmon is ki.

Murray Route.V

Be.t Dou Picture

day.
Sunday 1I Mrs. May Grubbs
December lg
!night -With Mr and Mrs
After a lovely fall it seems winPredic- !Grubbs.
ter is about to' get here
- Mr and Mrs. David Marmon and
t ons are for a white Christmas

„L. C. Tipton of Bath county told
County Agent Joe Thompson that
milk production jumped 50 per
cent when he turned his cows on
balbo _rye. Farmers all over the
county reported good results from
sowing balbo rye after early cut
tobacco. Several said best tsands
and most growth were obtained
where land was well disked before sowing anti the drill followed
with a cultipacker or roller

T H E

ea4ca

S. Pleasant Grove
By Mrs. tiara amothermaa
Mrs. V S Miller, who for several months has been living at her
home in South Howard vicinity,
will live with her children during
the winter months and for the
present is with her daughter. Mrs.
CalvinWilson and Mr Wilson

HARGROVE'S GROCERY

Bro. Ambler, pastor of Hazel
Adventist church, in a recent sermon stressed the importance of

PHONE 1162

FIVE POINTS

family altars in tke homes.
Bro. A. J. Childers filled his
regular appointment at Pleasant
Grove Sunday and a pounding of
many lifts were placed around a
Christmas tree fur him and his
good wife.
There will be a Christmas program at this church next Sunday
evening and Christmas tree services here are for all.
farmers are
Several of the
butchering their hogs this week.
Mrs. Gingles Barnes and Mrs.
Nail Dunn attended the PT A.
nietting at Hazel last Thursday
proafternoon. An interesting
gram was rendered. Several of
the, mothers of this vicinity are
,kneinbers of the P.T.A. Mrs. Leila
expression teacher, is presMrs. Fudge was a good
ident.
Santa Claus for the children, who
received a treat of candy.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Paschall
and family hays mgved . to_their
near ii!iak
Tennessee
home in
Grove church.
Mr. and Mrs. Eine, who live on
the Toy Phillips place recently

purchased by James Nesbitt, will
move to the place vacated by Mr.
and Mrs Ruse Paschall. Charles
and Martha Paschall were pupils
at Hazel before moving.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Moore have
Mr. Moore's condition
been ill.
is reported critical.
I had the pleasure last Sunat
services
day
of attending
Pleasant Grove and visiting the
primary class, who with their
teacher, Mrs. Mavis Wrather McCamish. who sent the writer a
lovely Thanksgiving basket of

good eatables, which was highly
appreciated Although I spent several weeks last summer in a local
hospitea my health is much better.
Their teacher has many instructive pictures on the wall and Bible
quotations. One quotation was "1
was glee' when they said unto me,
let us go into the house of the
Lord."
Best wishes for a Happy Christ-1
mas and prosperous new year and
like the Boy Scouts let's try each
day to do something worthwhile
to cheer another.
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Lipkin,

MI dee psalms sif a boy in torsi of his lest pup is expressed in the
photo sheen above The photo, made in the Detroit dog pound b.
Bouard Shirkey of the Detroit Times, lt AS selected as one of the beat
news shots of IOW
James Lee visited Mr and Mrs.
Sandy Harmon and baby Sunday
afternoon.
combat
disabled
Partially
Mrs Harmon and James Lee
visited Mrs. Louise Scarbrough wounded veterans of World War
II may now come back into the
Saturday afternoon.
Army with the seine rank held at
Mr and Mrs. J . a. Salmon and
time o (discharge, if he enlists ON
sor'i spent Saturday night and
OR BEFORE 31 JANUARY. 1947
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. G. E.
If the discharged veteran enlis•OR AFTER 1 FEBRUARY
ON
Mrs Eva Farris has been spend1947, he must come in within 20
ing the days with her sister-indays of discharge.
ICON. Mrs. Gleyd.S.Guerin, an opeVeterans ! !!
rative patient in the Clinic. Mrs.
This is the opportunity that y
is
doing
nicely.
Guerin
have been waiting for. So COT
Congratulations to Mr and Mrs. in and see us before the first day
Herbert Alexander on the arrival of February and get your rank
of a daughter. Sandra Lee
back.
Our sympathy - is extended Mrs.
Your recruiting station is 29
Allen Bqrtnn and sons in the
Federal- Building. Paducah.
Ian
SatAllen
Burton
of
passmg
Funeral and burial were
,...rday
jail. unable to raise the unusualheld at Hazel Monday afternoon.
ly high' bail of $28.0011-1125.000 on
Also to the brothers and sisters of
charge of bribery. M.000 on a
Mrs Addle Wilson. who died at
cherge of bookmaking.
he home of her sister and family,
In a lengthy confession Paris
Mrs
Jake Perry. Funeral and
said he had contacted both Hapes
uurial services were held at Mt.
Rapes was deand Filctioik
Pleasant. Tenn., Wednesday.
Sunday's
ineligible for
clared
game because he had had direct
contact wtih Paris.

Disabled Vets

S

Up hill and down dale
griour Christmas wishes to all
our friends and patrons.
This is the time of year when the cup of
good cheer is its fullest, hospitality'
is its cheeriest, and our thoughts
of you are warmest!

DIXIE CREAN1 DONUT
SHOP
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Christmas
cheer is in the
air! Christmas joy is
everywhere! Add our wishes that
this be the merriest holiday season ever!

overflowing with happiness and

-

a

Wholesale Grocers

The law. now says—

MURFREESBORO. Tenn . Dec.
1 -Murfreesboro was quiet toafter yesterdays outbreak
zureptay which resufted 1st
death of ong policeman, the wo.,
:rig ef four other persons and
shooting of a Negro responsible
tor the trouble.
'Police Chief N W Powers h.
..If 'slightly wounded. Sad FAO rr.und Hay-nes. 54. Negro. i'as removed to a jail at Nashville '
as a big crowd•,mi.
night
arnund outside the Marfreesben
illayhes.. former inmate of
jaiL
an insane asylum. shot a patrolman and• wounded four other persons beton- he as-ais himself -wounded and •urrendered late yesterday
Chief Pewees is rnve:azgating
report that Haynes was' wasted IP
0. ir cor.necuor with the
murder of his wile there:several
years ago 'Chief Powers sail warrants had
been sisned charging Haynes with,
die marder of Ilerbert McClana-

V

YOU CAN'T DRIVE
YOUR CAR

1-rokdo.

rs

han. 311. Murfreesboro patrolman

•

who died, last night, and with attempt to commit murder against
-a
4 I'Fire 'Chief
Buck Qualls Sheriff
Ear! MIN1,111ht and himself
_Haynes fatally ,hot McClanahan
t es the patrolnum questioned him
' following a.corppalint from a store'keeper that. the Negro was acting
,
suspiciously around his establish- 1
, l'merit
AlcCliinahar. wounded.
z
' Leavig
i.HaXpes 4- ran three blocks to a
1 hasie and there engaged officers
y
1 in ..i gun battle
.

II

-a

-j Paris Is Indicted
In Pro Grid 'Fix'
.

Through the years the records you give
over and

this Christmas will be played
.1
4

BOATWRIGHT & CO.

good cheer.

Tennessee Town
Quiet Fol owing
Gunplay Outbreak

ICEOLICA A
T•rir TV I VI VIIE'VeT%VC MIVIDIVIVICWIRICK WIC 11[11MIVAPIM
A

ill% ICY

•

over — surely this is a gift‘that last% fora
ever. Chooses now from Out claSaical and
pop

le ions.
1

RUBYAIYAT
Precision Jeweled
Phonograph Needles
Guaranteed
Forever

Moving with all possible speec,
against a big-time gambling sT111licate_ seelking to , corrupt profe•sional sports a grand jury indictee! its alleged 'fixer. Alvin Paris
2fla- en to anints 'of- attempted a
bribery.
.
. -h.
N aticipai
t e
- Simeltaneously
by fltestunned
Faolibail League.
, revelatior, that at least two of its
players had been approir heti
sought to. restore public confidence in the integrity of the -Pro

f

I

ups and children.

See us for a gift that will last,

i

2a

4 tion.

Merle
grand jury heard
The
Hepes and Frinkie Filebock. star
backs of the New York ../Gants
whorn Paris is alleged to .have
tried to bribe tO -"throw- Suitday's play-off game with the Chi'
4 cago Bears for the league chain,
pip' rishlk
Telephone 56
Paris Was arraigned in general
&
A
Naaaaa4,aliiii Se"i""S "urt Tu'sck*.• He Is In
P!

for years.

JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO.
South Side Square

•

cerest and best

I. Show

wishes for this .
Yuletide season.

/

appiness,

game.

Williatn I
Mayor
by
Spurred
44 O'Dwyer. at-thorities were envie- I
:
A ,ed in an exteerninateon campaign I
A against the unacrupeleus syndicate
4
ao
A arid polieeevaere on the trailfals
.
A
Their arrest was i
four leaders.
diffictrIt, however. because they,
make their headquarters -in New
We have a great variety of Records — for grown
Jersey. outpde the police jurisdic- -

Table Model Record Players

and all go our sin-

2

yogi should have an accident and lack the money or
insurance to covr possdfle claims that may follow.
Here's bow this new law works:
omobile accident which kills or
sou have as aititinjures any other persoh or causes over $30 property
damage, you must-withia 60 days-do one of these
things:

good health, good
-,.
cheer and the
merriest of
Christma'ses to

u base Automobile Insurance that corers

(be accident, or

2. Prove that you have arraaged to pay any resulting
claims•gainst you, dellitie Men cha'red of liability
for such dams.,or
••
3. Put up cash or other securitie4, as required by state
authorities, sufficient to cover possible claims, up to
as much as $10,000 for desak or isisry cases; sad
$1,000 for property damage.
c.1
L'nlessjhese requirements are met pmmptiv.your &ego
turn be saspencled and yogi wan be forbidden to use any

Your best bet is Hartford Insurance
Hartford's Automobile Liability and P!- ,eirty Damage
i assistance is tailor-made to fit this new law.

In case of accident, a Hartford policy will give you
doable protection. It helps you to retain your right al
drive. And # will pay-up to its limits-any claims or
judgments awarded against you.
If you lose the right to drive your car;it may be a serious,
inconvenience. If a court judgment stripsiou of your
home and security, it's a catastrophe.
For your own protection, the security of your family;
And to safeguard our driving rights, act now to get
oaurn
alre
Hartford Automobile Liability and Property sD
e•
insurance. The value is great-the. cost rea
' Here arc the rates:
CLASS A CARS
CLASS Al CARS ..
CLASS B CARS ........

car in this sate.

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR TO ORDER A POLICY,

The Murray Insurance Agency
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store

everYone.

TELEPHONE 601

The
Murray Insurance
Agency

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Representing

HARTfORD ACCIDENT and INDEMNITY COMPANY, Hartford 15;Conneeneut

s:ftaululiaa•hAlaat,aZa,athiOult14.411-4413inlithatahhathSAA
•

•
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WORLD WAR II PRODUCED
PREVENTIVE SURGERY SKILL
Cleveland,
Dec.
16—A
new
.11.:nch
of medicine, preventive
gery, that would produce armor for soldiers and give civilians
shielding devices, is advocated at
the American College of Surgeons
by Dr. Edward D. Chtirchill of
Harvard.
He pointed out that the steel

hristr and
each
while

KY

;cot

Prevents Frost-bite
He credited Dr, Michael Debakey, New Orleans surgeon, with
these studies. The war ended before the armor could be introduchelmet of World War I was intro- ed in any area of land combat.
duced by surgeons. Just at the The Air Forces' flak suits were
end of World War II, surgeons an example of armor.
had
knowledge of body armor
Other preventive measures are
that. Dr. Churchill said, might for frost-bite at high altitudes,
reasonably be expected to reduce prevention of bomb blast and gun
the number of those killed in ac- noise from causing deafness, protion by 12 per cent and those tection against trench foot, and
wounded by 8 per cent.
against
booby traps
and land
mmes from injuring eyes.

Your neighbor says
When he was sick
BILL DOLLAR got
Him cash real quick.

If medical expenses come up unexpectedly
and threaten to disrupt your family budget
take advantage of Oar friendly loan service
to handle such emergency bills. Repoy on

•

our simple plan out of future income.

nt
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.1.0.9,CORPORATION
NEXT 'DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
506 Main Street : Murray
M. C. ELLIS, Mgr.
PHONE 1180
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Pvt. James Ralph Shell is spending a short furlough at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Shell of Murray. Pvt. Shell is en
route to California
R. A. Shell is in Murray to
spend the Christmas holiday season. He has been at the Veterans
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn,
Mrs. Roger S. Nichols, Lexington, Ky., has returned to her home
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Harmon Ross and Ada Sue and
"As the military power of this
Lorna Ross of Murray.
country depends," he said, "Upon
Mr .and Mrs. Ray Ross and Sanhighly specialized personnel operating
extremely
complicated dra Sue will leave Saturday to
weapons and machines ,the mili- spend a week with his parents,
tary surgeon of the future must Mr. and Mrs, 0. A. Ross ,and his
be an expert in perverition of in- brother, Mr. J. B .Ross and family, in St Louts, Mo
jury."
Mrs. James H. Richmond and
Says Sulfas Failed
He declared that the war had Miss Anne Howell Richmond will
completely unseated the "danger- spend the Christmas vacation with
Trigg in
ous teaching," popular at the start Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
of the conflict, that'Wounds could Charlottesville, Va.
Joe Ward, who is attending art
be salted down with sulfa drugs
The school in Philadelphia, has arand thus delay infection.
rived to spend the holidays with
sulfas failed in this, he said.
One of the war's great surgical his mother, Mrs. Ethel Lassiter..
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey and
gains was prompt closing of serious wounds, which in previous Miss Betty Yancey will leave Fritimes had been left open to drain. day for a holiday visit tvith setaIt was found better to close most tives in Owenton and Georgetown.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Lassiter
of them, he said, by the fourth
arrived Saturday from Lexington
day.
The war changed medical ideas to spend the holidays with their
about the cause of shock from in- parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. E. WindThe prime reason. Dr. sor at Hazel and gir. and Mrs. Aljuries.
Churchill declared, is not loss of bert Lassiter. Mr and Mrs. Charles
plasma fluids, as was thought at Kivett of Harlan will arrive this
the war's beginning. at is loss of week-end and will be guests in
red-blood corpuscles.
Tfiey car- the Windsor home.
Miss Sue Upchurch. Greenfield,
ry the oxygen. Without this oxyIll., and Miss Elizabeth Fay Upgen, tissues die.
church of Vandalia, Ill., will arWhole Blood Called getter
The kidney is, one of the first or- rive this week-end to spend the
gans to die, and even though the holidays with their parents. Mr.
other organs may reyive, the in- and Mrs. George Upchurch.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Yancey
jured man dies. The proof is that
early in the war whole-blood and daughter, Donna Sue of Philtransfusions were sulaslituted as adelphia are guests this week of
much as possible for thglted Cros Mr.'and Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
plasma.1 The latter remained use- "Mr. and 114s Tom Fenton and
ful always, but the whole blood son, Tommie, of Lafayette. Ind.,
was better and the Red Cross will spend the holidays with Mrs.
Fenton's parents. Mt. and Mrs.
supplied' that fluid also.
Brig. Gen Wallace H. Graham, Gus Farley.
Billy Ross, John Mac Carter
Pel-sonal physician to President
Truman ,cautioned against the ex- and Ben Keys Miller. students at
dessive use of vitamins without the University of Missouri at Cothe advice of a doctor. He said lumbia, will spend the Christmai
such use "could even lead to vacation with their parents in Mur-

and Mrs. L. R. Putnam, and with
Mr. Carter's mother in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck spent
last week-end in Memphis where
Mr Filbeck attended an educational meeting.
Miss Mary Miller, student at
the University of Kentucky, is
spending the holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Taylor of
Washington, D. C., will arrive tomorrow for a holiday visit with
Mrs. Taylor's mother, Mrs. E. S..
Diuguid; Sr. and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid of
Memphis will spend several days
next" week with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck and Mrs.
George Gatlin.
Mr. and Mrs,
Diuguid will attend the Sugar
Bowl game in New Orleans on
New Year's Day.
W. G. Nash is on a business trip
to Lexington and Frankfort this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall of Memphis are expected to arrive Christmas Eve for a week's visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
Miss
Margaret
Graves
will
spend the holiday season with her
sister, Mrs Dick Hagan of Louis-
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ville.
California will spend the holidays , and Mr. Sykes' father,
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath in the' home of Mrs:
Lancaster Sykes of Broad street.
will have ., as their guests for the
holidays Miss Mdry Frances Mc
Elrath of Frankfort, Hugh Thomas
McElrath of Louisville and Mr.
and Mrs. Law Mobley of Ridge
Springs, S. C. Other guests who
will spend a part of the holiday
season in the McElrath home are
Miss Ruth Garcia of Louisville and
Leroy Cox of St. Louis.
Dr. Robert James Stubblefield
of Lexington will spend a short
titre -during the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon
Stubblefield, Sr.

W.

D.

-

Miss Nancy Wolfson will arrive
Sunday from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison to spend the
holidays with her parents; Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson.
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Hart of
Flint, Mich.. will arrive Saturday
to be the guests of their daughter, Mrs. 'John Parker and Mr.
Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. George Henry and
children, Melissa and Don of Jonesboro, Ark, will he the holiday
guests of 'Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Melugin.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lancaster
and children and Blaine Sykes of

MURRAY NURSERY
FLORIST and GIFT
SHOP

Up hill and down dale
go our Christmas wishes to all
our friends and patrons.
'Nils is the time of year when the cup of
gpod cheer is its fullest, hospitality

May yours be a joyous holiday,

is its cheeriest, and our thoughts
of you are warmest!

overflowing with happiness and

.
ray.
death."
Miss Jane Jones who is with the
He said, however ,that he believed "the worst of the vitamin Navy Department in Washington,
craze is over
The public is be- D C., will arrive in Murray toginning to think more intelligent- morrow to spend the holidays
with her family and other relaly about food supplements."
tives.
'Mrs. Desiree Fair, who is teachCALVERT CITY EDGES
ing at Kingsport, Tenn. :will arHAZEL LIONS 29-28
rive in )uturray tomorrow to spend
ittie.holiRa-with ber parents, Mr.
The Calvert City cagers, playing and std. W. V. Jeffrey.
On their home floor, ran up a six
Boyd Linn, now a patient at
point lead in the first quarter and
twood Hospital. will be at home
then hung on to defeat the Hat
ith his parents. Mr and Mrs G.
Lions 29-28 Tuesday night.
. Linn, 300 North Fourth street.
Sewell led the Calvert City at- for his first Christmas at. home in
tack with 12 points and Outland five years. He will arrive in Murmarked up nine to pace the visit- ra Sunday,
r
ors.
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard Dunn will
Cal. City 29
Fos.
Hazel 28 arrive Sunday from Duke UniWalker
F
Outland 9 versity at Durham, N. C. to spend
Tarkington 6
F
Denham 4 the hOlidays with her parents. Mr
J. Solomon 7 C
Dunn 3 and Mrs. Max B. Hurt.
Julen 4
G
Bailey 8
Mi. and Mrs. H. L. Carter Jr.
Sewell 12
G
Lassiter and daughter of Greenville, N. C.,
Subs: Calvert City_ McLemore; will visit during,• the holidays
Hazel____Hargis 3.
with Mrs Carter's parents. Mr.
. _
— =-wirets:',.‘7•(" ic-rweasigtera- ut•ricuircicxxx•ricrcievivcvotwt.cisivircu
w
-....t.m. ,N
Wsf..f
,...

HARGIS WELDING SHOP
good cheer.

HENRY HARGIS, Owner

Hatchett's Grocery
1214 Main

Phone 375

i

We're thinking about all our friends as tile
season's spirit fills the alt. We want to extend our best wishes for the most wonderful
Christcnas of all, to all!

TINY TOT SHOP
MRS. DELL FINNEY

No Cussing ...
Everyone's Surprised and Delighted
with the
W9NDERFUL CHRISTMAS
SHOWIpi
•

PURDOM HARDWARE
HAS THIS YEAR
In fact we are receiving new and critical merchandise EVERY DAY. Things you would not
think about securing are available at PURDOM'S.
We plan to have more critical merchandise arriving later in the week but in t;me for Christmas.
We could name a list as long as your leg of beautiful and prsbctical Christmas gifts, but the ad
would cost too much, so we are giving you a cordial
invitation to visit with us and SEE FOR YOURSELF.

PURDbM'S IS A GOOD PLACE
TO TRADE

OPEN FOUR NIGHTS BEFORE
CHRISTMAS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Purdom Hardware Co.
EXCLUSIVE DEALERS
Warm Morning Stoves : Westinghouse Appliances
Shellane .Gas

TO OUR FRIENDS:
—
At.Christmas time a happy smile
And a shake of the hand are well worth while
And a greeting with a wish sincere . . .
Helps a tot to bring Goad Cheer;
We'd like to visit you today.
And other friends, far, far avs ay.
But time ss ill not permit our meeting.
That's why we're sending you this Greeting.

Each year as .Christmas draws near we realize
more than ever that our success is deeply rooted
in the warm soil of our customer's friendship. And
we are grateful that we haye had the pleasure of
serving folks like you.
•
We appreciate the coittidence, and patience, and
the understanding. you have shown during the past
y-gar, and when we say "Thank You!' for' past
favors it comes straight from the heart.
May Your.'Christinas he joyful, with 1947 full to
with good luck, happiness and prosperity is the true wish of - -

overtinviting

.esq7

-1/1

reelings
• The merriest Christmas and the happiest
New Year ever is the very best we can wish
oui friends, one and all. May the Yuletide
season bring you every joy and happiness.

Sincerely yours,

.

PURDOM HARDWARE
COMPANY

Murray Manufacturing Company
a

Lampah?).m..300,20.2.1.200.),,,w,,,,,,AmhxDadipah,oakiohNikbpaisiubig
_
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January Bible study will be 8th
Solfigetta by Carl Philly-Exaanuel Bach; -The Old Retrain" chapter of Ephesians. conducted
Disand "DOep Purple" by Peter De by Mrs. Bertha Doores.
missed with prayer by Mrs. Mlle
Rose- Reny Roberts.
• • •
Pigg.
I MT HEBRON W.SC.S.
The social hour was spent in
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor 'HOLDS MEETING
revealing sunshine friends and exgifts. The
Telephone 247
changing Christmas
The Mt Hebron Woman's Soprogram was conducted by Mrs.
ciety of Christian Service met at
Brooks Doores. vice-president.
the church Wednesday afternoon,
• ••
MISS ROBERTS_ PIANO
ber 11.
Dec
DARNELL-ATKINS
STUDENTS GIVE RECITAL
eeting was called to order
The
Mr. and Mrs.'Claude Darnell of
The piano pupils -of Miss Iliary by Mrs. Doores, president.
marriage of
Roberts , presented a
Elizabeth
Song. "Silent Night.- was sung: Almo announce the
to Mr.
Newel their daughter. Dorthy Nell
Christas 'recital Monday evening Scripture reading. Mrs
After the Doores: prayer. Miss Artye Cuter; Ted Atkins. sun of Mr. and Mrs.
- Roberts: home
at Miss.
Murray.
pros-ram refreshments were served rOh tante- Town of Bethlehem," Clinton, Atkins. of _agar
solemnized
was
wedding
The
evening
the
of
and the .remainder
i Mrs. E., 1-1 Smith: reading. Mrs.
at Corinth,
was spent informally.
Edgar Smith. poem. "Christmas December 12, 1946
Eve.- Mrs. Edd Billington; Bible Miss.
• The prtigraM follows:
Mr Nolan Atkins was host to
"Pirate 'study was „conducted by Mrs. AkVillage.- and
-Indian
a bird supper Thursday evening,
he
Pigg
Bold"—Louise Jones.
December 12. honoring Mr. and
The following answered roll call
5-Good Little Eva" and "Harvest
Mrs. Ted Atkins and Mr. and Mrs.
with Bible quotations pertaining
Moc,r..:—Patsy Jo Buchanan.
James Barnett ,a returned veteran
Mrs.
birth
Noble
Christ:
the
of
to
"Jingle
:-Good Little Topsy- and
from Panama, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fuqua. Mrs. Frank Guthrie. Mrs.
Bells- —Mary Ellen Jackson.
Guests were Mr.
J. B Evans.
•`"Marines Hymn-. "Monkeys at Mary Hendrick, Miss Lou Smith, and Mrs. Clinton Atkins. Mr and
Waterfall" Miss Norma Doores. Mrs. Bertha
The Circus.- „OSilver
Mrs Tonne Atkins, Mr. and Mrs.
and "Away In A Manger"—Leah Doores. Mr: Brooks Doores. Mrs. J B. Evans, Mr and Mrs. James
Pigg.
Allie
Mrs.
Newel
Doores.
Hopkins.
Dale
Barnett. Mr. and Mrs Ted Atkins.
"Riding On A Mule—Anna Jean Mrs Edgar Smith. Mrs Zenobia Mr Nolan Atkins, Pamela Atkins,
Mrs.
Smith,
H.
E.
Watson. Mrs.
Roberts.
Katherine Atkins. Virginia AtMrs. Claud
Billington.
"Fairies Eddie
Mozart
by
Minuet
kins ,and MIA Jessie Atkins.
Smith and Mrs. 0 T. Guier.
• • •
Harp---Barbera Warren.
Visitors were Mrs. Lowell Smith
War
Song. "Indian
Cossack
DELTA KAPPA GAMMA
and Mrs. Artye Guier
Dance".._BillyJo Parker. ENTERTAINS PARIS GROUP

SoCket

I

I

'

Our holiday wishes go
forth to greet you!
Merry Christinas,
everyone, Merry
Christmas' May the
new season glow with
an abundance of all
good things!

song—Away in the Matio.'er
At the close of the program the
"Gift to the King," offering was
laid on the table and Fred Wells
-led the offering prayer.
Lovely refreshments were served by the hostess.
The next meeting will be January 11. with Mrs. J?sse Wallis as
hostess,
• • •
MR AND MRS BARTON
HONORED WITH SHOWER
Miss Henry Etta Stom was hostess to a household shower honoring Mr and Mrs. Buford Barton
of her parents. Mr.
in..
and Mrs. Earl Stoms on Noveml.
A guessing game by the registrants on entering was won by
Mrs. Eva Farris.
After the lovely gifts were opened by Mrs. Barton assisted by
Mrs. Mabel Stom, Misses Jackie
Collins and Henry Etta Stom, refreshments were served to the following guests:
Mrs. Jessie oss, Mrs. Annie Harmonand son. James. Mrs. Hinda
Linville.
Mrs. Nanny
Grubb*
Bessie
Giles. Mrs. Edna
Mrs.
Smith -and son. Bobby Joe, Mrs.
Myrtle Steele, Mrs. Mabel Collins

, 1946
—

man in Murray at 5:00 p.m.
Mrs. Saturday, December 14.
and Janice Mrs. Octe Grubbs and I Mrs Lots Curd,
Attendants were Joe F. Warren,
Melvin
at
Miller, Mrs.
Lowell, Mrs. Sue Salmon. Mrs. 1Hardeman
The marriage was solemnized
Della Taylor, Mrs. Ellis Shoe-;Grogan, Mrs. Ethel Osborn, Mr. the home of the Rev. J.
Thur- and Betty Thompson.
maker, Clara, Terry and Marian- 1 and Mrs. Earl Steele, Mrs. Pauline
ria; Mrs. Thula Buchanan and !Wilson. Mrs May Grubbs. Mrs.
granddaughter, Linda Buchanan,(Ethel Mrs's. Mrs. Billy Dees HarMrs. uby St. John.
1 gm. Aunt Mat liousden. Mrs. Ethel
r arms, Mrs: Lissa 'Adams, Mrs. Adra Alexander, Mr.
Mrs. Eva
Stubblefield, Mrs. Mavis Allbrit- and Mrs. Fred Taylor, Mrs. Effie
ten, Mrs. Jim Allbritten, Mrs. Laycock. Mr. and Mrs. Audrey
Polly Lamb and Wanda, Mrs. Ras. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falmon Wilson, Mrs. Lassiter Hill, well and Jacky Linn. Mr arid Mrs
Mrs. Carmel Mathis, Mrs. Mabel Garvin Linville. Mrs. George SalAlexander. Mrs. Harold Grogan, mon. Mrs. Marjory Sanders, Mr.
Mrs. Hilton Williams, Mrs A. W. and Mrs. Amos Pace. Mr. and Mrs
Simmons. Mrs. Gertie Alexander, !. E. Allbritten. Tom Linville, Mrs
Mrs. Edith Mathis, Mrs. Tennie Lala Linville. Mr. and Mrs. James
B. Stone, Mrs. Sadie Vickers, Mrs McGee, Mrs Erna Thompson, Mrs.
Dot Barton. Mrs. Pauline Bucy, Nina Holley, Mrs. Lillian Poyner
Mrs. Marie Miller, Mrs. Katie and daughter, Sue. Mrs. Bob HolMiller, Mrs. J N. Johnson. Mrs. ley. Mrs. Una Jones, Mrs. Estelle
Ride, Santa, ride — and leave in your
Bess Linville, Mrs. Ray Thurman, Morris. Mrs Bernice Rainey, Mr.
and
and
Finis
Mrs.
Steele
daughRay
Stom.
Earl
Mr and
Mrs
Thurman. Thomas and Aubrey ter. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Waters. Mr.
track our sincerest wishes to everyand Mrs. Gene White, Mrs Wayne
Stom.
Stom, Simpson. Mrs. Llwell Linn, Mr.
Mitchell
and
Donald
Misses: Stom, Misses Alta Davis, and Mrs. Clarence Milner and
one for a joyful Christmas!
Herndon
Armilda Vickers. Jackie Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
• • •
Sibyl,
arid
Sue.
Stom,
Henry Etta
Sarah Mathis, Virginia Futrell, GROVES-BURKEEN
Mr. and Mrs. James Groves of
Dot Farris, Joan Giles, Leola Stom,
Janice Bucy, Donna Marie Thur- Benton announce the marriage of
1301 West Main : Phone 87
their daughter. Arvella, to Charles
man.
Those sending gifts were Misses Burkeen. a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Polly Allbritten, Louise Holley, Clell Burkeen, Murray Route I, on

-

0,0
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PASCHALL CLEANERS

4

Delta Kappa Gainma held the
regular meeting at the Warnan's
Club house on Dec. 7. Guests
Kappa
members of the
were
Chapter of Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester presided
and welcomed the guests. The response for the vistors was made
by Miss. Aline Lowry. president
of the Kappa -Chaptes.
The first part of the program I
was an initiation ceremony for the
Miss
members:
following new
Laurine Tarry. Mrs A. M. Wolfson. Mrs Georgia Wear. and Mrs
Juna Wilson of New Concord
Miss Evelyn Linn was in4'charge
of the initiation.
A very interesting paper on
'The Ideal Teacher, or the Characteristics a Good Teacher Should
Have was given by Miss Valentine Cooper of Paris
Miss Lula Clayton Beale was
chairman of the committee which
served dainty refreshments during the social hour
• • •

•

RICHERSON- BILLINGTON
WEDDING VOWS .READ

FINLEY'S ICE CREAM SHOP

IDEAL...

Qt/C
BOOKS
"1k

At 3 o'clock Saturday. December 14. Miss Willie Mae Richerson.
daughter of Mt and Mrs. Elmer
Richerson became the bride of
Marvin Billington. son of the late
Mr and Mrs J M Billington.
The double ring ceremony was
Buron Richerson
read by Rev
• brother of the bride, at the home
,f her parents in the presence of
the immediate family
Mr and Mrs Charles Lassiter
were the attendants
The bride wore a light blue gabardine suit with black accessories
and a shaulder corsage of red
Mrs Lassiter. sister of the
• roses
bride also wore a blue suit with
black accessories and a corsage
of pink carnations and blue sweetpeas.
' Mrs Billington is employed by
the Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Co. and Mr Billington
, is engaged in farming
After a short wedding trip Mr
and Mrs. Billington will be at
• home west of Murray

come Mt pc lattbful,

PLEASANT GROVE SOCIETY
MEETS SATURDAY

FOR CHRISTMAS
. . . for all ages
HAVE YOU VISITED MURRAY'S
BOOK SHOP? If not, DO SO SOON
•

We have a Wonderful Display o9 Gifts
•

Murray Florist & Gift Shop
NA I IONAL HOTEL
111

•

The Pleasant Grove Mis.--ionary
Society met with Rey and Mrs
:Clarence Smith Saturday. Decent.
I ber 14. with 13 members and 11
, visitors present
The meeting was called to order
, by the president. Mrs A J Mar. shall, and after a short business
session, an interesting program
was given on, "Sharing God's Gift
with South America" Mrs Smith
devotional, scripture.
—gave the
Luke 2 8-16 and the Royal Crusader Band led by Miss Marion
Copeland had an important part
of the program, as follows:
Call to
Worship_Fred
Wells:
song-3Jesus Loves the Little Children: prayer.,..-'Bobby Nix Crawford: poem --- Bobby Marshall:
Symbols of Christmas,—Arvia D
Smith, Janet Lee Tracy. Linda
• Marshall and Betty Jo Crawford;

jopful anb triumpbant...
• •

Hear the voices of the choir sweet in songs praising His name.

.41111,6,

Sing out your own devotion and

•

•

joy, in

the day on which He was born. For

Christmas sheds its brightness over all the land End warms

the hearts of all God's children. The spirit of brotherhood dwells

;=-77.

with us now, and

will be our inspiration

to live in peaceful happiness in future- years. Candle light and

I have bought the

holly bright; eyes moist in contemplation

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

of Christrna)n, past and yet to come— fill our hearts with sentiment!
I INVITE ALL MY FRIENDS TO"
CALL ON ME
CbLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN, Samuel C. McKee, Minister
FIRST BAPTIST, Braxton B

Sawyer,

Minister

ALL PRICES WILL REMAIN THE SAME
FIRST CHRISTIAN, Robert E. Jarman, Minister

PHONE 281

BERLENE WRYE, Manager

FIRST METHODIST, T. Henry Mullins, Minister

Operator — MRS. GRACIE TABERS

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS CHURCH, William

A. McKinney,

Minister

500 MAPLE'.

•••
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Unified Control
For U.S. Forces
Gets Approval
WASHINGTON, Dec. 16—Remembering Pearl Harbor, the nation's military leaders announced
a new setup tonight placing every
area where American forces operate under a single top commander,
either of the Army or the Navy.
"This obviates a situation like
Pearl Harbor where we had two
co-equal commanders," Maj. Gen.

William 11. Arnold, deputy chief
of operations and planning ,told a
news conference. "It insures a
unified operational command in
the theaters."
The single command system was
recommended by the joint chiefs
of staff, worked out in long negotiations between tne War and Navy
Departments, and approved by
President Truman. It restores for
peacetime the unified
command
setup under which the was was
fought but which subsequently was
abandoned.
It applies only to the top level
of planning and operations in the

nouncement are:
Far East, commanded by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur.
Pacific, by Adm. John H. Towers.
Alaskan .a new command, by
•
Maj. Gen. H. A Craig

The Carrier's Address
The following poem was written fur the old "Calloway
News" by Col. W. T. Ellison. Ellison was one of those swiftly
disappearing traveling merchants who went back and forth
across the county carrying the newspapers and useful household utensils.
"Blind Tom," had lost his eyesight, but his poem, written
for the New Year of 1882, shows he could "see" a lot of
things in people we all sometimes miss.
•
_
He was a great uncle of Thomas Hughes, 105 North Fourleenth street, Murray.

Northeast ,also a new command,
commander to be named
Atlantic Fleet, by 9dm. Marc A.
Mitscher.
Caribbean, operating under the
present system with t. Gen. Willis
D. Crittenberger.
European, by Gen. Joseph T. Mc.
Narney. commander of occupation
forces in Germany.
Under
the new
set-up, the
Strategic Air Command, comprised of strategic air
forces not
otherwise assigned. also will be
responsible to the joint chiefs of
staff. The strategic force is commanded by General George Kenney.
During the war, operations in
the various theaters were conducted under over-all commanders,
but with the end of hostilities several of these reverted to a! divided
status in whieh neither the Army
nor Navy chief in the area had
final word in planning.
The unified command system
will pare from MacArthur some of
the once vast Packfic area which
he controlled, leaving him with
the Far.. Western Pacific regions.
The Far -'
of American
rces in Japan, Korea, the Philippihes. the Maiiiinas,

COL. W. T. ELLISON, to the Readers of
"THE.CALLOWAY NEWS
Again Blind Tom brings greetings kind.
And hopes that all his patrons may find,
That on this, another New Year.
You win once again his melody hear.
The year eighty-one has gliyed by—
Has gone forever from You and t—
its joys and sorrows forever are done:
'Tis passed away with its gloom- and sun.
It has left in Tom's memory many seeds
Of kind words uttered, and charity's deeds.
And by this poem he humbly portend's'.
His abiding faith in you his kind- friends,
And thus modestly asks you this Happy New 'Year,
To his earnest entreaties not to turn a deaf ear.
He has always brought you your paper on time,
With the news of politics, education and crime—
And safely delivered it at your own door;
To all alike, the rich and the poor.
He heeded not rain, nor storm, nor snow,
Arid through blazing sun he'd not fail to go--This much for you he has faithfully done,
Each weary week in the year eighty-one-Don't fail to reward him .. . Be liberal as you can,
Of your charity he's worthy; (this poor blind man).
He will highly appreciate whate'er you bestow.
And remember you kindly where'er you may go.
Wishing once again, that year eighty-two—
May to all be a happy one - - He bids you adieu.
..••\

leaving the respective' in intelligence and defense Oencommanders in charge of timid fling there whicn arose from tbe
own forces unuer tne over-ail com- fact that the Army and NaVy
mander, and Arnold indicated it chiefs were each responsible for
does not alter the Army's desire only their own fields and neither
for complete unification of the ser- had supreme authority. These facvices. Mr. Truman said last week tors had been brought out previhe will renew his demand for this ously, however, by other investigalegislation when the new Con- tions,
theatres,

Christmas
cheer is in the
air! Christmas joy is
everywhere! Add our wishes that
this be the merriest holiday scason ever!

gress meets.
Arnold
commented,
however,
that "this is the closest approximation you could get without actually having unification of the
departments." He added that with
unification, "these prolonged negotiations wouldn't have been necessarY-The negotiation 'already had
started
when the Senate-House
committee which investigated the
Pearl Harbor attack issued its report, pointing to the confusion

LEON ALBERT CRIDER

BLUE BIRD CAFE
and

11601101141M000410MIANAMMIIIIIiiillOW

By Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Darnell
family spent Sunday with
and Mrs. Truman Pea and Plez
Cude.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Dixon and
Dale were Sunday afternoon callers of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Barren
Mr Gilbert Cobb is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Snow. were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Snow.

Miss Carlene Lamb spent Saturday night and Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Gill Watson and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell
are spending a few days with
home folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Carter are
moving to their new • home at
Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cotham were
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Elard McNeely.
Mrs.
Florence
Hopkins
and
daughters and Mrs. Linzy Tucker
of near Bazzell Chapel were callers one day the past week in the
home of Mrs. Mattie Jones.

Mrs. William S ha n Ica
was
awarded honorable mention for
her work in creating and maintaining morale among patients at
Edgar Arnold, editor and pub- Out wood Hospital.
lisher of The Madisonville. Messenger, has been selected by representatives of 10 civic clubs.- of
Madisonville as the city's most
outstanding citizen for 1946.
The award, presented rinually
by the Madisonville Lions Club,
"was made to Arnold this year -because of his unceasing efforts to-

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger ,
& Times but nearly'
everybody reads it.

•

holiday wishes go
forth to greet you!

Our

Merry Christmas,
everyone, Merry

Bonins and Ryukyus.
The announcement said the civil
and military government of Guam
and the former Japanese mandated
islands are not changed.

YOUR PHILCO DEALER

5.

ward making Madisonville and
commtmity a better i ...ice in which
to livt."

Madisonville
Names Editor
and 'First Citizen'
Mr.

Coldwater News

For Calloway County
is

KIRK A. POOL & CO,
509 West Main Street

Murray, Ky.

The new plan, making the top
theater
commanders responsible
directly to that joint chiefs of matt
was announced jointly by the War
and Navy Departments.
The announcement said the plan
is designed to "place responsibility
for the conduct of military °pelttions of the land, naval and air
forces in the several regions of
military importance to the United
State each in the hands nit ogiie
single commander"

1

Christmas! May the
new season glow with
an abundance of all
good things!

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
Murray, Ky.

Seven areas defined in the ail-

*0
7 -WU' itiMICOMISMAIMMANIti

13:
0
We have a large selection of
Chairs ... Boudoir, Lounge, Platform Rockers and
Occasional, and Rockers

0

These chaiNi are well built and are in a variety
of coverings

Every kind of Chair
you could want to
give

•

• Sofa Beds

• Sofa Beds with matching
Chair

11.
Brilliant and bright is the star you fasten atop your
Christmas tree! And to that star is hitched our wagon'

We are able to offer you one of the largest selections
of Sofa Beds and Upholstered Furniture we've had in a
long time

full of friendly wisres for a jolly holiday anid many other

days rieh in good things, good friends and good times.
This furniture is designed for comfort and is covered
in velours and tapestries.

.1t
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• Tasty. tender Parker House Rolls
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that stays fresh for weeks on
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your pantry shelf ready to help you
V
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moment's notice. Dissolve according
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At your grocer's.
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V
Clinic for treatment.
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Turkeys, young and nice
Paris. Tenn., were visitors of Mr.
an& Mrs. Ruby Johnson on North
V
Fourth street. Sunday afternoon.
lb. 49c
Compton. of
Fat Hens
and Mrs.
Bro.
North Thirteenth street, received
letter from thew sere James M.
pint 79c
Fresh Oysters, Selects
, last week who is in
Compton
4
A Germany, saying he was fine and
thinks he will be returning home
15-oz. 27c
16c;
Raisins, 7-oz. box
soon.
Kentucky
Those who visited
15c
Belle last 'week were Mrs. Ediae
Large Celery
Compton. Mrs. Henry Rogers. Mrs
Louis Washburn, Miss Wilson. Mrs
Compton, Mrs. Georg"
Monroe
Oranges, Dr. Phillips
Mrs. Ted
Washburn, Mr .and
20c, 30c, and 40c dozen
Thorn and children and Mr. and
.
Mrs Everette Bucy.
S3.75
Crate Oranges, any size
and Mrs. Everette Bucy
Mr
Moved last week from Murray 1
Route 2 to me 'r the railroad at
I
Murray.
NUTS OF ALL KINDS
.
Mrs. George Washbuin hopes
we will both be able fie- walk to
I town next - week to shale hands ell
S3.25 to S5.25 bushel
Apples
with old Santa Claus.
the 11C
Sorry Indeed to near of
who died 'k••
Burton
Allen
ef
death
e
37c
An
Cake Flour, Swansdown, large size
a
A Monday at his home at Hazel./
11
.
41
eee
A .
There Is A Reason
aA For every pain that we must bee AC
2-pound box Cheese
1 For every sorrow ,every car.e.i•
There is a reason
70c ,For every falsehood that is said we,
Plum or Fig Puddings, 16 oz.
IL
A.4-4-or every tear drop that is shed, ..
a reason.
' There is
35c
Pin every, grief. .for every trial. '
Dates. Pitted. pkg.
•Z'
' For every weary. lonely Mile.
- IL
There is a reason.
Room Suites
27c
Orange Juice, 47-oz. can
But if we trust Him as we should
01 All will work out for our good.
• Table and Floor
God, knows the reason
Green
A
and
Fresh
S,
CHRISTMAS TREE
Weil best wishes and a Haw ne•
NIL
New Year to- ael from KentueS
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Blood River Nevvis

in securing eradication of reedy
serious hazards. There is a great ;
deal more to be done, however
before this office can say that all
Kentucky hotels are safe from
fire losses."
-Recalling that blame for some
fires has been placed on care.
lessness of drunken persons in use
of cigarettes and matches, Marshal
Smith recommended a "stringent
law" to forbid hotels to accept
guests who are in a edrunkee

Orders
Check of Hotels

Kentucky Ben News Smith

F.D.R. Assurea
Living

MemorialKntucky

Ti
CA

Calloway Farmers
Set Leaf Record
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time
Stab
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p LEGS, ARMS!

Churches Join In
Honming Editor
For Cooperation

Boo5

e
•

TiMptay, e
PARKER HOUSE ROLLS

•

•
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
•

MURRAY CONSUMERS
Coal and Ice Company

Stays fresh_on your pantry shelf
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A GIFT FOR THE HOME
Is Appreciated Most

re,

AA

At

S1.20

Isr

I

I

;

Belle

S2.50

Gallon of Pure Preserves

Half gallon Pure Strained Honey

CHRISTMAS BASKETS
\:Y SIZE

1

Will fill to order

1

B• eware Coughs 41:
from common colds
That Hang On
•-

A PRACTICAL GIFT FOR ANYONE

Phone

Side of Square

i
37
A

4
-•- emulsion relieves promptle be- 1
e..ae s it goes right to the seat of the IL
•ew,
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature IX.
to soothe and heal raw, tender, In,
e
flamed bronchial mucous mama Ow
branes. Tell your druggist to sell Totl I IC
I bottle of Creotnulsion with the hD- le•
stlesstanding you must like the way it 11.
-c
Quickly allays the cough or you arel i
to have your money back.

LSION
CREOMU
Chest Coldteronchitis

for CO•ght,

14•3•110101.1,7•11•11•70.1•2
434401,4/11k2,111•Ala JR)-1143•101•1•2.10•3112aOhlilla MANX JA1•34,41•71,1114•3441•1

.•

• Radios
• Electric Heaters
• Electric Hot Elites
• Appliances
• Shag Rugs
• Children's -Furniture
• Home Desks
• Cedar Chests _
• ****
'COME IN AND VISIT
WITH US

jJ

et
rk
Ma
od
Fo
s
ey
oll
.„T
•
East

g:

16
' LEXINGTON. Ky . Dec
• Kentucky reeks. 12th in the nalion in the USO fund camPaigs
$2.25
Dr. Raymond F McLain, state
A ectiaidman. said today Thirty counlikesin the state have exceeded
ge•
their quotes.
Dr. McLelin sad Kew:.a.
collected 5191.300 or 86 pc,
its quota 'He urged all
A
•, 4 to reach their void,

a
ob 2
A

•

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

25c

Mince Meat, None-Such

Lamps

•

2t
4 Kentucky
•
In USO Cam

7c

Heinz Dill Pickles ;n Bulk, each

• Smoking Stands
several styles

• Living

%kali=

• Hassocks

•

• Gift Glasswpre

• Occasional Chairs
Various Styles and
fabrics

Belote - Gilbert Co.

PHONE 14-4

NEXT To VARSITY THEATRE
JACK BELOTE

HAROLD GILBERT

it

j.

Wcti

RUJ. Ati
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
Taft Is Not A
Candidate—Taft

ATLANTA,
Dec.
16.— Senator
IR.-Ohio) gave a
I i Robert Taft
straight answer today to a straight
question—.whether he considered
himself an active candidate at this
time for President of the United
States, Said Taft, flatly: "No."
His comment was in reply to an
Associated Press query in a news

as waged on the issue of 'totalitarianism versus freedom from
government controls."
And, he
said, the people had given the Republican
party a
mandate for
elimination of wartime controls.

conference,
./preceding an address
here to a civi* luncheon. Later,
.speaking to the Atlanta Rotary
Club and guests of other civic
groups, Taft pledged that there
would be nothing but sympathy
for the south among Republicans
in Washington.
"I can't see what the south has
to fear from the Republican program, he said. "The Republicans
like the people of the south. I
think you can count on the good
will of :the Republican party."
Taft declared the recent election

In The WEEK'S NEWS

The Ohio senator was applauded
when he Urged elimination of
federal boards and bureaus with
powers, and
wide discrellonary
again when he declared: "Basically, by the end of this.next session, I beliege we shout," be rid
of nearly every War control that
still exists."

Jr

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian

Groceries

— REM:BENCE —

Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

203 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

1214 West Main
Phone 375

— OFFICE —
East Main St., Phone 560-.I

GRAND CHAMPION HOG — William
-Bill- Worthington. 19. of Pontiac, 111..
displays -Mike," a.2211-pound Hampshire
barrow which was adiudged champion
hog of the Maier entries at the InternaChicago.
tional Livestock Exprisitio

INFANTRY HERO H NORED—President Truman examines
medals on breast of Tech. Scrt M. Chilson of Malvern. Pa..
alter he pinned seven decorations on during ceremony Cl
While House. Sgt. Chilson's wile and daughter look on.

'14

BOONE'S 1

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

f

-CRIME DOCTORS gun molL Edith
Arnold. at play with Eventide. her cham•
pion English cocker spcmieL as she re
taxes horn her Sunday Philip Morris radio
chores.

Bt

Phone 307-W

%sr
Pt

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•

Eat. 1897

'
RECAPPING and

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

VULCANIZING

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

Prescriptions A
Specialty

I

South Side
Square
•
Call 383

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

SERVICE SINCE 1886
RONALD W.CHURCHILL, OWNER

PHONE 7--MURRAY, KY
S
.

Depend on Friends

EISENHOWER RECEIVES AWARD — General Dwight D.
Eisenhower (second from left), receives the Eighth annual
Churchman Award for promotion of good will and better un
derstandinq among peoples horn Bernard Baruch_ member
of the Atomic Energy Commission of th• United Nations.

050.000.000 is the yearly damage
caused by termites. Possibly
they are active in your home
right now
Protect your property completely. safely . . by
calling TERMINIX for a free inspection No obligation

Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminix Corp.
As Adv•rNsod le "floe Post'

•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

is the
BEST.DESSERT
•
Take Home a
Package of
Delicious

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Coral

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

DEL-ROSE

TRAVEL TO DETROIT.

B. L. Ray

Telephone 16
..••=1,41

Ice Cream

-- BY --

•

Vanilla

COME IN AND LET ME

Chocolate
Orange
Pineapple
Strawberry
Black Walnut
Banana

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At
WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Phone 456
Murray, Ky.

Woodmen members depend on friends in their home
and counsel on their life insurance
programs.

PARKER
ICE CREAM

Food Prices May
Decline Soon
The Agriculture Department an
nounced Monday that trends indicated that food prices, now at
record levels, would drop in three.
to sits, months as they did after
World War I, although probably
not so much.

It reported prices had risen.,
more in the past four months than'
-t—`1 in any 'comparable period during
the 33 years in which records have
been kept.
"The patter of change in food
prices since August, 1945, bears a
remarkable similarity to the pat-

TEST YOUR
WATCH, FREE!

•
Del-Rose Ice Cream
Company

REAL STATE
Good Bargains in the Cit
and in the
try
—
— SEE
'ROY HURT
Valley Land Agency
Phone 395-W

••
-•••••••
,e4.•••••Mo......01•••111MA.41•••••=Pe.MS01..MS.....M•4-

tern of changes in prices after
World War I," the Department
said..
"There is even some indication
prices
that a downturn in food
may, be expected within one itiricl
a half of two years after the end
of World War II although - probably not as great a decline as occurred after World War I."
The Department said retail-meat
prices throughout the winter were
likely to decline but little from
present. high levels despite seasonally high production and large supplies. Pork and lamb prices may
advance in the spring as production decreases. Howewer, prices of
beef, especially
ph the better
grades. may fall in the spring as
supplies of grain-fed beef increase.

-\ TAXI
SERVICE
• Safe

MURRAY, KY.

EAST MAIN STREET

EL
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Prompt Service
• Courteous Treatment
AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

members prompt, efficient service.

Woodmen members, camp officers and field men
are bound together by the strong fraternal ties of
Woodcraft that foster a deep. personal interest in
promoting one another's financial and social welfare.
Ask your local Woodmen representative how
you can enjoy the benefits of Woodmen life
insurance protection and the fraternal and
social activities of Woodcraft.

WOODMFN

WORLD

Life Insurance Society
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Wallis Drug;
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T RE HAD

The Old Reliable

138
TAXI

30c Per Bale
ALL YOU WANT

Alastrt

Friendly Financial Secretaries of more than 8.000
local Woodmen Camps and well qualified local field
men throughout the country have more than a buss'
ness or professional interest in giving fellow

Cars

SHUCKS FOR SALE
All watches repaired here!
• are tested oil the,'

protection

T. C. Collie, District Representative, Murray, Ky.
Arthur Hargis, Pottertown, Ky. Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove, Ky.
L. R. Sandejs, Kirksey, Ky.
W. C. Falwell, Brandon, Ky.
Oscar Turneqw, Hazel, Ky.
W. C. Robinson. Dexter, Ky.
H E Wilson, Newbqrg, Ky.
Gun Jeffrey, College Station,
Guy Boggess, Hardin, Ky.
Murray. Ky.

• Experienced Drivers

DRAPER & DARWIN STORES
MAKE IT YOUR CUSTOM TO VISIT OUR STORE
WHEN IN TOWN

4,14(1,1"

communities ... not distant strangers ... for service

ued, amid applause, must be cut to
630,000,000,000 annually, "if not this
year, then at least by next, year."
He pledged the Republican party
to comprehensive legislation on

Winter or Summer

BROOKS BUS LINE

.1-,ourniur
In

Federal expenditures, he contin- labor relations which he said
would restore the balance between
business and organized labor_ Enterprise. he said, must be free. "It
can no more be directed by the
power of big business, by the
power of labor, than by the government"
SEED
COMPANY "The south," said Taft. "through
Its own initiative, can Wild up its
—Buyers and Sellers—
own wealth. What you must have
is protection--the complete removALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS al of checks and interference Unposed by a totalitarian state; pro•
tection from big business, from
We Are Headquarters
labor, from railroads or any other
for Seed Cleaning
source."

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

DR. H. B. BAILZY, Jr.
Optometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

Pt

'iStrh

WE DELIVER

Murray, Ky.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

SUPPORTS USC CAMPAIGN—Theodore EL White, author
of -Thunder Out of China- (center). turning over to former
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius. Jr., (left), a statement
calling for full support of the United Service to China minx
paign. Mr. Stettinius ii national campaign chairman.

CHRISTMAS EVE—
loan Lazar, the accomplished little at
tress who plays the
role of Jessica In
radio's -Rosemary.'
takes mastic] by in
hanging a Christ.
mas stocking for her
baby brother right
beside her own.

SUPERIOR

[ LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•
•
Phone 44
A. B. Beale & Son

you

For t,„he More Complete
Stroke

•

On Cash and ('arry on both
both Laundry and Cleaning

as

Modern Equipment
Throughout

518 West Main Street

Save 10 to 20%

Collector of Internal Revenue,
The great skid season will be at
its height in many .parts of the S. R. Glenn, announces that a
country in Decernbet*I January and
'deputy from his office will visit
.1.
ry. warns the National C3
Feb
Murray January 2 and 3, and Janse at on Bureau ,accideot preuary 13 through January 15, 1947,
Association
the
of
division
ye tion
for the purpose of assisting farmExecuof Casualty and Surety'
January
ers in preparing their
tives.
15th declaration or final income tax
extraordinary
for
calls
"This
returns, also taxpayers who would
precautions by motorists to avoid be required to file returns by Jangetting into one, of those uncon-, uary 15.
trollable spins which accounts for
Mr. Glenn says that the
new
accidents on America's
so many
Revenue Act is in many particustreets and highways," say the
lars different from the laws preysafety men.
lousily in effect and that the many
Remember thg following recom- changes made cannot be explained
mendations:
in a sport notice, but that his depuI. When starting car on a slip- ty LS.' familiar with the laws and is
pery surface put gear in second; being sent here to be of service to
engage clutch very slowly and the taxpaying public. The service
is absolutely free_ Collector Glenn
carefully.
taxpayers of this county
2. When stopping on slippery urges the
surface, leave clutch engaged and to see the deputy and let him help
apply brakes lightly and inter- them with their income tax problems.
mittently.
3. Approach curves slowly. If accelerate very slightly
there is still a tendency to skid, round the curve,

4.

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
Telephone 64
We Deliver

INCOME TAX MAN
ITO VISIT MURRAY

Skid Time

C

ATTENTION

Dodge —.Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

Jr

It tells us immediately
what is.wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right,
when you take it out.

The Ledger & Times

Furches Jewelry
Store

"Kentucky's Leading Week$ Newspaper"

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

4. FREE COBBS

PARKER SEED COMPANY

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and'SERVICE
"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land
Calloway County"
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taught Sunday by Tom Nance. We
like the idea of changing teachers
now each month, thus giving all
Another Christmas is here with
a chance to both teach and listen.
its memories of other Christmases
We are sorry to hear that Mr.
for the older ones, and its breaththe Joe Montgomery has been ailing
taking exhuberation for
recently.
younger ones But for all, it is so
The most progressive movement
much more carefree than those
spent with war clouds haliging • we have made recently was the
darkly .over us in the past, :o we organization of a Boy Scout club
should mean it when we say. by Guy Lovins Friday night. Ten
boys were present, and George
-Merry Chri'stmas—
vacant Bonner. a student of Murray Colrealize that where
I
lege since his heroic Navy record.
chairs must be, only sadness can
and J. B. Bell. a high school enprevail, but for the Christ whose
rolee since returning from the
birthday gave us this seaaon. there
Navy, -have volunteered their serthe
day,
departing
also was
vices as Scout Masters.
darkest day on earth, yet the tomb
We hope to see everyons, bewas root the end, nor is it today. -A crowd attended the Christ- come intersted in this Boy Scout
mas carol program at the school movement. It needs no greater
house Sunday even tho it came so recommendation than to have a
soote after church services at the Sunday School teacher of much
Sunday I experience say he never heard of
Church of Christ and
any boy' who had ever belonged to
School at the Methodist Church.
Our very interesting lesson was the Boy Scouts being sent to a

New Concord News

•1

Ex Limns...By William Sharp
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Tune In . .. Most Famous farm program of all time.
—The National Farm and Home Hour . . . every Satur- 1
Cenday . . . N.B.C. Network — 12:00 to 12:30 o'clock
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VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
ontact Office
Mures,, Kentucky

,tnent at age 85?
5. That in case of total disability
for six months or more premiums
may be waivered without additional cost to the insured?
6. That you may convert your
DID YOU KNOW—
GI Insurance to Ordinary Life, 20
your
continue
can
you
!. That
or 30 Payment Life while premiums
GI Insurance for eight years from are under waiver status?
date of issuance just as you Aid in
7. That for a small additional
service, if issued prior to January prerniurn you may attach a disabiliI. 1946?
ty clause to your present policy,
2. That if you have allowed your which will pay you $5.00 per month
insurance to lapse, you may rein- per $1000 of insurance, beginning
state by paying only two monthly with the seventh month of total
premiums, without interest, and no disability?
physical examination is required,
8. That you may designate any
regardless of how long such insur- person, corporation, firm, or your
ance has been lapsed? (After Jan- estate, as beneficiary of your inuary 31, 1946. physical examination surance?
will be required for term policies
9. That if you desire your insurlapsed more than three months).
ance be paid to your beneficiary
3. That contrary to the belief of in a lump sum at your death, notisome veterans, Cl term insurance is fication must be made in writing to
not converted through a commer- the VA? Settlement under this
cial _company? GI Insurance, both option will be made only when
term and converted form, is oper- selected by the insured.
10. That premiums may be paid
ated by the government. and Jaeqtiarterly, semi-annually. or anlongs to the policy holders.
4. That the policy issued while nually, at a discount of 3 per cent
M service can be converted to the per annum? There is no limit on
following permanent plans: Ordin- how far in advance premiums may
ary Life, 20 Payment Life, 30 Pay- be Raid.
11. That in ease of your death
ment Life, 20-Year Endowment,

Si

1,A1C

.1.44 44,4A

• 444 444..

4.4
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per annum of premiums /mild ht advance beyond the current month
shall be refunded to the beneficiary
in one sum?
12. That your Armed Forces
Leave Bond may be assigned to the
VA for the purpose of paying premiums on existing insurance, premiums to purchase new insurance,
premiunta in connection with application for reinstatement of lapsed
insurance, as difference in reserve
when converting term insurance, or
changing from one converted plan
to another?
James W. Williams, Local VA
Contact Representative, emphasized
the fact that veterans whose term

44440444 4.st,,

411al

4Ki
kI,

•••

/WOK
IIIi

4A4.

lapse for more than 01remonths
must apply for reinstatem nt prior
to February 1, 1947. After that
date policies lapsed more than
three months will require a physical, examination to reinstate.
Veterans desiring assistance with
their insurance or any other problems in connection vaith their VA
benefits are urged to contact Mr.
Williams, whose office is located in
Room 114 of the Gatlin Building,
here in Murray. Veterans at the
College may contact Mr. Williams
on Tuesday or Thursday afternoon
from 1:30 to 4:00 p.m., at the Guidance Center, located in the Auditorium Building.
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penitentiary - of house of correction.
There was plenty of visiting
down on Main Street in, Concord
Sunday. Think the whole Grogan family and the 'tributaries"
all visited at Wiudell Albritten's.
Twenty-two relatives ate dinner with Mr and Mrs. Rainey
Lovins, but we just had enough
dinner at our house to sustain Mr.
and Mrs. Eunice _Henry and their
two sons. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Nance and E. W. Lovins.
Ed Lovins is glad to be alive
escaPe from
since his narrow
drowning Thursday morning when
Oury took a chance at dri ' g the
one-horse wagon in which Oury.
his wife, and father were riding.
across a ford in the swollen Blood
River.
The swift current turned the
submerging
horse
downstream.

We're thinking about all our friends as the

season's spirit fills the air We want to extend our best wishes for the most wonderful
Christmas of all. tb

BLUE BIRD GRILL
R. SINCLAIR, Owner and Operator

GS
•

Ci'AMIN.

011

:rim

•

horse, wagon, and occupants. but
Oury reined it close enough to
the bank that his wife who is an
expert swaths-lee and father who
can float like a rock, caught
hold of some bushes, clinging to
them until they could manage to
heave themselves to the top of the
bank.
The wagon became uncoupled
leaving the bed and back wheels at
the bottom of the deep river. The
mare with the front wheels and
Oury swimming along, holding the
lies, towed on With the current
until they came to a place where
the banks Were sloping enough
for a forced landing. There Oury
a
unhitching
experimented at
horse under water and then both
scrambled up to safety and Ab
Lovins' near by house where hot
coffee and a roaring fire revived
their dampened spirits.
Los:ins, J. B.
Oury and Guy
Bell. the Bonner boys and Gene
motor
Lovins went out* in the
boat Saturday fishing—fishing for
parts of a wagon. Nearly all of
it was found and reassembled, but
no one seems to want to take another ride.
Tuesday night our Red Birds
play Wickliffe and a bus is chartosdt
f eouhravcerolw
er,ow
fa
)rn
so
wrsry st
ca
ollo
ered
o fto

7f:74t,
`44\

Christmas

The joy of Christmas is upon the
world radiating happiness to all
hearts young and old. Let this
Christina‘ be the brightest, merriest and most prosperous!

cheer is in the
air! Christmas joy is
everywhere! Add our wishes that
this be the merriest holiday season cvcr:

ale
nil ersi
ILoan.
Coy2ozatton

DAY AND NITE LUNCH
LLOYD and FRED WORKMAN

474r.

hommilmmommomminimommilima

•

only one game even if two of our
players were 'unable to play last
week. •
We will have our chapel program arid Christmas trees Friday,
then we're free.
Hope all enjoy a peaceful and
contented if not a Wildly Merry
Christmai•_Chatterbox.

•

The American history • of pensions or compensation for disabled
veterans goes back to 1836 when
the - Plymouth Colony voted to
provide fr the care of the maimed.

Li.a

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

h
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rPREPAID H
EDUCATIONS

Am

AND BEST WISHES

The candles burn no more
warmly than the spirit of our
wishes for your Christmas

It is with the deepest sincerity that we extend our

happiness. T6. all' our litany
friends we say "A very'Merry
Christmas to you and yours."

We are now equipped to do your
custom mixing arid pouring on
the job.

Better Building Blocks

Unexcelled Service

and

College educations don't come
free . . . they cost money. An i
while most every patent wants
has boy or girl to go to college,
the hitter truth is that in ton
many cases, when college tam,
rolls around Dad just hasn't th,
money.
Of course, the mite way . .
and the modern way is to pia
which
pay a college education
is where Occidental Life can help.
Wed be glad to explain how
:you can 'guarantee a college eduwithoutbairn to
cation
your pocketbook ... for yoro boy
or girl. just call

best wishes to all our friends ihis glorious Christ,
'
mas. May your every wish be fulfilled and may
the joys that fill your hearts serve as happy

air

memories in the many months to come.

(POW . .

M. D. HOLTON
McCONNELL
MRS. B.
Assistant
Phone 616-J

•

PARKER SEED COMPANY

Occidental life

Insurenc• Compan

•
St .

•.
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As F.s
Christmas
Tree
Trees
rd
re

t

"Earl

the question arises
to the lire haWil —of Christmas
,
and decorations." says a but.'
af Mu: National Board of
Undertieritees.
—The flamI matiIity of the trees used is well
1
knqi, and considerable thought
haa been given to the question of
t
rendering them less easily ignited.
Al, Various methods of treating trees
1 with flameproofing solutions have
been tried, but none has proven
successful.

a

until and see
whether
an
Of the
ready to install it. Do not set it needles' near the lights have startup LAW a few days before Christ- ed to turn brown. If so, change
mas. Place it in the coolest part
the location of the lights, When
of the house. If necessary, shut
the needles st•ot ia
take the
off the radiator close to it.
tree down and discard it.
"Under
no circumstances use
"If it is desired to keep the tree
any cotton or paper for decoration
up for a few days loner, then do
of the tree, or around it.
not keep lights on for more than
Be Careful With Lights
a half hour at a 'dyne. .•
"Do pot place electric trains
"If any decorations are used
around the tree. Use only electric
lights and see that all of the about the house, chi not permit
strings are in good condition and them to be around or near chairs
not frayed.
Those which have or other places where persons may
been inspected by Underwriters' smoke. It is preferable to have
Laboratories have a paper band them up near the ceiling, well
around the wire or a statement on above the head of anyone standing up. If lights are desired in
the box.
windows, never use candles; keep
- "Do not leave tree lights burncurtains and other flammable maing when no one is in the house.
terial pulled back at least six
From time to time inspect the tree
inches from any light.
Keep

year

"Because . of the inability to
make Christmas trees flameproof,
it is urged that other protective
I practices k# adopted.
a

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
the

tree outdoors
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Snow's 15 Points
Lead Bred Victory

Brazil Nut Canapes for the Holly-Days

•

EST WISHES
•

The doorway to•hospitality opens
,cheerfully to admit the spirit of
Christmas! We welcome all our

"Christmas
trees
in
offices
stipule! not be located in such a
ousition as to block exit from the
office.

friends to partake of the many

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

joyous greetings we extend on this

from functional periodic pain

Johnson Appliance
Company
,4\

20 medium-sized
fresh mushroom
caps
% cup chopped
mushroom
stems
2 tablespouns
finely clMgrped
onion
I tablespoon
butter or
margarine
1,!, cup fine dry
bread crumbs

% cup chopped
Brazil nuts
% cup cooked or
canned tome
toes
% teaspoon salt
cup grated
processed
American
cheese
% teaspoon
pepper
2 teaspoons lemon
Juice

lfr. ripe obves..
UP bleu
chopped
°
cheese.,
Canape crackers
run Masted.
or toast trlchopped Brazil a
angles
.
nuts
[Iraq nut bikes

Mash cheese and mix with olives
and toasted Brazil nuts. Spread
mixture on crackers or toast and
g.anish each with a slice of Brazil
me Makes 24 canapes.

ARDUI

Kentucky Press
Will Hold Meet
In Louisville

Sit 05.1n. Omet•rors•

The Kentucky Press Association
wil hold its 78th annual mid-winter meeting at Louisville January
16. 17. and 18. Victor R. Portmann,
secretary, said this week.
First business session is scheduled for 10 a.m. January 17, followed by a luncheon at which
Governor Simeon Willis is to int:aeluce Arthur Welsh, Minister
of the Department of Travel and
Publicity, Province of
Ontario,
Canada.
Other speakers scheduled are T. A. Corcoran, purchasing director of The Courier-Journal :Ind The Louisville Times. and
Fred Hill, Hamburg. Iowa, president of the National Editorial Association.

S-‘
<:c
Air
NEW

Canape de Pescadito
3 tablespoons
butter or margarine
tablespoons
flour
% teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
I cup milk
ls cup finely
chopped Brazil
nuts
2 teaspmiit
minced onion

If you have a visitor this week
--call the- Ledger and Times.
Telephone 55.

I have accumulated an excessive stock of work
clothing to head off the advance now coming on
since the OPA was. lifted. Those not knowing
about the coming advance will learn in a few
weeks. The advance will be tremendous
putting prices at about World War I level.
As we think of the First Quarter of 1947, which
will bring us some winter if we are going to have
the usual cold after Christmas. The mild weather
is so far a great blessing because of scarcity and
high prices.
It is necessary to clear out considerable stock
now on hand in order to make contemplated
changes in my business. I am passing on to you
merchandise that will seem cheap in a short time.
I am not trying to scare anyone but the coming
advance may be an average of 20 per cent, so it is
necessary for everyone to save all usable garments
and shoes, and to fight high prices that are coming.
Below is a list of excess stock to be passed on
to you:

50 pairs Ball Band Knee Boots.
25 used Rain Coats.
50 New Leather Coats.
150 Slightly used Army Field Jackets.
100 used Overcoats and Dress Coats.
15 dozen Youths and Boys Dungarees.
200 pairs slightly used Army Shoes.
10 dozen New Heavy 2-piece Underwear for men.
80-YEAR-OLD LADY'S
50 New Combination Cloth and Leather Jackets
RHEUMATIC PAINS GO! ; for
Men and Boys.
SHE PRAISES RHU-AID Ift
50 pairs Odd Pants (semi-dress) for Men and
Recently an 80-year-old lady livBoys.
ing near here stated that she alIn regular stock we have to sell without the remost suffered death with rheucent advance.
matic pains in .her whole right
25 only, 25 per cent wool Blankets.
side. When she tried to walk she
would simply flinch with agony
75 Cotton Sheet Blankets.
and says she had behome just a
Heavy White Ducking.
"bundle of nerves" due to her long
60 Plant Bed Covers in stock.
period of suffering. She bought
all kinds of medicines but nothing
Some heavy part wool filled Comforts.
seemed to work on her until she
A good assortment of Sweaters for all.
got RHU-AID. She states she was
Men's and Boys' Winter Caps.
amazed at the results when she got
Men's Hip Boots„ Women's Low Boots.
this medicine. Now the rheumatic
1, 2, 4, and 5 buckle Rubber Overshoes.
pains 'have gone from her entire
Ankle Fitting Rubber Boots.
right side. She can walk without
All Rubber Footwear in Ball Band, with no ad suffering for the first time in years
and says her nerves are "strong as
vance in price.

2 tablespoon*
chopped
pi'Menlo
14 teaspoon Wor.
cestershire
sauce
I can (7-ouncel
tuna fish, flaked
with a fork
Toast -diamondsPimiento strips
Brazil nut slices

Melt butter iu a saucepan; blend
in flour, salt and pepper: gradually
add milk _and cook over low heat
until thickened and smooth, stirring constantly. Add Brazil nuts,
chopped pimiento. onion, Worcestershire sauce and tuna fish. Spread
mixture on toast cut in diamond
shapes and broil until heated
through' oiliout 5 minutes).
lab each canape with a strip of
pimiento and a slice of Brazil nut.
Serve hot. Makes 20 canapes.

Wash and dry mushroom caps.
Cook mushroom stems and onion in
butter slowly for 5 minutes (do not
browni. Combine all ingredients except mushroom caps: nib( well and
court mixture into mushroom caps.
Arrange on baking sheet and broil
"Tocinos del Cielo"
10 to 15 minutes until browned on % pound liver% cup finely
top: Serve hot. Makes 20 canapes.
chopped toasted
nurst
Brazil nuts
2 tablespoons
Brazil Bleu Canapes
mayonnaise
Toast rounds
ti

Cardut Is • liquid medicine which
mazy woman say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony arta nervous strata of functional periodic'
distress. Ilere's how It may help:
tonic,
4 Taken like
it should stimulate
appetite, aid digestion.• thus help build resistance for the "Usse''
to come.
011 Started 3 days lief, fore your time". IS
should help relieve
pain due to purely functaonal periodic causes.
Try Cardui. If it helps, you'll
be glad you did.

happy occasion.

DRAMS, the uuts Lem the
IP Amazon jungle, are back again
after a war-missed absence, ready
to be ground. chopped, sliced or
served whole for taste greetings of
the season.
Brazil gut Caps

HOLIDAY and INVENTORY SALE.

The Thoroughbreds of Murr
State beat Arkansas State 59-4
in a game played at Jonesboro,
Ark., Saturday night. It was the
Breads' second win over the Indians this year. The Racer's had
previously crushed the Arkansas
quintet 67-26. Charlie Snow, '4"
center from Flat Rive
Mo. ,was
high for the Racers wit 15 oints.
Wilhelm, Arkansas St te guard,
made 19 points to be
gh point
man for the night.
The Racers were leading 27-18 at
halftime.
Coach John Miller used 13 men
in the game including Wid Ellison, Corbin, Ky., and Dale McDaniel. basketball. starter last year,
who were late in reporting for
cage practice due to football duties.
In an added game played on
Friday night at Piggot, Ark., the
Thoroughbreds lost to the Northeast Arkansas All-Stars 37-35.
Lineups:
Murray 59
Pos, Ark. State 43
Oldham .4
F
Johnson 5
Alexander 7
F
Greenway
Snow 15
Miller 8
C
Reagan 12
G
Frarkinson 6
Pearce 6
G
Wilhelm 19
Subs: Murray—Phillips 6, Frank
2, Loughary '1, McGrath 2, Oxford,
Ellison, McDaniel 2, and Lowery
2.
Arkansas State _ Mouchef
Watkins, and Shannon 4.

Precautions for Public Places
"In hotels, churches, hospitals
and other places of assembly, and
in hallways of offices, the locacion of the Christmas tree is of vital importance. It should not be
located near any stairway or elevator which a:2111d isrovide an upper draft. It should not be near
entrance doors or otherwise blocking exits.
"It. is very esential that all doors
leading to other parts of the building, particularly upper stairs, if
located close to a Christmas tree,
be normally kept closed.
"A definite inspection should be
mae each morning by someone of
atithority to datermine whether
the tree should be left up for a
longer time, and whether it should
be lighted again. inmember, a
small tree can be as beautiful as,
but less hazardous than, a large
one.
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ti cup crushed
Brazil nuts

Mash liverwurst and blend well
with mayonnaise. Mix in toasted
Brazil mite. Spread mixture on
toast rounds and garnish edges
with crushed Brazil nuts. Place
canapes under broiler until heated
through labo0t 3 minutes) and
serve hot Makes 20 canapes.'

i

steel." She feels like a new woCome in to see what we have to offer. We have
man.
✓ not bought in toys and unnecessary holiday items;
RHU-AID is the new liquid for- •
mula containing three valuable ✓
only trying to get in Staple Merchandise which is
medical ingredients. These Three s•
going to be much higher and scarce for a long
V
Everybody in Calloway county Great Medicines, all blended into
while yet.
knows something that should be one, go right to the very cause of
rheumatism
and
neuritic
aches
and
V
printed in the "Locals." Phone
pains. Miserable people soon feel
yours to Ledge' and Times 55
different all over. So don't go on
suffering!
Get RHU-AID. Junes
Drug Co.
Daticiadadallaslhalthrlalialt-lk.
AidaDailaPadaltastaftlitillalailsitilaililla20/0Drilao

g

T. 0. TURNER

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody keads it.

SUFFERERS!
666 STARTS RELIEF IN
JUST6 SECOND)S
net farr,os. ereserirties
ME /or sePer-sPred,
from cold miseries TrY SOS
Cold Tablets. or
Colo
fPreparation
es Li•Ida today
Caution: Use .only
as Created.
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j.
,"4.1114.,
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The candles burn no more
warmly than the spirit of our
wishes for your Christmas

WITH OUR BEST WISHES

happiness. To all our many
friends

we say "A very Merry

To one and all go our heartiest wishes for

Christmas to you and yours."

Christma
cheer

the happiest YLletide ever. May good cheer

is in t

and good health be yours for all of 1947.

air! Christmas joy is
everywhere! Add our wishes that
'this be the merriest holiday season ever!
a

HOTEL NATIONAL

a

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION

FARMER & GIBBS

•
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'FULKS CALLED
,GREATEST PRO
'STAR IN U.S.

Trumans to Eat
Christmas
In Independence

MURRAY SWAMPS SRDALIA
I at Pearl Harbor last winter.
MURRAY GYM
'Joe Lapschick, former pro cowl WU IN
star and new coach at•St. John'a
High
Murray
The Tigers of
college, says Fullts is an uncanundermanned
clawed an
School
he
how
amazing
It's
ny shot.
Sedalia hoop squad 58-32 in a onetwists into position for a shot."
sided tilt staged in the Murray
GarSquare
Ned Irish, Madison
Under present tentative plans.
m Monday night,
den president and director of the gymnasiu
Truman, Mrs. Truman
President
and
Kenneth Slaughter. ex-gob
New York entry in the Basketball
Margaret will eat
daughter
and
Association of America,. describes Tiger pivotman, ripped the net
their Christmas turkey in their
Jumpin' Joe as "the beat pro bas- for 13 points to lead all scorers. family home at Independence,
ketball prospett in the country." The Tigers, keeping the game well
Mo.
in hand, were never pushed and
Other coaches just cry:
Mrs. James Helm, White House
the
on
turn
to
coach."
a
forced
tvere not
-Go home and become
Marsteam which will be needed in to- social secretary ,said that
night's clash with Central High of
Memphis.
Murray led 2413 at the half.
The Tigers presented a balanced
scoring attack which found all
Finland once more has kept up starters marking up good scores.
its reputation as the only country Dobson led the visitors with 12
never to default on loans con- points.
Lineup,:
tracted from the United States in
he aftermath of World War
Sedalia 22
Pos.
SE
Murray
this
The Treasury announced
Dobson 12
F
week it had received a payment of Murrell 9
Dinis 3
F
:259.479.74 from the Government Farris 11
Clark 4
C
of Finland, of which $93.000 was Slaughter 13
Cates 4
G
Thurmin 7
for reduction of principal
Lawrence 5
G
Officials said Finland now has Furgerson 9
Subs: Murray — Alexander 2,
paid more than $7,500.000 on its
5, H. Mildebt but still owes around a8.000.- Stewart, Clark 2, Ward
Sedalia--,..a
ler. and Butterworth.
00C.
H. Leech and Harris 4. Offic4ler
Haines and Hurley.
If you have a visitor this week
—call the Ledger and Times.
READ THE CLASSOIEDS!
Telephone 55.

caret who is In New York studying singing ,and her Mother, will
teaIre nett Week tor Indepencknee:
The President will join them
there Christmas Eve or fly to Missouri Christmas. morning.
Mrs, Truman and Margaret will
remain in Missouri for a brief
visit following the President's return here.

tor

of

the State

Unemployment

Onrs a said
C.QI4.~114atil....c
shutdown
the recent coal-mine
was a strike and the

men not en-

titled to benefits.

he -k
The commission, of which
time
a momber, has not had
of t
Make formal rulings on any
claims, he explained, but "there
stile
no doubt but that it wawa
forbids benefit
law
State
BARB BELIEVES MINERS
strikers and to others made id
ARENT DUE JOBLESS PAY
work, h
by a strike where they
continued.
direce
,executiv
Babb
A
Dr H.

Fins Still Pay
On War I Debt

...Nay every moment of this joyous holiday
season sparkle with gaiety and happiness
for you and yours. For yOur kind patronage
of the past may we extend out appreciation
and express our desire to continue tsa
serve you faithfully in the future.

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore

and
he
cial
sun
the
cot:
hin
qui]
his
ton
nan
Re

Christmas has a very special and personal meaning for each of
us — but we all unite in singing mighty praises to Him for the good
things that have come to us.

7

n the jubilant mood of this Christmas season, we extend our

about all our friends as the
exseason's spirit fills the air. We want to
l
wonderfu
most
the
for
tend our best wishes

We're thinking

fondest, cheeriest greeting to all our friends.

Christmas of all, to ill!

HUMPHREYS GROCERY

HALE'S LUNCHEONETTE
ERWIN ENOCH

Hazel Road

EUBERT HALE

a
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For The Puzzled Gift Shopper
a.

MEN'S TIES
$1.00 to $2.50
MEN'S KID GLOVES
$2.95 to $5.95
Boys' Leather Jackets
$9.95 to $15.95

Do Not SHOOT Firecrackers!

a.

Ladies Fabric Gloves
$1.00 to $2.95

IT IS AGAINST THE LAW to sell, discharge or set off
Firecrackers, Rockets or other Fireworks in the
City of Murray
Claussner

• The ordinance prohibiting these practices will be
rigidly enforced. Recptly, arrests for these violations
have not.. been made and the practice of shooting firecrackers and 'other fireworks has come to be extensity
indulged in.

THIS IS FAIR WARNING
and we trust that arrests will not be necessary

DONE BY ORQER OF CITY COUNCIL

Ted 9 I 15
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It is for this reason that this note of ;.,var.ru.ng is circulated. If you violate the law-you can -expect to* be arrested and fined, and in that "'Case tloq't blame the officers
for they are charged with enforcement of the law.
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PHILADELPHIA,
Jumpin' Joe Fulks had to be
coaxed into professional basketball but now he's burning up the
back boards to win acclaim of experts as potentially the greatest
pro court star in the country,
The rangy, poker-faced backwoods kid from Kuttawa. Ky..
Thad little desire to play pro basketball,- Coach Eddie Gottlieb of
, the Philadelphia Warriors 'recalled
today
' "He knew little about the Xi')
game, leas about the infant Basketball Association of America"
Jumpin' Joe. nicknamed because
of his sensational leaps and twisting shots, wanted to finish at Murray State Teachers college then
make basketball coaching his career,
But Gottlieb signed him—with
a fine offer and the promise he
could work for his degree during
Since then Joe has
the summer
been tossiqg them through the
hoop with 'tbe accuracy of a Kentucky squirrel rifle
In 12 garnet. Fultz has registered 92 field goals and 88 fouls for
252 points, or an average Of',21
points per game _best an the BasAssociation of America.
ketball
On top 9f that he shattered the
by
set
record
league scoring
Cleveland's Leo Mogus with a 37
a
point barrage
But that's nothing new for the
He's led
Warriors' offensive star
the socring parade- for every
team he's played with during the
14 years of basketball competition
During the war Fulks was top
scorer for the crack San Diego
Marine team that won 38 straight
games In 1943-44. he led the scorers of an all-star service team
that toured the Pacific and was
high scorer of the fleet Marine
quintet that won the service title

Re,
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Ladies Pigskin and Kid Gloves
$2.95 to $5.95

PURE SILK HOSE
2-thread

Kleer-Sheer
"For Those Who Like the Finest"

FIRST QUALITY

41
.

52.95

Lorraine
and

•

Miss Elaine

Chenille

SLIPS

HOUSE COATS
$1.40 to $2.95
Were $7.95 and $8.95

W. 13 PARKER
CHIEF OF POLICE

NOW

Littleton's

$5.95
at

s
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letter from home" to thosere and far
y — from friends in Calloway County — A
ca of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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O. M. Howard Explains State's
Traffic Safety-Responsibility Act

Int

rk, he

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1946

Navy Has Liberal
Enlistment Plan

According to U.S. Navy RecruitKentucky's new Safety- Department. This applies * any ing Station, Union City, Tenn., the
esponzibility Act becoming effec- traffic accident in which $.5o, or Navy Department has just anve January I, a good many eiti- more in property damage is susj nounced a more liberal policy in
ns currently are seeking infor- tamed by any party involved, Or procurement of Naval Reserve
Previous instructions
ation on the law, and are learn- in which any person is killed or personnel.
required men to be ex-service perthat this measure will have a injured.
sonnel with minimum
of six
,e far-reaching effect than they Fleet Owners
A fleet owner may furnish fi- months active duty during World
d anticipated. Canmixaioner 0.
This requirement has
Howard of the DePartrnent of nancial proof, under the new law, War II.
evernie points out 'briefly how for any person operating a ve- now been lifted ,and all ex-service
'this act may affect Kentuckians of, hicle in his employ. If he as a" men of any branch of Armed serfleet ()wrier has registered in his vice' with less than six months
various groups.
active *twice in World War II
Car owners constitute the. grant, nime'fore than 25 motor vehicles
eligible for enlistment in
he May qualify as a self-insorer. are no
most generally
affected by the
Class V-8, U.S. Naval Reserve for
provision. of the Safety-Respons- To do this he must obtain a cerinactive duty.
ibility Act. Should a car owner 'falcate of self-insurance from the
In Iddition all men oetwein age
become involved - in an accident Department • of Revenue. Such
groups of 17 to 18,a years and 30and not have liability insurance, self-insurer is not then required
40 years of age are eligible regardhe is required to establish/finan- to furnish security following acless of whether or not they have
cial responsibility by means of a cidents, as in the usual manner.
previous kMilitary
service.
If an employed operator is in- had
surety bond or a cash deposit with
These men with previous service
the state treasurer,' in case the volved in an accident while opemust have been discharged under
courts award a /judgment against rating a motor vehicle in the emperson, he is Honorable Conditions.
him. If he cannot meet these re- ploy of another
A traveling recruiting party will
quirements, lat then must forfeit nonetheless required to fill out
necessary
accident
report soon be assigned to the Tennessee
his 'Operator's license and registra- the
tion of all motor vehicles in his form: His operator's license, too. recruiting district for purpose of
would be suspended if neither he effecting enlistments in V-8, U.S.
name.
nor the owner of the vehicle in- Naval Reserve for inactive duty.
Report Required
Itinerary of this traveling unit
It fa important to remember if volved is able to.give any suit- will be announced in the near fuable
financial
proof
of
ability
to
he is involved in a traffic acciture.
pay damaf,s.
dent, no ' matter whose fault he
thinks it was, he is required to Responsibility Placed
submit an accident report to the
If a driver has an accident while driving the motor vehicle of another person and does not have
.
1••••=.44,
such owner's permission, either
express or implied, then the responsibility is solely his under the
Safety-Responsibility Act.
The new law says the owner
of a motor vehicle may furnish
financial proof for any member of
his immediate family or - household should they .become involved
in an accident requiring such security.
Pedestrians Protected
Under the new law motorists
are still liable to pedestrians for
any personal injury caused by a
Add to the good things of
traffic accident.
- A non-resident owner of a veChristmas—our wishes for/
hicle not registered, in this - state,
a joyous holiday!
must comply with the provisions
of the Safety-Responsibility Act.
If he violates these provisions he
forfeits his driving privileges in
this state.
Commissioner Howaid desires
car
the cooperation
of every
owner and driver so the Safety Act may
prov,
Responsibility
beneficial to their best interests.
With

•

•
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UK Station Wins
at International

Simple Rules For Christmas Safety

For the third consecutive year,
the University of Kentucky Experiment Station had the grand
champion pen of wether lambs at
the International Live Stock Exposition in Chicago. As in prewere
years, the lambs
vious
Southdowns.
The Kentucky Experiment Station also placed second, third, 10th
and 12th on single 1Southdowns
and second on both Hatripshille
pens and single Hampshires.
The Kentucky sheep were prepared for exhibition by; Harold
Barber ,noted shepherd at the Experiment Station.
Going out of town to visit or
shop? Call the Ledger and Times,
telephone 55.

TRAFFIC
Use extra care for the extra holiday hazards.
Let the Christmas spirit show itself in your attitude toward
other drisers_and pedestrians.
•
Don't let those Christmas packages you are carrying obstruct
your vision
Don't drive if you drink, sind vice versa.
Start in time and take it easy. Allow for the winter weather
and the extra holiday traffic.
HOME
Check your home for anything that might cause an accident.
Keep your Christmas tree in water and away from flames.
Use electric tree and window lights.-....no lighted candles.
Check your electrical ccnnections for shorts and AA ornout wires.
Keep flimsy Christmas decorations and rappings away from
the fireplace.

Kentucky Soils
Low in Nitrogen
Moat Kentucky soils are low in
nitrogen,- according to the annual
report of the University of KenExperiment
Agricultural
tucky
Station on commercial fertilizers.
Enough nitrogen may be furnishby growing legumes and either returning part or all of the.`top
growth to the land or feeding
them ad returning the manure.
"If tfiis is not done," continues
the report, "a nitrogen fertilizer
may be used,, if the value of the
expected crop increase would exceed the cost of the fertilizer.
"When production of livestock
or livestock products is a main
farm enterprise and a considerable
acreage of legume crops is grown
for feed and pasturage, enough

nitrogen should be furnished by
the legumes for good yields of
general field crops.
"Fertilizer nitrogen will have
most of its effect on the immediate crop. In a seasonable year, on
soil needing 'nitroger but not lacking phosphorus and potassium, the
proper application of nitrogen
may give increases as large as the
following: one bushel of corn for
each two to three pounds applied;
one bushel of Wheat for each three
pounds applied; six pounds of tobacco for each pound of nitrogen
applied, and 50 pounds of grass
for each pound used.
"On land capable of giving moderate to high yields without addition of nitrogen, smaller increases
than these are to be expected. Nitrogen fertilizers usually are not
profitable on meadows and pastures where legumes make up
over 'half of the herbage."

Season's
reetkgs

Wall ads cover and discover
multitude of needs.

come let us ad

1

Clear, sweet and strong the mans' voices of the choir
rise as one to praise Him. For it is His birth date . . .
anniversary of the beginning Of a new concept of
love and brotherhood for all mankind. We see again
4

how He brought light into the darkness; how He fed
the hungry, slaked the parched and healed the suffering. We sing again, psalms of joy in His coming
. . hymns of faith in His undying spirit . . . songs
of love which are veritable paeans of glory rever-

•

berating around the world to guide all His children
toward an everlasting realization of Peace on Earth,
Good Will to Men.
Again it is our pleasure to extend to each of you our sincere
good wishes this Holiday Season

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY

BELK - SETTLE
"MURRAY'S. NEWEST AND LARGEST
DEPARTMENT STORE"

•"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes. Your Insurance"
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an awareness os the special
"Your Presence-Not Your Presents" mind
holiday hazards, and to enlist voluntary cooperation on the part of
Makes Holiday Merry, Warns Council every
individual to hold accidents
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GOOD JOBS
• Vet

the

lighted

windows uf

By JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE
Two lakes there are in Palestine
Whose waters have the self-same source
In one the water's fresh and fine.
The other's dead as an) corpse.
While one is giving up its wealth
To fishermen and sailors, too,
The other takes away the health
Of all that comes within its blue.
Two lives there are in any town
With opportunities the same,
The one is headed for renown,
The other foi a life o: shiftne.
The one ce them knows hoe to live.
The other lives for self alone,
The one of them delights to give,
The othei has a heart of stone.
The one of them is like our Lord,
Whose birth our Christmas celebrates:
With Him I'm sure you're in accord

Because your life so indicates.
I wish for you this Christmas Day
That naught but good t you may come.
And that at last you'll hear Him say:
WELL DONE THOU GOOD AND FAITHFUL ONE.

many homes, this Christmas will

be dimmed by the shadow of an - -- -accident, and many a festive family gathering will become an occasion of sadness
It can and it
will happen all too often
But it
need not happen! A little forePork liver. often neglected by
thought. a little extra care, will
the housewife, is worth almost its
give your family the best present
weight ih
gold in food
value,
of all-your. presence."
stated Miss Ruth Boyden. research
assistant in home economics at the
Uhiversity e5? •Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, following extensive tests
on pork cuts. •
-Lean meat and liver, of pork
The
Veterans
Administration
Regiona l Office in Lotesville has contain the _B-complex vitaminsinstructed its field offices through- riboflavin, niacin and thiamineout Kentucky to make every 'ef- which are essential in keeping the
fort to expedite payment of sub- nerves on an even keel. Miss Boysistence allowance before Decem- den explained. So necessary are
ber 20 to veterans Who have not these regulating substances that
been 'receiving these payments even a slight deficiency may rewhile enrolled in educational or sult in "nerves."
training institutions.
Other sources of supply are
VARegiorp.1 Manager, Harry milk, cheese, whole grains amd
W. Farmer directed that an im- mea
mediate survey be made at all
"When the family's nerves beeducational and training institu- gin to get on edge .serve them a
tions, enabling VA to rush pay- good meal of well-cooked pork
ment in delinquent cases
liver, baked potato, green beans,
Mr. Farmer stated there have whole wheat bread and milk," adbeen numerous cases of delayed vised Miss Boyden. -Then note
Payments. resulting chiefly from the improvement
Almoit as fast
the unprecedented enrollment of as that, the meal Will. have an
veterans at educational and train- effect."
ing institutions. As of December
One servirfg. or a fourih pound
1. enrollments totalled 32.081 in
of liver, whether it is fried, baked.
Kentucky.
canned or boiled, provides an exOther factors causing delay in
cellent supply of the B-complex
payment; have been failure of invitamins. Miss Boyden pointed out.
stitutions end veterans to submit
Although
brining and
smoking
proper forms to VA and the faildestroy some of these nerve regure of many
veterans to report uhtors, cured
ham still is a good
changes of address.
'Source
of
them.
Pound
for
pound. spareribs supply
lesser
TOBACCO YIELDS DOUSLIDD amounts than do ham or shoulder
cuts because of the greater pro• William C. McClure. farm agent portion of bone
Only the lean meat and the liver
in Clay county, reports that Larkin Yields of Grace community of the hog, or about one-fourth its
has doubled' his tobacco yield in total weight, supply three nuthe past four years by the use of jrients, said Miss Boyden. The
green manure cover crops and a remainder if the darcuss has no
ton to the acre of commercial fer value as far as B-complex vitatillzer. On the same land which mins are concerned.
Miss Boyden recommended that
in -1942 produced only. a thousand
polunds, he produced a ton this pork liver be included in the family's meals at least once
each
week.

All Out of Sorts?
Eat Some Pork Liver

When somebody says to you. "Good jobs
are hard to find"-DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT-if you're
a physically and mentally fit young man from 18 to 34
inclusive!
In your new Regular Army, 40.000 good jobs a month
are opening up . interesting jobs that pay well
. that
offer advancement, career opportunities and training and
experience in many useful skills and trades.
New higher Army pay •. . . food, clothing, quarters.
travel, at no extra cost . . . GI Bill of Rights educational
benefits for those who enlist before the official tennir.ation
of the war and serve at least 90 days . . . and the opportunity for early retirement with a life income . . . add up
to a career you can't afford to miss.
A 3-year enlistment permits you to choose any branch
of service and overseas theater which still have openings.
Go after one of these good jobs now! You can get all
the facts at your nearest U. S. Army Recruiting Station
arid ENLIST NOW!

VA Seeks To Speed
Subsistence Checks i

-

** *
NEW, HIGHER PAY FOR ARMY MEN
Sro-tusg
MAIN= la Fat loam IlitUes aci Mahal Cal
sea es,
Pee
I^ Addition tn
0-ur
MUM*
Master Sergeant
a• the Night 2:1• la attest fer tem... Overor First Sergeant 11165.00
ana4. SO% Increase, up to
Technical Sergeant 135.00
$50 Maximum Per M101111111.
if Masher of Pined et
Staff Sa-r.;rant . . 115.00
Glider Crews. $30 Per
Month for Parach.:•:•t• Sergeant . . . . 100.00
(Not in /lying-pay 6,111t.-11
Corporal. . . .
90.00
Wail* Engaged upon Parachute Duty 5."*. Increase
Private First C1aaa
80.00
in Pay foe Nadi 3 VW*
Si Sers..e
Prnate . . . . 75.00

Sowed Of '
Lferee to Gin Dforraitenns
"Worriers or Pence '"V.&. Si IS. Arm, '
We Mo.
and footen Irosecests
.,
ii row .8
* *

YOUR REGULAR ARMY

MONTHLY
tITIRMAGHT
INCOME AFTER 20 Tears' JO Yews'
ImraMe Sereace
6107.25 $185.63
87.75 151.88
74.75 129.38
65.0) 112.50
51.50 101.25
52.00
90.00
48.75
84.f$

Gov. 10! FCC TO..
•

Al,4
Army
caposs
THIS
Piteir(SIMON Her..
FISSICI.
•• • ••

SERVES THE NATION AND MANKIND IN

WAR AND PEACE

29 Federal Building, Paducah, Ky.

Despite a 10 per rent reduction
in
his
tobacco acreage Esby
Reeves of Rowan County found it
necessary tee build- a 20-foot addition to the barn he built four
years ago, to house this year's
crop.
The big returns resulted
when Mr. Reeves used more than
3.000 pounds of fertilizer to the
acre. set ehis ,k1
diacco close and
then side-dreg
it with ammonium nitratc4,AlthoUgh some
re his crop was not cut until after
frost, it cured well by being direct
with coke in a good barn: said
Farm Agent Forest S. Brane. Ten
new tobacco barns were' built in
Rowan county this year:
- •
Everybody .an •Cailoivay county
knows something-That should be'
in the "Locals," Phone
ours to Ledger aud Time .-55.
- -

g

rom lop executive to every employee, we
send you our best wishes. May you enjoy the
full beauty of this most joyous of seasons.

Murray, Ky.

especially that we might have
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Christmas! We welcome all our
friends to partake of the many
joyous greetings we extend on this
happy occasion.
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R. W. RAY GROCERY
Five Points

Phone 655-.1
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The NC&StL
THANKS YOU

the p4„tronage you have given us and discuss
plans for the future. And we'd like to express
to you the hope that you will continue to let
us serve you in 1947 and the years to come.
The closing year has been one

of many

problems, but we think that all of us in our
beloved Southland will march forward to
better things and greater happiness in the
months just ahead. We are confident that

Sincerely,

*BUS
.best service
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cheerfully to admit the spirit of

This is our Yuletide wish for you
• travel by

g
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The doorway to hospitality opens

a visit with you. We'd like to thank you fox
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Order of Reference

of us on the N. C.& St. L. wish
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EST WISHES

Lined Shelves
Easy to Clean

At the Christmas Season, all

adTh
sised
eV

home of Mrs. W. B. Wheeler
Oak Ridge Homemakers Club in
Kenton county to see ha step-saving arrangements.
Vaughn, Pulaski
Betty Ruth
county and district garden champion, grew '23 differeet vegetables,
including 200 heads of lettuce for
sale.
Corn produced in Madison county this year was said to have been
the best in 17 years.'

1947 a happy and prosperous New Year.

with us-

AEI

1

one fifth of the total poultry meat
production.
"The demand for turkey is expected to remain strong during
1947 if a high level of consumer
purchasing power continues Priges
lower than those of the past three
yearl are likely, but with ample
feed supplies available and with
a rreasonably satisfactory growing season, the enterprise should
The government is committed to be profitable."
,I support egg prices at 90 per cent
of parity for at least two years
, after the war. On the basis of
; present prices paid by farmers, the
; average support price of eggs will
; be considerably above prices received by farmers during the 1948
1 flush season ,*e report states.
' Egg
production in
Kentucky
, may be about the same in 1e47 as
it was in 1946, but for the country
las a whole it may be 6 to 9 per
; cent lower.
Reduction in exports may make domestic egg
supplies as large as those hi 1946.
' Other points brought out in On
1 report are:
Poultryraisers are told in the
Annual outlook report of the Kentucky
Agricultural
Experiment
Station that they may expect a
good year in 1947. Demand for
poultry meat and eggs is expected
to continue strong.
Prices received by farmers for eggs may be
near the government support leye
lilesve
thdrough much of 1947, it is be-

FARM NOTES
More than 100 people visited the
of

- working together - we will shape of

"ilium Christmas"
Ph c nos-1

substantial increase In commercial
broiler output. Commercial broilers account for a little less than

"In 1947, the consumption of
, poultry meats probably will re main
above
prewar
levels
_ I. although it may not be as high as
during the periods of acute meat
shortage. Total chicken meat output in 1947 will be about the same
as in 1946. Chicken meats from
farm flocks probably will be less
But, ample teed supplies and fav;
Lining kitchen cabinet drawers (arable returns may result in a
with linoleum .as well as covering shelves and table tops with
this easy-to-clean product, is one
Calloway Circuit Court
of many
practices adopted by
homemakers
club members in Ethel Osborn, et al.. Plaintiffs.
VS: ORDER OF REFERENCE,
Kenton county, following a series
of lessons on kitchen storage. A Fannie Winchester, et al., Defendants.
tal of 294 drawers and shelves
It is ordered that this cause be
-re so treated. 307 shelves were
added, 79 files were made or lids referred to George Hart, Master
and pie tins. 260 cannisters pro- Commissioner of this Court, to take
vided. 98 racks added to doors proof of claims against the estate
for small articles arid 393 drawers of Otho Clark. deceased, and all
persons holding claims against said
seere orga n ized
Homemakers also reporied to estate will present their claims.
Miss eZelma Byerly, home agent. duly proven, before said Master
that they discarded 1,396 useless Commissioner on or before the
articles, such as cracked dishes Fourth Monday in December. 1946,
and roken pieces of equipment; or be forever barred from collectstored and labeled 1,204 articles ing same in any other manner exnot now in use and rearranged 276 cept through this suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
storage spaces for greater convenience
More than 400 simple said Court. this the 30th day of
repair jobs w•ere done on elec- November. 1946.
trical equipment and 232 lighting
Dewey Ragsdale. Clerk
units improved.
Calloway Circuit Court
D19c

-Tobacco Fills Barn

•
BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR CO.

I Another Good Year
ifor F'oultryrcusers

TWO LIVS

tit a minimum this Christmas.,
CHICAGO. Dec. 19-"The Best • the same days of the week the re- FatalAties Increasing
The Cowell emphasized that the
Present of All-Your Presence!" . mender of the year. according to
campaign is the final effort of the
With that sloghn as a keynote, the Council.
the National Safety Council anThe normal winter hezards, such year to bring the 1946 traffic death
nounced today a nationwide cam- as bad weather, slippery roads. toll down nearer to the 1945 total
paign to check the huge annual and longer period of darknese, are of 28.60e. Such deaths, which in-.
Christmas hoidio toll
increased by heavier travel and creased alamringly after Vt,J Day!
Hazardous Period
the festive spirit of the holiday, brought an end to driving restrictions, were running ao per cent •
Statistics prove the Christmas- season.
New Year's holiday season is the
The
Council's 'campaign
has -over last year at the end of the
most hazardous single period of been joined by more than 190 na- 'first nine months of 1946.
"Every thinking person realizes
the year More than three times tional organizatiens. city and state
as many deaths occur during the public officials and civic leaders. the importance ot preventing acactual Christmas holidays than on
seeks to create in the public cidents at this or any other time
of the year." sted Ned H. Dearborn. presinent of the Council.;
eThc deaths. injuries and financial L
loss due to preventable accidents
are intolerable at any tinie, but
It seems to us that -eduring the
Christmas season everyone should
be especially aware of what an accident in the family can mean.
"The Christmas season is the
family season the -trine of reunion, a
of joy in one's children, of drawlo
t Itfuinsdatrmuel)
htaal I
t natiomn°s.
ci happiness.
A Little ('are
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Investigation Of
SANTA
G. I. Job Training
The Veterans Administration was ANNUAL

THE LEDGER & TTMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LAUS, INDIANA, GETS READY FOR
DELUGE OF CHRISTMAS LETTERS

advised today that the State
Department of Education will immediately begin a survey of all establishments previously approved,
for participation in
the VA onthe-job training program, it was
I announced
today. by Harry W.
bFaaier, Regional- anager.
'rv„Farmer said- the survey, requ ed under provisions of
Public
Law .679 passed by the 79th
Congress. must be completed in four
months. it will be conducted by
the State Departments Division of
Vocational' Education, 'headed by
Watson Armstrong. After the survey has been completed, the VA
official added, no training facility
may be approved by the state
Without an inspection.
P. L. 679 also provides for the
VA to reimburse the state for
travel and salaries necessary fot
surveying and supervising establishments taking part in the jobtraining program. P.L. 679 does
Oct apply to the training programs of
disabled veterans in
traiiiing under P.L. 16.
Postmaster Oscar
Mr. Farmer said Roy Baldridge
of Lexington. has been assigned
SANTA CAUS, Ind., Dec. 19-as VA liaison representative, to This famous little "post office vilcooperate with the Division_ of Vo- lage" today stuck its head up
cational Training.
through stacks of Christmas letters
and parcels only to find itself
swamped by a record number of
RAZEL DROPS GAME
tourists who come from every
TO LONE OAK 46-33
Lone Oak tamed the Lions of state in the Union to view Santa's
ao Hazel High School 46-33 Friday new attractions.
night in a game played at Benton.
Nearing the end of its centen.1#tiel trailed throughout the game nial year, this Spencer county
arid could not overcome the six mecca faces not only the biggest
point lead piled up ky Lone Oak remailing job in its unique his. at the end of the third frame.
tory. but also an influx of sightLineups:
seers unparalleled since the local
I.one Oak 46 Pos.
Hazel 33 general store became the "Santa
Pate 12
F
Outland 3 Claus Post Office" in lase.
McLeod 10 .
F
Denham 8
After
inactivity of war
the
Rushing II
c
Dunn 6 years, Santa Claus has again
mmons 4
G
Bailey 7 sprung to life in no small way,
derson 4
G
Lassiter 4 and is entering an era of continus. Lone Oak—Evans,, Allen, ing growth and further world
5. Hazel—Hayes 1, Bran- prominence_ Right now ,a minor
, ,
"building boom" is under way,
by quarters:
with the development of a new
Oak
10 19 30 46 Santa Claus Land children's park
4 13 21 33 and toy center, a new general
.

sized and In full color in their
original storybook settings; the
main Exhibit Hall, which includes
a toy and gift shop and a restaurant with a children's soda fountain.
Too ,there's old Santa - Claus
himself, who completes .the childhood dream when he appears and
chats merrily with the children.
For musical background, the park
presents two carillon concerts at
1 p.m. and 4 p.m. daily during the
Yuletide selson.
Yellig Is SWAP.
*yen the closest observers may
not discover that Santa's little,
round belly, twinkling eyes and
; hearty laughter resemble that of
Yellig, nationally - known
!Jim
"Santa Claus of Santa Claus, Ind."
Yellig has played Santa to more
children than probably any other
man in the world —both in person and as commander of that
Santa Claus American Legion Post
242 which answeres thousands of
the 'Dear &arty- letters which
annually deluge the local post office.
So, as another Christmas approaches, this famous Hoosier village again becomes a focal point
of interest for thousands of Americans who have emerged from a
World War to rediscover the peace
and hope of the future dwelling in
a childhood dream—and the answer to that time-honored question:
"Is There Really A Santa Claus?"

I

PAGE THREE
SUGGESTS SPREADING
LEAF STALKS ON LAND
Spreading stalks on land is one
sure way to have better tobacco
next year, County Agent Wm. B.
Howell is telling farmer's in Mercer county. He said there was evidence of potash starvation in twothirds of the tobacco fields in
Mercer county in 1946.
"A good supply of potash helps
tremendously in making bright
color and high quality," declared
Howell.
Tobacco stalks contain

I

L. Phillips "up to his ears in Christmas mail"

both potash ar4d—ratrogen.
The county agent said a ton of
stalks plus 800 pounds of phosequal to a ton of 6-8-8
phate are ,
fertilizer.
Tobacco stalks
are
worth $13 to $14 a ton as fertilizer,
he figured.

brought out.
Other farmers use stalks for bedding for cattle, horses, mules and
other animals, making a spring
application of the manure to tobacco land.
Dixie Stock Farm
Some Mercer county farmers in Garrard county has been folspreading stalks on vetch, lowing this practice for years.
are
small grain and crimson cloversmall grain fields. A few farmEverybody in Calloway county
ers have such high regard of ,the
fertilizer value of stalks that they knows something that should be
pulverize them by running them printed in the "Locals." Phone
through ,a hammer mill, Howell yours to Ledger and TUnes-55.

EXPERIMENT STATION
ANNOUNCES NEW CLOVER

"Santa" Jim Yellig chats with children

Many folks hope it'll be located
merchandise store, several new
homes and a northward spread- in the new Santa Claus Land park
which is fast becoming a hub of
ing of its town boundaries.
New streets of Santa Claus are I Santa's year 'round attratcions.
developed by
appropriately named "Reindeer", The park, being
"Star of the East". "Christmas", Louis J. Koch. retired Evansville.
ringle-, Ind., toy manufacturer, already
Star", "Kriss
"North
"Evergreen", "Holly" ,and "St. boasts of having the old general
There's also a new store which served as the first
Nicholas".
"Holiday
Boulevard" on which Santa Claus post office back in
stands the only full-color Santa 1856. It is being restored as a
museum.
Claus statue in the.- world.
Largest Mall Yet
But the postal rush is just one
The post office is jammed. Post- phase of the Yuletide excitement
master Oscar L. Phillips, after this year.
calling On several townsfolk for
Roads leading to Santa Claus
extra help, says it's by far the are jammed daily with cars from
largest Christmas mailing he's had all over the country .-folks who
in his Tune years as Santa Claus want a closer view of the Christpostmaster.
mas-name village and its fairy"Already this year we've handl- land atractions. AS in former
ed as many as 50.000 pieces a years, thousands bring their letday-, Oscar says proudly. "and we ters and packages to the poet ofhaven't reached the peak"
fice for remailing with the cher:But Phillips doesn't seem to ished
"SANTA CLAUS" Postmind the rush so much as he does mark".
Letters sent fourth-class
his crowded quart..rs. Uncle Sam to the Santa Claus Postmaster are
is still pondering the question of also remailed bearing this magic
moving the Santa Claus post of- postmark.
fice from the old store building
New Park
to new and larger quarters, and,
Much of the holiday entertainconfidentially, Oscar hopes -it'll ment is provided visitors by the
happen soon. The goverpment•re- new Santa Claus Land park. Some
cently asked for bids on a larger of the features are a miniature
post office building, but the final train
which visiting
tots ride
decision on it location is still be+ through the park area; an "Enmg awaited.
chanted Trail- of Mother Goose
Land characters which appear lifeAbitsesal -

After 10 years of experimental
work. the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment
Station
announces
progress in developing a new highyielding variety of red clover.
Called Kenland, this red clover
produced 9,121 pounds of dry matter in three cuttings in, 1944.
Hay yields would be about 10
per cent larger. Other varieties
produced as follows:
Kentucky
No. 215, 8,082 pounds; Cumberland, 7,485 pounds, and Midland,
6,750 pounds.
The Station's report says: "Kenland clover not only produces
larger yields of hay than other
good varieties but it is much longer lived. Because of this characteristic, the Kenland plots had
perfect stands on Dec. 1 of the
second year, when stands of other
good varieties were very poor."
The new clover was developed
by the Kentucky Station in cooperation with the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
It
'will be a few years before seed is
available for general distribution.

g

corn top executive to every employee, we
send you our best wishes. May you enjoy the
full beauty of this most joyous of seasons.

iriiicrru Christmas"
PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

s---•
Wags

EST WISHES

AND BEST WISHES

The doorway to hospitality opens
every moment of this joyous holiday
season sparkle with gaiery and happiness
for you and yours. For your kind patronage
of the past may we extend our appreciation
and express our desire to ccsntinue w
serve you faithfully in the future.

IL

MURRAY FASHION SHOPPE
MRS., ETHEL KEY

It is with the deepest sincerity that we extend our

cheerfully to admit the spiirit of

best wishes to all our friends this glorious Christ-

Christma-s! We welcome all our
friends to partake of the many

mas. May your every wish be fulfilled and may

joyous greetings we extend on this

the joys that

happy occasion.

mein:iries in the many months to come.

Murray Auto Parts

1,11

your heath serve as happy

A. B. Beale 8 Son

EFFIE WATSON

A

EAST MAIN STREET

PHONE 36

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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PAGE FOUR
,
Calloway Veteran !t:,...,,
Political Psalm
; Year model, type and condition
i determined the purchase price of
Buys WAA Truck the vehicles, which included trucks If you think Calloway Demo!ranging from half-ton pickups to
—
World War II veterans :21-2-ton dump end cargo trucks,
purchased 126 motor vehicles at as well as jeepst ttailers, sedans
prices varying from ,e101 to $1382 and ambulances: "r
in a recent sale of surplus GovernCalloway County Veteran A. G.
ment property at Fort Knox, Ky.. Hyde.- Murray. purchased a lessesse
War Assets Ac5re..11,-•
s TI
K4:11111l icy

Mrs. George Williams, president,
has sent several Large boxes of
toys and gifts to the Toy and Gift
Shop at Outwood Hospital, and the
crats have deviated drastically in national program of Gifts to the
their attitude
within 'the past Yanks Who Gave.
dozen yeais, have a look at this
The donors added this week are
article submitted by a 'reader to Max Churchill Funeral Home, Mrs.
the Ledger and Times during the Susan Lamb, Mrs Jewel Anderglory of the Republican dynasty son, and Mrs. Rosa Ann Childers.
in 1931:

1941 PSALM
Hoover is my Shepherd I am in
want, :
:le maketh me to lie down on
Park Benches,
leadeth me by still factories.
iie restoreth my doubt in the
Republican Party:
lie guideth me in the path of unemployment for his party's
sake.
Yea. tho I walk thru the alley of
soup kitchens, I am still
hungry. ,
: do not fear evil for thou art
against mc.
nhy Cabinet and thy Senate they
do discomfort me.
Thou &rest prepare a reduction of
my wages in the presence of
my creditors.
Thou amenities' my incon e 'nth
taxes so my expense:. over
szunneth my income,
Sure* poverty and hard times win
ts
follow me all the days of the
Republican administration,
And I shall dwell in a rented
house forever.
—0. F P.

Power Units from 2 to 63 horsepower
NOW AVAILABLE AT

•

*
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FUQUA TRACTOR CO.

Legion Auxiliary
Gets More Donors
The Murray Unit No. 73, American Legion Auxiliary, has announced three additoinal donors to
their program of collecting funds
and gifts for hospitalized veterans.

I Ex-Service Men's
News
By Claude S. Sprowls
Department Service Officer
American lLegion of Kentucky
Lexington. Kentucky

work period of the

a

OiitEd
mit*

Veterans who wish to obtain detailed information regarding this
World War II veterans, holders important feature of their NSLI
of National Service Life Insurance, policy, should contact the nearest
are urged to declare their princi- VA representative.
pal and contingent beneficiaries if
RESORD ENROLLMENT
this has not been done. Many vetFOR BRANCH 6 VETS
erans Have kept their insurance on
Record enrollments in institua war-time status, not taking advantage of the many changes in- tional and on-the-job training in
and
Kentucky
augurated by the Insurance Act of Ohio, Michigan
swelled the three-state
total to
1946.
Insurance officiaLs at the Co- 240.298—an increase of nearly 30.lumbus i0.) Branch Office tor 000 for the month of November. it
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky, call was reported this week by Veterattention to those policies in which ans Administration officials at the
no primary or contingent benefic- Columbus 10.0 Branch Office.
Biggest gain was in institutional
iry has been named, declaring
in these instances the policy training where an increase of 26,yell be paid to the estate of the 296 brought the natal to 173,732.
:inured where death occurs after Of this figure, Ohio accounted for
August 1, 1946. When this hap- 81,366 student veterans, Michigan
pens, the designated • dependents showed 70,600, and Kentucky 21.are expesed to the risk of unneces- 746.
Branch 6 on-the-job training ensary expense and delay. As part
of an estate, insurance loses its rollment figures for November reidentity as sucp and is subject to vealed a record total of 66,557
all the 'laws governing estates, in- Figiuers for the three states were:
cluding inheritance tax, adminis- Ohio, 36.551; Michigan, 18,671; and
trative costs, and
any
claims Kentucky. 1.490.
VA'S SPECIAL SERVICES
PROGRAM BENEFITS VETS
The 7.643 veteran patients of
World War I and II now receiving
treatment in nine VA hospitals- in
Ohie. Michigan and Kentucky, are
the focal-point of Special Services'
extensive program as well as widespread community interest.
One of Veterans Admanistrations more recently developed divisions, the Special Services scope
ranges from the chaplaincy service to libraries, athletics, canteens, motion pictures, and special
recreation and entertamment
November statistics revealed that
111 full-time and 4 part-time chaplains made an average of three
personal contacts with each hospitalized veteran and conducted
275 services. The libraries, with
over 17.000 fiction and non-fiction
booka, circulated an average of
three books per patient. The average per capita canteen sales for
the month was $540
Movie attendance jumped to an average of
nine shows per patient, with special showings for bedridden patiteita.
A well-rounded athletic
program featured seasonal sports.
with bowling and touch-football
topping the tall season

Mayfield, Ky.
YOUR MINNEAPOLIS - 'MOLINE DEALER

(F HSIr'l1S!
w,th Christmas cheer and fond

thoughts of our good friends, as we send this
little greeting all around the town
Merry . . merry Christmas!

WEST END GROCERY

TOP NOTCH CHRISTMAS SHOW
PLANNED FOR VA PVTIENTS
Although most of
:eran patients in this nine VA nospitab in
Ohio. Michigan and Kentucky will
miss the family scene at Christmas,
they won't be lacking in top-notch
entertainment and yuletide festivities VA's Special Services. Hollywood and the local communities
have seen to that.
A message from President Truman will open the all-day show .
followed by Betty Hutton's latest
movie. "Cross My Heart." The traditional Dickens "A Christmas
Carol" will be featured as a full
length show. "Command Performance." a familiar recorded program
to aU veterans, will feature Crosby
and Hope, Dinah Shore, Lena
Horne, Fred Waring, and is hint of
other stars. Special arrangements
have been made for the bedridden
patients, enabling them p: SPC or
hear the shows by means of portable equipment.

Neva Waters

Melus Linn

if you are eligible. But to be elitablishment.
permanently and
of World War gible, you must be
Q. I am a voter
totally disabled and the total inbejob
rorn my
I and have retire
come must not exceed $1,000 a year
cause of a disab sty which is not
if you are without dependents or
connected with my war service.
a year if you have one or
12,500
Can I also receive a pension from
more dependents.
the Veterans Administration?
course
Q. Is a veteran following a
A. The fact that you are receivvocational training entitled to a
of
ing retirement pay because of a
vacation during the time he is in
connected disability
non-service
training?
from the Veterans Administration
Q. Does a veteran who is going
absence may
A. Yes. A leave
which developed while you were
to school under the GI BiU have
working as a civilian, will not pre- be granted but not to exceed 30
to report money he earns through
vent you from getting a pension days in any consecutive 12 months.
overtime work?
A. The veteran must report those
wages received for the standard
work period of the establishment
where he is employed, including
overtime -work customarily ,scheduled. It wall not include occasional overtime beyond the standard

Chaplains will, conduct religious
services in every hospital and home.
Carol singing will be arranged,
with the words of songs in Braille
being provided for blinded
patients. A special allocation of funds
every hospital will provide decorations, gifts -or special programs in
recreation halls and wards.
-QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

VA OFFICIALS URGE VETS
TO NAME BENEFICIARIES

, SOUTH SIXTH STREET

We're filled

against the Insured.
When a contineent or. secondary
beneficialry is not designated, any
unpaid benefits will be paid to
the insured's estate after the death
of the first
beneficiary. This
might necessitate reopening the
veteran's estate many years after
his death.
•.
In lieu of notifying VA, a beneficiary may be designated by last
will and testament duly probated.
However ,it
was emphasized, a
beneficiary cannot be changed by
will. .Although the insured may
change beneficiaries at any time
and as many times as he wishes,
without consent of the beneficiaries, to be effective
the notice
must be made in writing and signed by the insured and forwarded
to Veterans Administration by the
insured or his agent.

I1

tr.
',Mawr

We're thinking about all our friends as the
season's spirit fills the air. We want to extend our best wishes for the most wonderful
Christmas of all, to all!

DEMUS FUTRELL BEAUTY SHOP

Gratings
We send our warmest greetings to all our patrons for
a very happy Yuletide
holiday.

DONELL
STUDIO

o one
and all go our sincerest and best
wishes for this
Yuletide season.

I

appiness,

good health, good
cheer and the

merries- t of
Christmases to
everyone.

LOVE'S
STUDIO
111=Mnalm_..7v

lasivo"`'
a•-v 4111

I

EST WISHES
every moment of this joyoUs' holiday
season Sparkle with gaiety and happines
for you and yours. For yor kind patronage
Of the past. may we extend our appreciation.
)4.
.4
and exprs our de-ire .to continue to
serve you faithftilly in the future.-

to hospitality opens
cheerfully to admit the spirit of
Christmas! Wc welcome ail our
friends to partake of the many
joyous greetings we extend on this
happy occasion.
The doorway

''"-• 1

se •

Christmas

The joy of Cliri-tmos is upon the
world radiating happiness to all;

cheer is in the
air! Christmas joy is
everywhere! Add our wishes that
this be the merriest holiday season ever!

hearts young and old. Let this
Christmas be the brightest, merriest and most prosperous!

ECONOMLSELF SERVICE

Brausa Harness Shop

Munday Equipment and
Auto Parts

"Still thz_ Busiest Place in Tots"
P.UDQLPH THURMAN, Owner

t;
• 1—(71,

JOHNNY PARKER STANDARD
STATION

"The Home of Ildurray
Made Harness"

Telephone: 130
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le Ledger & Times' Classified Adds
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pational classiticatoins of these I
had enough income to be able to D. B.
applicants broken down into male, I
save the allowances, you were not turned
female and veteran are as folQ. "I am confused about ixe entitled to receive them. The 0.1 torney
lows:
MAYFIELD AREA
Total Male Female Vet. 20 per cent increase in pel,A0
which became elective Septerr.:41
Entry
215
8
194 1 and which was paid for the
Gains in employment continue. occupations 223
time in October. I had been
Employment will continue to rise Professional
ceiving 557.50 for 50 per cent c._
and
only as materials are available.
ability and now my check is ts
51
46
5
39
Entry wage rates for men and managerial
$89.00. Does the new law give J
women compare favorably with Clerical and
increase in money payment or
sales
195
141
54
92
those in areas in the state.
per cent increase in disability r.
Employment gain of 7.3 per cent Service
ing?"
workers
171
124
47
77
forecast by twenty major firms by
A. The 20 per cent increase' ap
January. (Dependent on availa- Agricultural
368 plies to payment and not to disworkers
426
426 . 0
bility of materials.)
ability rating. Your rating is still
Turnover rate for November, Skilled
workers
482
450 32
256 50 per cent. Instead of payment
4.4 per cent.
being at the rate of $11.50 for each
Entry wage for common labor- Semiskilled
10 per cent it is now $13.80. The
827
678 149
440
ers in area ranges from 40 to 70 workers
50 per cent increase In either pa) Unskilled
cents per hour.
Ment or rating amounts to the
577
351 226
134
Heavy demand for stenographers workers
same sum. All World War H disand bookkeepers.
Total
2,952 2,431 521 1,500 ability ratings are in multiples of
Employment Trend
10, except where there Ls
Employment as listed by 20 maThe above applications include
loss of both hands, feet. or
jor firm:
the area ofr the past those drawing unemployment com- eyes.
three months was as follows:
pensation or servicemen's readjustQ. My
husband ,a
veteran,
Sept. Oct. Nov. ment allowance claims. Many are
Total
temporarily out of work or have needs hospitilization for a maligEmployment
3,218 3,390 3.405 job connections. A large number nant condition. I understand the
Female
of veterans are planning to farm treatment he needs can be
Employment
2,215 2.334 2,346 or enter school. The local office at Hines, Ill., can he be admitted
there direct'
These -firms rePorted an employ- had a total of 3,118 active
applicaA. Direct admissions for the
ment rise of 7.6 per cent in Sep- tions on ifle at the
end of Octotreatment of malignant conditions
tember, 5.3 per cent in cOctober, ber, as compared to 2.952
active
are not made to Hines or other
and only .5 per cent in N vember. applications at the end
of Novemtumor clinics unless they
As shown bt these figur s gain ber, or a reduction of 266.
are
in employment has been
those to which
applicants norcreasThis news bulletin is compiled
ing since September.
mally would be admitted. Admisby the Mayfield office of the
sion is made to the nearest VetAn anticipated increase in total
United State Emplcyment Service
erans
Administration
employment of 7.3 per cent is fore
hospital,
through information obtained irom
house, or center with subsequent
cast by January I. This rise is
representative industrial and comtransfer to tumor clinics.
reflected .for the most part in
mercial establishments and other
manufacturing industries.
Some sources. In
ceder to further the
Q. My son was classified 1-A
non-manufacturing firms are anbest interest of both employer and
his draft board but his inducticipating a reduction in employjob applicant, we suggest that em- tion was delayed until „he comment. It is difficult to forecast
ployers place their job orders with pleted his high school education.
future labor requirements accurthe local office at 212 East Broad- Re attended college this summer
ately because of material shortway. Mayfield, telephone 986.
and is enrolled for this semester.
ages. In ',host cases forerasts are
This area includes the counties 't A. No. 'The next time he is callbased upon the assumption that
of Calloway, Fulton, Hickman and éd
induction, he will not be
required material will be available
Gra vez.
IlermItted to complete even a
as needed.
semester or a quarter.
reetings are pealing your way, for we are
Labor Demand
Q. My son was in 'she service
It is anticipated that 249 work14
months.
I
am
a
widow.
He
ers will be needed for increase in
tolling the golden bells of the Yuletide
contributed to the maintenance of
employment
during
the
next
(iur
apartment until he was inmonth. Additional workers will
ducted. He was discharged sevbe needed to replace turnover,
Seaso9 to wish everyone the Merriest, Gayeral worths ago, and now the oftvhich averages around 3 or 4
fice
of
Dependen
cy
benefits
has
per cent per month.
sent me a notice demanding that
est and Most Jubilant Christmas ever.
Demand at reporting firms is
A top price in the country of I
repay them $195.00 for the alprincipally for unskilled men and fifteen cents per
pound foe used lowance I received from
my Son.
semiskilled sewing machine ope- cooking fat is
being paid by a t put every cent of
the money I
rators:,
Wilmington. Dela., meat dealer, received
into War Bond.
What
Most unfilled openings at the according to prelimina
ry news- sight has the 0.D:it to
demand
end of November were for ste- e(aper surveys made
in 114 repre- that I repay that money
now?
nographers; bookkeepers, nurses, sentative cities.
This is an 11
A. A very excellent legal right.
and sales clerks.
cent increase over the old OPA Apparentl
y, allowances to parents
LABOR SUPPLY
ceiling price of four cents a pound
be made only to those who
At the end, of November the loWomen do not have to travel to need
the money to live on. They
cal office had on file 2.952 active Wilmington to
turn in their sal- are not made for the
purpose of inapplications for work. The occu- vaged fat, however. ..for
meat deal- creasing parents* savings.
If you
ers all over the country are pay
ing substantially more for used
cooking fats, as evidenced by
these top prices reported through
local newspaper surveys:
Ashland. Ky. ten cents a pound
.Bism
We Can Do All Types of pound.arek, N. D., seven cents ;,
Bloomingt
Repairing a pound. on, Ill., twelve cents
Columbus, Ohio, ten
cents
We will appreciate your
pound.
bu<ness
Doylestown, Pa, eight cents a
pound.
Elkhart, Ind., thirteen cents a
pound.
Lawrence. Kansas, ten cents a
pound.
Mass. seven cents
pound.
New Castle, Ind., ten cents a
SCOTT FITTS
R. C. CHANDLER pound.
1100 West Poplar
Phone 629 Oshkosh. Wisc., ten cents a pound.
Springfield. Mo., ten cents a
pound.
Terre Haute, Ind., ten cents a
pound
Wheeling. W. Va., twelve cents a
pand.
York. Pa., ten cents a pound.
Pr'
These reports show that women
have a double incentive to accelerate used fat savings, for not
only does it help them get soap,
electrical appliances, fabrics, automobiles. tires, paints, and other
necessities, but the return on every
pound is Noy/ important money.

Veterans' Corm

Labor Market
Information

anatom-

ical

given

the

by

Used Fat Prices
Hit New High,Too

_Ray every moment of this joyous holiday
season s arlde with gaiety and happiness

you and yours. For your kind patronagc
past rnay we extend our appreciation
and express our dcsirt to continue to
you faithfully in thc future.

LERMAN'S

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

Plumbin g and

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

Marlboro,

FITTS & CHANDLER

•••

DUBLIN & DENTON MOTOR CO

may

a

idol 14(/'

Everybody in Calloway county
knows something „tht
a should be
printed in the "Locals." Phone
yours to Ledger and Times -55.

Te.elinq,

Hear America's favorite tenor

Eack joyful greeting ac send carries

g

ront top executiv e

to every employee, we
snd
sendbeautyOur best w,thes. May you enjoy the
of this most joyou 4 seasons.
full

II ith

it,

good wishes to add to your Christmas cl.seP•
Each lit candle and sparkling tr;>,ming on

"ifterq .,,hnstmas"

the tree reflects our faild ibonhis of you

Mla,!ftRAY keelkilBER COMPANY
Tele 'one 62
.t

•

ato

Dist.

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNER1-411 HOME

4

'
4

I COPY FADED
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4uired this piece abut bankers
t their culture.
His success as a financial backer
seeing
opment reTi to ont of a big livestock devel
publicity for
hope to suited in naticin-wide
ten
Mr Bailey ;old for more than
he has been telling his story
Years
.e -bankthe country.
bui it in speeches all over
ly he was made president
Recent
is head.
a!of the American /3,,:,kers Associ
,nkinr. lend haystory
WAY
CLtO
ton. A wohderful success
1,.
bout
little, hallset
thought
the
with applause beginning with
unfinding . out how, if ptspible.' the
In the modern Dark .
bleat of a lamb and increasing
an-down places could ble made t0
til it Witsclimaxed with the hand--HOW a small city bau
It was then a. g regiona
s in
dumpfarms
claps of five thousand banker
old
.,au two or three
sheep ratsing industry ot its start.
him their
to
iming
procla
t
agouis
tion
conven
ed into his lap, much
Today the district has more than
dr':
top man.
will. One reason why hi
n by our
to
35.000 ewes, underwri
th•
So much for Bailey. I've got
welcome the property was
! banker without the loss of a dime. get down to my story, which 1.1
.
had been in the red chronic
iley
The story of W C
Asthat
about the Kentucky Bankers
The other reason was
KBA.
Clarksville, Tenn., has
the
ly
Recent
P.'
un.
the
sociati
to
ed
d
belong
-fifie
f
himsel
bark s ly told, but I think I am
doubtless inspired in part by the
variety of swivel-ct.Jir
I- in repeating it here bee Se t success. of Bailey as a sheep pr
,
Lirmeri
and
Who know farms
to
hi
serves as a good introduc
motet. decided to do surnet
moeit exclusiveiy by ,:s.ht.
for. Kentucky ,agriculture.
Notable among many wor
.things in the program of the K

ket totaled 188,498
s per acre average for the
The Davis crop brought $52.74 pound
same day. Receipts v
per hundredweight and the pro- state.
gton mar- 39 and the average V
the 1,050+ Sales on the HuhtIn
' doUbla
VMS
duCtiCill

Kirksey played host to Farmingnight and pulled
Friday
ton
through a tight fourth quarter to
hand the visitors a 35-33 loss.
Adams made 10 points to lead
the Eagles.
Lineups:
P es. Farnegton 13
Klrksey 15
Riley 7 i
Blankenship 9 F
Spalding 2 1
F
Turner 5
W. Cox 8
C
McCallan 4
F. Cox 3 1
G
Adams 10
Cavitt 13
G
Wilson 6
Subs: Kirksey—Magness 2.

r

r.

Utsf-

MILKS/WS EAGLES NOSE
FARMINGTON 15-33

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

MURRAY DOWNS CAIRO
28-21 IN SECOND WIN

High
The Tigers of Murray
School ran their season string of
wins to two straight Friday night
as they beat Cairo 28-21 at Murray.
The Holland coached squad played even with the visitors throughRev. J. H. Thurman
out a slow first half that ended
"The employment of a qual
J. H. Thurman of Murray in a 9-9 tie.
Rev
ge at
full-time Agricultural Field A
H. D. Morrell, Tiger forward,
will deliver a special messa
y
to represent the Bankers of K
hit three goals to spark the last
First Baptist Church Sunda
the
a
ac- quarter Tiger rally.
tucky in their efofrt to sport
night. January 5, at 7:30,
nt by
nceme
state-wide cover-crop program
annou
an
to
Simpson was high for Cairo with
g
o- cordin
primary objectives being to
eight points.
pastor. Rev. Braxton B.
the
wtect and restore the soil by
Lineups:
ore
of- Murray U
Cairo 21
mg grasses and legumes and
Pos,
The First Baptist Church has
winter cover crops."
Shelton 1
F
y requested the Rev. Mr Murrell 8
ficiall
ers
address Farris 5
Simpson 8
Three cheers for the
F
Thurman to repeat the
Dunker 7
They are getting in step with en- which he delivered before the Slaughter 5
C
e in
ation Furgerson 5
Denton 2
tucky on the march. A bit
G
Blood River Baptist Associ
orgi
McAlally 3
realizing that they should
G
which met with the Elm Grove Thurman 1
the
ganized aid and cooperation
Subs: Murray - - Alexander 3,
h a few weeks ago. The
but• Churc
biggest industry in the sta
of the message was "Land- Clark 1, Ward. Cairo—Lane, Witt,
title
wrist
that must not be held
Of Our Faith."
Greer, Hughes. Bouchet.
y are marks
an
The big tact is,
them
Score by quarters:
In this message, Mr. Thurm
28
21
9
"jilting up.''
3
sets forth the principles and 4e- Murray
me
or
d
de- Cairo
12 21
9
My space is too limite
3
liefs as held by the Baptist
about
to write all I want to
Officials: Young and Carroll.
nomination. •
the , KI3A. so I'll have 10 du anFirst Baptist Church and
The
e near
an
other article about it in
If you have a visitor this week
pastor extends to the public
future.
invitation to hear the Rev. Mr —call the Ledger and Times.
message Telephone 55.
deliver this
Thurman
TRAINING SCHOOL
which sets forth their distinctiveSOUTH CHRISTIAN
VIRGINIAN SELLS STATE'S
ness as a Baptist demonination.
ST BURLEY CROP"
"FINE
Johnny Underwood's Training
— - -- School Colts staged a'St quar- HARDIN EDGES HAZEL
What was described as probChristian IN FINAL PERIOD
ter rally to down Sou
ably the finest crop of burley ever
-44-34,
grown in West Virginia was sold
a
staged
Thomp
Eagles
d
Blue
Hardin's
Alfred Lassiter
on the Huntington tobacco market'
out
edge
to
to
each
rally
fourth quarter
son chalked up 13
this week for $1,101.29.
M Dawson the Lions of Hazel 27-24 in a
claim scoring honors
The crop of Kentucky 14 type
Friday
also made 13 for S h Christian. game played at Hardin
tobacco was grown by Clarence
night.
Lineup,
Davis of Milton, W. Va , on nine
Christian 34
Hazel knotted the count at 18-18 tenths of an acre of ground andl
Pips,
T. Sehool 44
Lyre 9 at the end of the third quarter but
Thompson 13 F
d in at 2.068 pound;
steady weighe
Cramer 2 the
Eagles, behind the
F
Boyd 12
Charles Campbell of Chillicothe, '
,
points
11
8
with
Jones
C
shooting of Smith
Fuqua 4
O. in charge of government gradif Dawson 13 pulled ahead in the closing minG
Richardson
ing on the market, said the, crop t
R. Dawson utes.
G J
Lassiter 13
brought the "highest price for a 1
Dunn was high for Hazel with full crop in the history of the
Subs. Murray Tining School—.
Trevathan 2. Sth Christian— 10 points.
market, and was probably the ,
Lineup,:
Hale 2.
highest leaf ever sold here"
24
Haar!
Pea
Sardis 37"
Score by qua
d
Outlan
44
28
_7 13
Smith 11
Training School
De r)ham I
•
.5 32 34
S rh.ristian —
Hayes 2
Ross 2
Dunn 10
X
:04
111111
l
CLAIM1
Darnal
'SAD TISK
Laminar 2
•
Siress 0
Subs: Hardin---Heitt I. Culver
I. Thoispson 3.
Quartet MOMS:
5 10 lei 27
Hardir
4 8 1111 24
Hazel

4501w-

yer.

EST WISHES
The doorway to hospitality opens
cheerfully to admit the spirit of
Christmas! We welcome all our
friends to partake of the many
joyous greetings we extend on this
happy occasion.

Murray Machine and Tool
Company
--e

All of us are wishing all of you the best
the season has to offer' That covers
good health,good friends, good
times and good fortune!

Littleton's

(45'

LYNN GROVE ROMPS
OVER WESTERN 112-11
'Lynn Grove's Wildcats sturibeif
..Wesern 82-30 Friday as Howard
hit the hoop for 22 lamas
Lneups
Western NM
Pos,
L. Drove 82
Langford 2
F
Howard 22
Thompson 4
Mt Reynolds 14 F
Map
!Niue tlec
Turnbow
G
Crouch 7
Childeas 2
Senotherman II G
Subs: Lynn Grove — White
Western—Jones, Pair 20, Bondur-

(
4i

int

2.

tOOONG

43\
era,,

FOR A C0001
0*
4111P

MONARCH

geaCOFFEE
AT TOUR DIAti:

1111olida

ctings

WITH OUR BEST WISHES
To one onciaPII go our
hockrtiest %visite: for
the happiest Yuietide ever
May 11000 cheer
and good health be
yours for all ch 1947.

MUNDAY'S SERVICE
y
Rud Barnetitt
owl

TATION
'Reel" Willo

Relieves
Child
AsII

AND BEST WISHES
rity th wee.,..44
It is with the deepost since
S gloriOus Chl
best wishes to off our friends t
'Witte 1ond •
mas. Ma v your every wish
serv
the joys that gli your hefts
hs to
retemories in the many m

Taylor ImplprentA Motor Co.

